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' Only a learned and a manly soul

I purposed her, that should with even powers

The rock, the spindle, and the shears control

Of destiny, and spin her own free hours."

Ben Jonsos.

Pero che ogni diletto nostro e doglia

Sta in si e no saper, voler, potere ;

Adunque quel sol puo, che col dovere

Ne trae la ragion fuor di sua soglia.

Adunque tu' lettor di queste note,

S'a te vuoi esser buono, e agli altri caro,

Vogli sempre poter quel che tu debbi."

Leonardo da Vinci
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NEW YOEK.

JOURNALS, LETTERS, &c

How much, preventing God, how much I owe

To the defences thou hast round me set !

Example, Custom, Fear, Occasion slow,

—

These scorned bondsmen were my parapet.

I dare not peep over this parapet.

To gauge with glance the roaring gulf below,

Tiie depths of sin to which I had descended,

Had not these me against myself defended."

Herbeet.

Di te, finor, chiesto non hai severa

Ragione a tfe ; di sua virtii non cade

Sospetto in cor conscio a se stesso."

Alfieri.

• He that lacks time to mourn, lacks time to mend :

Eternity mourns that. 'Tis an ill cure

For life's worst ills, to have no time to feel them.

"Where sorrow's held intnisive, and turn'd out,

There wisdom will not enter, nor true power,

!N'or aught that dignifies humanity."

Taylor.

VOL. IIL



' That time of year thou may'st in me behold,

When yellow leaves, or none, or few do hang

Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,

Bare ruin'd choirs, where late the sweet birds sang.

In me thou seest the twilight of such day,

As after sunset fadeth in the west
;

Which by-and-by black night doth take away,

—

Death's second self, that seals up all in rest.

In me thou seest the glowing of such fire,

That on the ashes of his youth doth lie

;

As the death-bed whereon it must expire,

Consumed with that which it was nourish'd by."

Shakspeare. [Sonnet Ixxiii.]

' Aber zufrieden mit stillerem Ruhme,

Brechen die Frauen des Augenblick's Blume,

Nahren sie sorgsam mit liebendem Fleiss,

Freier in ihrem gebundenen Wirken,

Reicher als er in des "Wissens Bezirken

Und in der Dichtung unendlichem Kreiz."

Schiller.

Not like to like, but like in difference
;

Yet in the long years liker must they grow,

—

The man be more of woman, she of man

;

He gain in sweetness and in moral height.

Nor lose the wrestling thews that throw the world

;

She mental breath, nor fail in childward care

;

More as the double-natured poet each
;

Till at the last she set herself to man.

Like perfect music unto noble words."

Tenntsok.
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NEW YORK.

LEAVING HOME.

Incessant exertion in teaching and writing,

added to pecuniary anxieties and domestic cares,

had so exhausted Margaret's energy, in 1844, that

she felt a craving for fresh interests, and resolved

to seek an entire change of scene amid freer fields

of action.

" The tax on my mind is such," she writes,

" and I am so unwell, that I can scarcely keep up

the spring of my spirits, and sometimes fear that I

cannot go through with the engagements of the

winter. But I have never stopped yet in fulfilling

what I have undertaken, and hope I shall not be

compelled to stop now. How farcical seems the

b2
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preparation needed to gain a few moments' life

;

yet just so the plant works all the year round for

a few days' flower."

But in brighter mood she says, ao^ain :
—" I

congratulate myself that I persisted, against every

persuasion, in doing all I could last winter ; for

now I am and shall be free from debt, and I look

on the position of debtor with a dread worthy of

some respectable Dutch burgomaster. My little

plans for others, too, have succeeded ; our small

household is well arranged, and all goes smoothly

as a wheel turns round. Mother, moreover, has

learned not to be over-anxious when I suffer, so

that I am not obliged to suppress my feelings when

it is best to yield to them. Thus^ having more

calmness, I feel often that a sweet serenity is

breathed through every trifling duty. I am truly

grateful for being enabled to fulfil obligations which

to some might seem humble, but which to me are

sacred.''

And in mid-summer comes this pleasant picture

:

—" Every day, I rose and attended to the many

little calls which are always on me, and which

have been more of late; Then, about eleven, I
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would sit down to write at my window, close to

which is the apple-tree, lately full of blossoms,

and now of yellow birds. Opposite me was Del

Sarto's Madonna ; behind me Silenus, holding in

his arms the infant Pan. I felt very content with

my pen, my daily bouquet, and my yellow birds.

About five I would go out and walk till dark
;

then would arrive my proofs, like crabbed old

guardians, coming to tea every night. So

passed each day. The 23d of May, my birth-day,

about one o'clock, I wrote the last line of my little

book;* then I went to Mount Auburn, and

walked gently among the graves."

As the brothers had now left college, and had

entered or were entering upon professional and

commercial life, while the sister was married, and

the mother felt calls to visit in turn her scattered

children, it * was determined to break up the

" Home." " As a family," Margaret writes, " we

are henceforth to be parted. But though for

months I had been preparing for this separation,

the last moments were very sad. Such tears are

childish tears, I know, and belie a deeper wisdom.

* Summer on the Lakes.
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It is foolish in me to be so anxious about my

family. As I went along, it seemed as if all I did

was for God's sake ; but if it had been, could I

now thus fear? My relations to them are alto-

gether fair, so far as they go. As to their being

no more to me than others of my kind, there is

surely a mystic thrill betwixt children of one

mother, which can never cease to be felt till the

soul is quite born anew. The earthly family is

the scaffold whereby we build the spiritual one.

The glimpses we here obtain of what such relations

should be are to me an earnest that the family is

of Divine Order, and not a mere school of pre-

paration. And in the state of perfect being which

we call Heaven, I am assured that family ties will

attain to that glorified beauty of harmonious

adaptation, which stellar groups in the pure blue

typify,"

Margaret's admirable fidelity, as daughter and

sister,—amidst her incessant literary pursuits, and

her far-reaching friendships,—can be justly appre-

ciated by those only who were in her confidence

;

but from the following slight sketches generous

hearts can readily infer what was the quality of

her home-affections.
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*' Mother writes from Canton that my dear old

grandmother is dead. I regret that you never

saw her. She was a picture of primitive piety, as

she sat holdins: the ' Saint's Rest ' in her hand,

with her bowed, trembling figure, and her emphatic

nods, and her sweet blue eyes. They were bright

to the last, though she was ninety. It is a great

loss to mother, w^ho felt a large place warmed

in her heart by the fond and grateful love of this

aged parent.'^

" We cannot be sufficiently grateful for our

mother,—so fair a blossom of the white amaranth

;

truly to us a mother in this, that we can venerate

her piety. Our relations to her have known no

jar. Nothing vulgar has sullied them ; and in this

respect life has been truly domesticated. Indeed,

when I compare my lot with others, it seems to

have had a more than usual likeness to home ; for

relations have been as noble as sincerity could

make them, and there has been a frequent breath

of refined affection, with its sweet courtesies.

Mother thanks God in her prayers for ' all the acts

of mutual love which have been permitted
;

' and

looking back, I see that these have really been

many. I do not recognise this, as the days pass,
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for to my desires life would be such a flower-chain

of symbols, that what is done seems very scanty,

and the thread shows too much.

" She has just brought me a little bouquet.

Her flowers have suffered greatly by my neglect,

when I would be engrossed by other things in her

absences. But, not to be disgusted or deterred,

whenever she can glean one pretty enough, she

brings it to me. Here is the bouquet,—a very

delicate rose, with its half-blown bud, heUotrope,

geranium, lady-pea, heartVease ; all sweet-scented

flowers ! Moved by their beauty, I wrote a short

note, to which this is the reply. Just like her-

self!*

" * I should not love my flowers if they did not

put forth all the strength they have, in gratitude

for your preserving care, last winter, and your

wasted feelings over the unavoidable effects of the

frost, that came so unexpectedly to nip their

budding beauties. I appreciate all you have done,

knowing at what cost any plant must be nourished

* The editor must ofiFer as excuse for printing, without per-

mission asked, this note, found carefully preserved among Mar-

garet's papers, that he knew no other way of so truly indicating

the relation between mother and daughter. This lily is eloquent

of the valley where it grew.—W. H. C.
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by one who sows in fields more precious than those

opened, in early life, to my culture. One must

have grown up with flowers, and found joy and

sweetness in them, amidst disagreeable occupa-

tions, to take delight in their whole existence as I

do. They have long had power to bring me into

harmony with the Creator, and to soothe almost

any irritation. Therefore I understand your love

for these beautiful things, and it gives me real

pleasure to procure them for you.

" * You have done everything that the most

affectionate and loving daughter could, under all

circumstances. My faith in your generous desire

to increase my happiness is founded on the know-

ledge I have gained of your disposition, through

your whole life. I should ask your sympathy and

aid, whenever it could be available, knowing that

you would give it first to me. Waste no thought

on neglected duties. I know of none. Let us

pursue our appointed paths, aiding each other in

rough places ; and if I live to need the being led

by the hand, I always feel that you will perform

this oflfice wisely and tenderly. We shall ever

have perfect peace between us. Yours, in ail

love.'
"

b3
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Margaret adds :—"It has been, and still is,

hard for me to give up the thought of serenity,

and freedom from toil and care, for mother, in the

evening of a day which has been all one work of

disinterested love. But I am now confident that

she will learn from every trial its lesson ; and if I

cannot be her protector, I can be at least her

counsellor and soother."

From the less private parts of Margaret's cor-

respondence with the younger members of the

family, some passages may be selected, as attesting

her quick and penetrating sympathy, her strict

truth, and influential wisdom. They may be fitly

prefaced by these few but emphatic words from a

letter of one of her brothers :

—

" I was much impressed, during my childhood,

at Groton, with an incident that first disclosed to

me the tenderness of Margaret's character. I had

always viewed her as a being of different nature

from myself, to whose altitudes of intellectual life

I had no thought of ascending. She had been

absent during the winter, and on her return asked

me for some account of my experiences. Sup-
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posing that she could not enter into such insigni-

ficant details, I was not frank or warm in my

confidence, though I gave no reason for my

reserve ; and the matter had passed from my

mind, when our mother told me that Margaret

had shed tears, because I seemed to heed so little

her sisterly sympathy. * Tears from one so

learned,' thought I, *for the sake of one so in-

ferior !
' Afterwards my heart opened to her, as

to no earthly friend.

" The characteristic trait of Margaret, to which

all her talents and acquirements were subordinate,

was sympathy,— universal sympathy. She had

that large intelligence and magnanimity which

enabled her to comprehend the struggles and

triumphs of every form of character. Loving all

about her, whether rich or poor, rude or culti-

vated, as equally formed after a Divine Original,

with an equal birthright of immortal growth, she

regarded rather their aspirations than their ac-

complishments. And this was the source of her

marvellous influence. Those who had never

thought of their own destiny, nor put faith in

their own faculties, found in her society not so

much a display of her gifts, as surprising dis-
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coveries of their own. She revealed to them the

truth, that all can be noble by fidelity to the

highest self. She appreciated, with delicate ten-

derness, each one's peculiar trials, and, while

never attempting to make the unhappy feel that

their miseries were unreal, she pointed out the

compensations of their lot, and taught them how

to live above misfortune. She had consolation

and advice for every one in trouble, and wrote long

letters to many friends, at the expense not only

of precious time, but of physical pain.

'* When now, with the experience of a man, I

look back upon her wise guardianship over our

childhood, her indefatigable labours fur our edu-

cation, her constant supervision in our family

affairs, her minute instructions as to the manage-

ment of multifarious details, her painful conscien-

tiousness in every duty ; and then reflect on her

native inaptitude and even disgust for practical

affairs, on her sacrifice,—in the very flower of her

genius,—of her favourite pursuits, on her incessant

drudgery and waste of health, on her patient

bearino; of burdens, and courageous conflict with

diflScult circumstances, her character stands before

me as heroic."
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It was to this brother that Margaret wrote as

follows :

—

'•' It is a great pleasure to me to give you this

book ; both that I have a brother whom I think

worthy to value it, and that I can give him some-

thing worthy to be valued more and more through

all his life. Whatever height we may attain in

knowledge, whatever facility in the expression of

thoughts, will only enable us to do more justice

to what is drawn from so deep a source of faith

and intellect, and arrayed, oftentimes, in the

fairest hues of nature. Yet it may not be well

for a young mind to dwell too near one tuned to

so ^ high a pitch as this writer, lest, by trying to

come into concord with him, the natural tones be

overstrained, and the strings weakened by untimely

pressure. Do not attempt, therefore, to read this

book through, but keep it with you, and when the

spirit is fresh and earnest turn to it. It is full of

the tide-marks of great thoughts, but these can

be understood by one only who has gained, by

experience, some knowledge of these tides. The

ancient sages knew how to greet a brother who

had consecrated his life to thought, and was never
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disturbed from his purpose by a lower aim. But

it is only to those perfected in purity that Pytha-

goras can show a golden thigh.

" One word as to your late readings. They

fcame in a timely way to admonish you^ amidst

mere disciplines, as to the future uses of such

disciplines. But systems of philosophy are mere

pictures to him who has not yet learned how to

systematize. From an inward opening of your

nature these knowledges must begin to be evolved,

ere you can apprehend aught beyond their beauty,

as revealed in the mind of another. Study in a

reverent and patient spirit, blessing the day that

leads you the least step onward. Do not ride

hobbies. Do not hasten to conclusions. Be not

coldly sceptical towards any thinker, neither cre-

dulous of his views. A man whose mind is full

of error, may give us the genial sense of truth, as

a tropical sun, while it rears crocodiles, yet ripens

the wine of the palm-tree.

"To turn again to my Ancients: while they

believed in self-reliance with a force little known

in our day, they dreaded no pains of initiation,

but fitted themselves for intelligent recognition of

the truths on which our being is based, by slow
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gradations of travel, study, speech, silence, bravery,

and patience. That so it may be with you, dear

, hopes your sister and friend."

A few extracts from family letters written at

different times, and under various conditions,

may be added.

" I read with great interest the papers you left

with me. The picture and the emotions suggested

are genuine. The youthful figure, no doubt,

stands portress at the gate of Infinite Beauty;

yet I would say to one I loved as I do you. Do

not waste these emotions, nor the occasions which

excite them. There is danger of prodigality,

—

of lavishing the best treasures of the breast on

objects that cannot be the permanent ones. It is

true, that whatever thought is awakened in the mind

becomes truly ours ; but it is a great happiness to

owe these influences to a cause so proportioned to

our strength as to grow with it. I say this merely

because I fear that the virginity of heart which

I believe essential to feeling a real love, in all its

force and purity, may be endangered by too care-

less excursions into the realms of fancy."

'* It is told us, we should pray, ' Lead us not
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into temptation;' and I agree. Yet I think it

cannot be, that, with a good disposition, and the

means you have had to form your mind and discern

a higher standard, your conduct or happiness can

be so dependent on circumstances as you seem to

think. I never advised your taking a course

which would blunt your finer powers, and I do

not believe that winning the means of pecuniary

independence need do so. I have not found that

it does, in my own case, placed at much greater

disadvantage than you are. I have never consi-

dered, either, that there was any misfortune in

your lot. Health, good abilities, and a well-

placed youth, form a union of advantages possessed

by few, and which leaves you little excuse for

fault or failure. And so to your better genius

and the instruction of the One Wise I commend

you."

'•'It gave me great pleasure to get your last

letter, for these little impromptu effusions are the

genuine letters. I rejoice that man and nature

seem harmonious to you, and that the heart beats

in unison with the voices of Spring. May all that is

manly, sincere, and pure, in your wishes, be real-

ized! Obliged to live myself without the sane-
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tuary of the central relations, yet feeling I must

still not despair, nor fail to profit by the precious

gifts of life, while 'leaning upon our Father's

hand,' I still rejoice, if any one can, in the true

temper, and with well-founded hopes, secure a

greater completeness of earthly existence. This

fortune is as likely to be yours, as any one's I

know. It seems to me dangerous, however, to

meddle with the future. I never lay my hand on

it to grasp it with impunity."

" Of late I have often thought of you with

strong yearnings of affection and desire to see

you. It would seem to me, also, that I had not

devoted myself to you enough, if I were not

conscious that by any more attention to the absent

than I have paid, I should have missed the needed

instructions from the present. And I feel that any

bond of true value will endure necessary neglect."

*' There is almost too much of bitter mixed in

the cup of life. You say religion is a mere senti-

ment with you, and that if you are disappointed in

your first, your very firfet hopes and plans, you do

not know whether you shall be able to act well.

I do not myself see how a reflecting soul can

endure the passage through life, except by confi-
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dence in a Power that must at last order all things

right, and the resolution that it shall not be our

own fault if we are not happy,—that we resolutely

deserve to be happy. There ai*e many bright

glimpses in life, many still hours; much worthy toil,

some deep and noble joys ; but then, there are so

many, and such long, intervals, when we are kept

from all we want, and must perish but for such

thoughts."

'^ You need not fear, dear , my doing any-

thing to chill you. I am only too glad of the

pure happiness you so sweetly describe. I well

understand what you say of its invigorating you

for every enterprise. I was always sure it would

be so with me,—that, resigned, I could do well,

but happy, I could do excellently. Happiness

must, with the well-born, expand the generous

affections towards all men, and invigorate one to

deserve what the gods have given."

Margaret's charities and courtesies were not

limited to her kindred. She fell, at once, into

agreeable relations with her domestics, became

their confidant, teacher, and helper, studied their

characters, consulted their convenience, warned
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them of their dangers or weaknesses, and rejoiced

to gratify their worthy tastes ; and, in return, no

lady could receive, from servants, more punctual

or hearty attendance. She knew how to com-

mand and how to persuade, and her sympathy

was perfect They felt the power of her mind,

her hardy directness, prompt judgment, decision

and fertility of resource, and liked to aid one

who knew so well her own wants. " Around

my path,'^ she writes, " how much humble love

continually flows ! These every-day and lowly

friends never forget my wishes, never censure my

whims, make no demands on me, and load me

with gifts and uncomplaining service. Though

sometimes forgetful of their claims, I try to make

it up when we do meet, and I trust give little

pain as I pass along this world."

Even in extreme cases of debasement she

found more to admire than to contemn, and won

the confidence of the fallen by manifesting her

real respect. " There was in my family," writes

a friend, " a very handsome young girl, who had

been vicious in her habits, and so enamoured of

one of her lovers, that when he deserted her, she

attempted to drown herself She was rescued,
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and some good people were eager to reform her

life. Wliile she was engaged in housework for

us, Margaret saw her, and one day asked if

she could not help her. replied :
' No ! for

should I begin to talk with her, I should show

my consciousness of her history so much as to

be painful.' Margaret was very indignant at this

weakness. Said she, ' This girl is taken away,

you know, from all her objects of interest, and

must feel her life vacant and dreary. Her mind

should be employed ; she should be made to feel

her powers.' It was plain that if jNIargaret had

been near her, she would have devoted herself at

once to her education and reestablishment.'^

About the time of breaking up their home,

Margaret thus expressed, to one of her brothers,

her hopes and plans. " You wish, dear ——

,

that I was not obliged to toil and spin, but could

live, for a while, like the lilies. I wish so, too,

for life has fatigued me, my strength is little, and

the present state of my mind demands repose and

refreshment, that it may ripen some fruit worthy

of the long and deep experiences through which

I have passed, I do not regret that I have
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shared the labours and cares of the suffering

million, and have acquired a feeling sense of the

conditions under which the Divine has appointed

the development of the human. Yet, if our

family affairs could now be so arranged, that I

might be tolerably tranquil for the next six or

eight years, I should go out of life better satisfied

with the page I have turned in it, than I shall if

I must still toil on. A noble career is yet before

me, if I can be unimpeded by cares. I have

given almost all my young energies to personal

relations ; but, at present, I feel inclined to impel

the general stream of thought. Let my nearest

friends also wish that I should now take share in

more public life."

THE HIGHLANDS.

Seeking thus, at once, expansion and rest in

new employments, Margaret determined, in the

autumn of 1844, to accept a liberal offer of

Messrs. Greeley and McElrath, to become a

constant contributor to the New York Tribune.

But before entering upon her new duties, she

found relaxation, for a few weeks, amid the grand

scenery of the Hudson. In October, she writes
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from Fish-kill-Landing :
—" Can I find words to

tell you how I enjoy being here, encircled by the

majestic beauty of these mountains ? I felt

regret, indeed, in bidding farewell to Boston, so

many marks of affection were shown me at the

last, and so many friendships, true if imperfect,

were left behind. But now I am glad to feel

enfranchised in the society of Nature. I have a

well-ordered, quiet house to dwell in, with no-

body's humours to consult but my own. From

my windows I see over the tops of variegated

trees the river, with its purple heights beyond,

and a few moments' walk brings me to the lovely

shore, where sails are gliding continually by, and

the huge steamers sweep past with echoing tread,

and a train of waves, whose rush relieves the

monotone of the ripples. In the country behind

us are mountain-paths, and lonely glens, with

gurgling streams, and many-voiced w^ater-fialls.

And over all are spread the gorgeous hues of

autumn."

And again :—" ' From the brain of the purple

mountain' flows forth cheer to my somewhat

weary mind. I feel refreshed amid these bolder

es of nature. Mere gentle and winning
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landscapes are not enough. How I wish my

birth had been cast among the sources of the

streams, where the voice of hidden torrents is

heard by pight, and the eagle soars, and the

thunder resounds in prolonged peals, and wide

blue shadows fall like brooding wings across the

valleys ! Amid such scenes, I expand and feel

at home. All the fine days I spend among the

mountain passes, along the mountain brooks, or

beside the stately river. I enjoy just the tranquil

happiness I need in communion with this fair

grandeur."

And again :
—'^ The boldness, sweetness, and

variety here, are just what I like. I could pass

the autumn in watching the exquisite changes of

light and shade on the heights across the river.

How idle to pretend that one could live and write

as well amid fallow flat fields ! This majesty, this

calm splendour, could not but exhilarate the mind,

and make it nobly free and plastic."

These few weeks among the Highlands

—

spent mostly in the open air, under October's

golden sunshine, the slumberous softness of the

Indian summer, or the brilliant, breezy skies of
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November—were an important era for Margaret.

She had

—

" lost the dream of Doing

And the other dream of Done

;

The first spring in the pursuing,,

The first pride in the Begun,

First recoil from incompleteness in the face of what is won."

But she was striving, also, to use her own

words, " to be patient to the very depths of the

heart, to expect no hasty realizations, not to make

her own plan her law of life, but to learn the law

and plan of God." She adds, however ;
—" What

heaven it must be to have the happy s^nse of

accomplishing something, and to feel the glow of

action without exhausted weariness ! Surely the

race would have worn itself out by corrosion, if

men in all ages had suffered, as we now do, from

the consciousness of an unattained Ideal."

Extracts from journals will best reveal her

state of mind.

" I have a dim consciousness of what the

terrible experiences must be by which the free

poetic element is harmonized with the spirit of

religion. In their essence and their end these are

one, but rarely in actual existence. I would

keep what was pure and noble in my old native
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freedom, with that consciousness of falling below

the best convictions which now binds me to the

basest of mankind, and find some new truth that

shall reconcile and unite them. Once it seemed

to me, that my heart was so capable of goodness,

my mind of clearness, that all should acknow-

ledge and claim me as a friend. But now I see

that these impulses were prophetic of a yet

distant period. The " intensity " of passion,

which so often unfits me for life, or, rather, for

life here, is to be moderated, not into dulness or

languor, but a gentler, steadier energy."

" The stateliest, strongest vessel must some-

times be brought into port to refit. If she will

not submit to be fastened to the dock, stripped

of her rigging, and scrutinised by unwashed

artificers, she may spring a leak when riding most

proudly on the subject wave. Norway fir nor

English oak can resist for ever the insiduous

assaults of the seemingly conquered ocean. The

man who clears the barnacles from the keel is

more essential than he who hoists the pennant on

the lofty mast."

'* A week of more suffering than I have had

for a long time,—from Sunday to Sunday,—head-

ache night and day! And not only there has

VOL. III. C
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been no respite, but it has been fixed in one spot

-^between the eyebrows !—what does that pro-

mise ?—till it grew real torture. Then it has

been depressing to be able to do so little, when

there was so much I had at heart to do. It

seems that the black and white guardians, de-

picted on the Etrurian monuments, and in many

a legend, are always fighting for my life. When-

ever I have any cherished purpose, either outward

obstacles swarm around, which the hand that

would be drawing beautiful lines must be always

busy in brushing away, or comes this great

vulture, and fastens his iron talons on the brain.

" But at such times the soul rises up, like some

fair child in whom sleep has been mistaken for

death, a living flower in the dark tomb. He

casts aside his shrouds and bands, rosy and fresh

from the long trance, undismayed, not seeing how

to get out^ yet sure there is a way.

" I think the black gaoler laughs now, hoping

that while I want to show that Woman can have

the free, full action of intellect, he will prove in

my own self that she has not physical force to

bear it. Indeed, I am too poor an example, and

do wish I was bodily strong and fair. Yet, I

will not be turned from the deeper convictions,"
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** Driven from home to home, as a Renouncer,

I gain the poetry of each. Keys of gold, silver,

iron, lead, are in my casket. Though no one

loves me as I would be loved, I yet love many

well enough to see into their eventual beauty.

Meanwhile, I have no fetters, and when one per-

ceives how others are bound in false relations, this

surely should be regarded as a privilege. And so

varied have been my sympathies, that this isola-

tion will not, I trust, make me cold, ignorant, nor

partial. My history presents much superficial,

temporary tragedy. The Woman in me kneels

and weeps in tender rapture; the Man in me

rushes forth, but only to be baffled. Yet the time

will come, when, from the union of this tragic

king and queen, shall be born a radiant sovereign

self"

"I have quite a desire to try my powers in

a narrative poem ; but my head teems with plans,

of which there will be time for very few only to

take form. Milton, it is said, made for himself a

list of a hundred subjects for dramas, and the

recorder of the fact seems to think this many.

I think it very few, so filled is life with innume-

rable themes."

C2
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" Sunday Evening.—I have employed some

hours of the day, with great satisfaction, in copy-

ing the Poet's Dreams from the Pentameron of

Landor. I do not often have time for such slow,

pleasing labour. I have thus imprinted the words

in my mind, so that they will often recur in their

original beauty.

" I have added three sonnets of Petrarca, all

written after the death of Laura. They are among

his noblest, all pertinent to the subject, and

giving three aspects of that one mood. The last

lines of the last sonnet are a fit motto for Boccac-

cio's dream.

" In copying both together, I find the prose of

the Englishman worthy of the verse of the Italian.

It is a happiness to see such marble beauty in the

halls of a contemporary.

"How fine it is to see the terms ^onesto,*

' gentile,' used in their original sense and force.

" * Soft, solemn day !

Where earth and heaven together seem to meet,

I have been blest to greet

From human thought a kindred sway

;

In thought these stood

So near the simple Good,

That what we nobleness and honour cail,"

They view'd as honesty, the common dower of all.'

"
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Margaret was reading, in these weeks, the

Four Books of Confucius, the Desatir, some of

Taylor's translations from the Greek, a work on

Scandinavian Mythology, Moehler's Symbolism,

Fourier's Nouveau Monde Industriel, and Landor's

Pentameron,—but she says, in her journal, " No

book is good enough to read in the open air,

among these mountains ; even the best seem par-

tial, civic, limiting, instead of being, as man's

voice should be, a tone higher than nature's."

And again :—"This morning came 's letter,

announcing Sterling's death :

—

" ' Weep for Dedalus, all that is fairest'

The news was very sad : Sterling did so earnestly

wish to do a man's work, and had done so small

a portion of his own. This made . me feel how

fast my years are flitting by, and nothing done.

Yet these few beautiful days of leisure I cannot

resolve to give at all to work. I want absolute

rest, to let the mind lie fallow, to keep my whole

nature open to the influx of truth."

At this very time, however, she was longing to

write with full freedom and power. " Formerly,"
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she says, '* the pen did not seem to me an instru-

ment capable of expressing the spirit of a life

like mine. An enchanter's mirror, on which,

with a word, could be made to rise all apparitions

of the universe, grouped in new relations; a

magic ring, that could transport the wearer, him-

self invisible, into each region of grandeur or

beauty; a divining-rod, to tell where lie the secret

fountains of refreshment ; a wand, to invoke ele-

mental spirits;—only such as these seemed fit to

embody one's thought with sufficient swiftness

and force. In earlier years I aspired to wield

the sceptre or the lyre; for I loved with wise

design and irresistible command to mould many

to one purpose, and it seemed all that man could

desire to breathe in music and speak in words, the

harmonies of the universe. But the golden lyre

was not given to my hand, and I am but the pro-

phecy of a poet. Let me use, then, the slow pen.

I will make no formal vow to the long-scorned

Muse; 1 assume no garland; I dare not even

dedicate myself as a novice; I can promise neither

patience nor energy ;—but I will court excellence,

so far as an humble heart and open eye can merit

it, and, if I may gradually grow to some degree
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of worthiness in this mode of expression, I shall

be grateful."

WOMAN.

It was on " Woman in the Nineteenth Cen-

tury" that Margaret was now testing her power

as a writer. " I have finished the pamphlet," she

writes, " though the last day it kept spinning out

beneath my hand. After taking a long walk,

early one most exhilarating morning, I sat down

to work, and did not give it the last stroke till

near nine in the evening. Then I felt a delightful

glow, as if I had put a good deal of my true life

in it, and as if, should I go away now, the mea-

sure of my foot-print would be left on the earth."

A few extracts from her manuscripts upon this

subject may be of interest, as indicating the spirit

and aim with which she wrote :

—

" To those of us who hate emphasis and exag-

geration, who believe that whatever is good of its

kind is good, who shrink from love of excitement

and love of sway, who, while ready for duties of

many kinds, dislike pledges and bonds to any,

—

this talk about ^ Woman's Sphere,' * Woman's

Mission,' and all such phrases as mark the present
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consciousness of an impending transition from old

conventions to greater freedom, are most repul-

sive. And it demands some valour to lift one's

head amidst the shower of public squibs, private

sneers, anger, scorn, derision, called out by the

demand that women should be put on a par with

their brethren, legally and politically ; that they

should hold property not by permission but by

right, and that they should take an active part in

all great movements. But though with Mignon,

we are prompted to characterise heaven as the

place where

" * Sie fragen nicht nach Mann nie Weib,'

yet it is plain that we must face this agitation;

and beyond the dull clouds overhead hangs in the

horizon Venus, as morning-star, no less fair,

though of more melting beauty, than the glorious

Jupiter, who shares with her the watch."

" The full, free expression of feeling must be

rare, for this book of Bettina Brentano's to pro-

duce such an effect. Men who have lived in the

society of women all their days, seem never before

to have dreamed of their nature ; they are filled

with wonderment and delight at these revelations,

and because they see the woman, fancy her a
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genius. But in truth her inspiration is nowise

extraordinary; and I have letters from various

friends, lying unnoticed in my portfolio, which

are quite as beautiful. For one, I think that

these veins of gold should pass in secret through

the earth, inaccessible to all who will not take the

trouble to mine for them. I do not like Bettina

for publishing her heart, and am ready to repeat

to her Serlo's reproof to Aurelia."

" How terrible must be the tragedy of a woman

who awakes to find that she has given herself

wholly to a person for whom she is not eternally

fitted I I cannot look on marriage as on the other

experiments of life : it is the one grand type that

should be kept for ever sacred. There are two

kinds of love experienced by high and rich souls.

The first seeks, according to Plato's myth, an-

other half, as being not entire in itself, but needing

a kindred nature to unlock its secret chambers of

emotion, and to act with quickening influence on

all its powers, by full harmony of senses, affections,

intellect, will ; the second is purely ideal, behold-

ing in its object divine perfection, and delighting

in it only in degree as it symbolizes the essential

good. But why is not this love steadily directed

c3
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to the Central Spirit, since in no form, however

suggestive in beauty, can God be fully revealed ?

Love's delusion is owing to one of man's most

godlike qualities,—the earnestness with which he

would concentrate his whole being, and thus ex-

perience the Now of the I Am. Yet the noblest

are not long deluded; they love really the Infinite

Beauty, though they may still keep before them

a human form, as the Isis, who promises hereafter

a seat at the golden tables. How high is Michel

Angelo's love, for instance, compared with Pe-

trarch^s! Petrarch longs, languishes; and it is

only after the death of Laura that his muse puts

on celestial plumage. But Michel always soars;

his love is a stairway to the heavens."

" Might not we women do something in regard

to this Texas Annexation project? I have never

felt that I had any call to take part in public

aifairs before ; but this is a great moral question,

and we have an obvious right to express our con-

victions. I should like to convene meetings of

the women everywhere, and take our stand."

•' Had Christendom but been true to its

standard, while accommodating its modes of ope-

ration to the calls of successive times, woman
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would now have not only equal power with man,

—

for of that omnipotent nature will never permit

her to be defrauded,—but a chartered power, too

fully recognised to be abused. Indeed, all that

is wanting is, that man should prove his own free-

dom by making her free. Let him abandon con-

ventional restriction, as a vestige of that Oriental

barbarity which confined woman to a seraglio.

Let him trust her entirely, and give her every

privilege already acquired for himself,—elective

franchise, tenure of property, liberty to speak in

public assemblies, &c.

" Nature has pointed out her ordinary sphere

by the circumstances of her physical existenccc

She cannot wander far. If here and there the

gods send their missives through women, as through

men, let them speak without remonstrance. In

no age have men been able wholly to hinder them.

A Deborah must always be a spiritual mother in

Israel; a Corinna may be excluded from the

Olympic games, yet all men will hear her song,

and a Pindar sit at her feet. It is man's fault

that there ever \vere Aspasias and Ninons. These

exquisite forms were Intended for the shrines of

virtue.
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" Neither need men fear to lose their domestic

deities. Woman is born for love, and it is im-

possible to turn her from seeking it. Men should

deserve her love as an inheritance, rather than

t^eize and guard it like a prey. Were they noble,

they would strive rather not to be loved too much,

and to turn her from idolatry to the true, the only

Love. Then, children of one Father, they could

not err, nor misconceive one another.

" Society is now so complex, that it is no longer

possible to educate woman merely as woman ; the

tasks which come to her hand are so various, and

so large a proportion of women are thrown en-

tirely upon their own resources. I admit that

this is not their state of perfect development ; but

it seems as if heaven, having so long issued its

edict in poetry and religion, without securing

intelligent obedience, now commanded the world

in prose, to take a high and rational view. The

lesson reads to me thus :

—

" Sex, like rank, wealth, beauty, or talent, is

but an accident of birth. As you would not

educate a soul to be an aristocrat, so do not to be

a woman. A general regard to her usual sphere

h dictated in the economy of nature. You need
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never enforce these provisions rigorouslj. Achilles

had long plied the distaff as a princess, yet, at

first sight of a sword, he seized it. So with

woman, one hour of love would teach her more of

her proper relations, than all your formulas and

conventions. Express your views, men, of what

you seek in woman : thus best do you give them

laws. Learn, women, what you should demand of

men: thus only can they become themselves.

Turn both from the contemplation of what is

merely phenomenal in your existence, to your

permanent life as souls. Man, do not prescribe

how the Divine shall display itself in woman.

Woman, do not expect to see all of God in man.

Fellow-pilgrims and helpmeets are ye, Apollo and

Diana, twins of one heavenly birth, both benefi-

cent and both armed. Man, fear not to yield to

woman's hand both the quiver and the lyre ; for if

her urn be filled with light, she will use both to

the glory of God. There is but one doctrine for

ye both, and that is the doctrine of the soul."

Thus, in communion with the serene loveliness

of mother-earth, and inspired with memories of

Isis and Ceres, of Minerva and Freia, and all the
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commandinof forms beneath which earlier as^es

symbolized their sense of the Divine Spirit in

woman, Margaret cherished visions of the future,

and responded with full heart to the poet's pro-

phecy :

—

" Then comes the statelier Eden back to men

;

Then reign the world's great bridals, chaste and calm

;

Then springs the crowning race of human-kind."

It was but after the usual order of our discor-

dant life,—where Purgatory lies so nigh to Para-

dise,—that she should thence be summoned to

pass a Sunday with the prisoners at Sing-sing.

This was the period when, in fulfilment of the

sagacious and humane counsels of Judge Edmonds,

a system of kind discipline, combined with educa-

tion, was in practice at that penitentiary, and when

that female department was under the matronly

charge of Mrs. E. W. Farnum, aided by Mrs.

Johnson, Miss Bruce, and other ladies, who all

united sisterly sympathy with energetic firmness.

Margaret thus describes her impressions :

—

" We arrived on Saturday evening, in such

resplendent moonlight, that we might have mis-

taken the prison for a palace, had we not known

but too well what those massive walls contained.
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** Sunday morning we attended service in the

chapel of the male convicts. They listened with

earnest attention, and many were moved to tears.

I never felt such sympathy with an audience as

when, at the words ' Men and brethren,' that sea

of faces, marked with the scars of every ill, were

upturned, and the shell of brutality burst apart

at the touch of love. I knew that at least

heavenly truth would not be kept out by self-

complacence and dependence on good appearances.

" After twelve at noon, all are confined in their

cells, that the keepers may have rest from their

weekly fatigue. But I was allowed to have some

of the women out to talk with, and the interview was

very pleasant. They showed the natural aptitude

of the sex for refinement. These women were

among the so-called worst, and all from the lowest

haunts of vice. Yet nothing could have been

more decorous than their conduct, while it was

also frank; and they showed a sensibility and

sense of propriety, which would not have disgraced

any society. All passed, indeed, much as in one

of my Boston classes. I told them I was writing

about Woman; and, as my path had been a

favoured one, I wanted to gain information from
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those who had been tempted and afflicted. They

seemed to reply in the same spirit in which I

asked. Several, however, expressed a wish to see

me alone, as they could then say all, which they

could not bear to before one another. I shall go

there again, and take time for this. It is very

gratifying to see the influence these few months

of gentle aud intelligent treatment have had upon

these women ; indeed, it is wonderful."

So much were her sympathies awakened by this

visit, that she rejoiced in the opportunity, soon

after offered, of passing Christmas with these

outcasts, and gladly consented to address the

women in their chapel. " There was,^' says one

present, " a most touching tenderness, blended

with dignity, in her air and tone, as, seated in the

desk, she looked round upon her fallen sisters, and

begun :
* To me the pleasant office has been given,

of wishing you a happy Christmas.' A simulta-

neous movement of obeisance rippled over the

audience, with a murmured ' Thank you ;

' and a

smile was spread upon those sad countenances,

like sunrise sparkling on a pool." A few words

from this discourse,—which was extemporaneous.
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but of which she afterwards made an imperfect

record,—-will show the temper in which she

spoke :

—

" I have passed other Christmas days happily,

but never felt as now, how fitting it is that this

festival should come among the snows and chills

of winter ; for, to many of you, I trust, it is the

birth-day of a higher life, when the sun of good-

will is beginning to return, and the evergreen of

hope gives promise of the eternal year. * * *

" Some months ago, we were told of the riot,

the licence, and defying spirit which made this

place so wretched, and the conduct of some now

here was such, that the world said:—^ Women

once lost are far worse than abandoned men, and

cannot be restored.' But no ! It is not so ! I

know my sex better. It is because women have

so much feeling, and such a rooted respect for

purity, that they seem so shameless and insolent,

when they feel that they have erred and that

others think ill of them. They know that even

the worst of men would like to see women pure

as angels, and when they meet man's look of

scorn, the desperate passion that rises is a per-
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verted pride, which might have been their

guardian ansrel. Mio^ht have been! Rather let

me say, which may be; for the great improve-

ment so rapidly wrought here gives us all warm

hopes. * * *

" Be not in haste to leave these walls. Yester-

day, one of you, who was praised, replied, that,

' if she did well she hoped that efforts would be

made to have her pardoned.' I can feel the

monotony and dreariness of your confinement, but

I entreat you to believe that for many of you it

would be the greatest misfortune to be taken from

here too soon. You know, better than I can, the

temptations that await you in the world ; and you

must now perceive how dark is the gulf of sin and

sorrow, towards which they would hurry you.

Here you have friends indeed; friends to your

better selves ; able and ready to help you. Born

of unfortunate marriages, inheriting dangerous

inclinations, neglected in childhood, with bad habits

and bad associates, as certainly must be the case

with some of you, how terrible will be the struggle

when you leave this shelter ! O, be sure that you

are fitted to triumph over evil, before you again

expose yourselves to it 1 And, instead of wasting
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your time and strength in vain wishes, use this

opportunity to prepare yourselves for a better

course of life, when you are set free. * * *

" When I was here before, I was grieved by

hearing several of you say, '1 will tell you what

you wish to know, if I can be alone with you;

but not before the other prisoners ; for, if they

know my past faults, they will taunt me with

them.' O, never do that ! To taunt the fallen is

the part of a fiend. And you ! you were meant

by Heaven to become angels of sympathy and

love. It says in the Scripture :
' Their angels do

always behold in heaven the face of my Father.'

So was it with you in your childhood ; so is it

now. Your angels stand for ever there to inter-

cede for you ; and to you they call to be gentle

and good. Nothing can so grieve and discourage

those heavenly friends as when you mock the

suffering. It was one of the highest praises of

Jesus, ' The bruised reed he will not break.'

Remember that, and never insult, where you

cannot aid, a companion. * * *

" Let me warn you earnestly against acting

insincerely, and appearing to wish to do right for

the sake of approbation. I know you must prize
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the good opinion of your friendly protectors ; but

do not buy it at the cost of truth. Try to be, not

to seem. Only as far as you earnestly wish to do

right for the sake of right, can you gain a principle

that will sustain you hereafter ; and that is what

we wish, not fair appearances now. A career

can never be happy that begins with falsehood.

Be inwardly, outwardly true ; then you will never

be weakened or hardened by the consciousness of

playing a part ; and if, hereafter, the unfeeling or

thoughtless give you pain, or take the dreadful

risk of pushing back a soul emerging from dark-

ness, you will feel the strong support of a good

conscience. * * *

" And never be discouraged ; never despond

;

never say, * It is too late.' Fear not, even if you

relapse again and again. Many of you have much

to contend with. Some may be so faulty, by

temperament or habit, that they can never on this

earth lead a wholly fair and harmonious life, how -

ever much they strive. Yet do what you can. If

in one act,—for one day,—you can do right, let that

live like a point of light in your memory ; for if

you have done well once you can again. If you

£aR, do hot lie grovelling ; but rise upon your feet
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once more, and struggle bravely on. And if

aroused conscience makes you suffer keenly, have

patience to bear it. God will not let you suffer

more than you need to fit you for his grace. At

the very moment of your utmost pain, persist to

seek his aid, and it will be given abundantly.

Cultivate this spirit of prayer. I do not mean

agitation and excitement, but a deep desire for

truth, purity, and goodness, and you will daily

learn how near He is to every one of us."

These fragments from a hasty report transcribed

when the impressions of the hour had grown faint,

give but a shadow of the broad good sense,

hearty fellow-feeling, and pathetic hopefulness,

which made so effective her truly womanly

appeal.

This intercourse with the most unfortunate of

her sex, and a desire to learn more of the causes

of their degradation, and of the means of restor-

ing them, led Margaret, immediately on reaching

New York, to visit the various benevolent insti-

tutions, and especially the prisons on Blackwell's

Island. And it was while walking among the

beds of the lazar-house,—mis-called "hospital,'—
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which then, to the disgrace of the city^ was the

cesspool of its social filth, that an incident oc-

curred, as touching as it was surprising to herself.

A woman was pointed out who bore a very bad

character, as hardened, sulky, and impenetrable.

She was in bad health, and rapidly failing. Mar-

garet requested to be left alone with her ; and to

her question, " Are you willing to die ? " the

woman answered, '* Yes ;
" adding, with her usual

bitterness, "not on religious grounds^ though."

" That is well,—to understand yourself," was Mar-

garet's rejoinder. She then began to talk with

her about her health, and her few comforts, until

the conversation deepened in interest. At length,

as Margaret rose to go, she said, " Is there not

anything I can do for you ? " The woman replied,

" I should be glad if you will pray with me."

The condition of these wretched beings was

brought the more home to her heart, as the build-

ings were directly in sight from Mr. Greeley's

house, at Turtle Bay, where Margaret, on her

arrival, went to reside. " Seven hundred females,"

she writes, " are now confined in the Penitentiary

opposite this point. We can pass over in a boat

in a few minutes. I mean to visit, talk, and read
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with them. I have always felt great interest in

those women who are trampled in the mud to

gratify the brute appetites of men, and wished

that I might be brought naturally into contact

with them. Now I am."

THE TRIBUNE AND HORACE GREELEY.

It was early in December of 1844 that Margaret

took up her abode with Mr, and Mrs. Greeley, in

a spacious old wooden mansion, somewhat ruinous,

but delightfully situated on the East River, which

she thus describes :

—

" This place is, to me, entirely charming ; it is

so completely in the country, and all around is so

bold and free. It is two miles or more from the

thickly settled parts of New York, but omnibuses

and cars give me constant access to the city, and,

while I can readily see what and whom I will,

I can command time and retirement. Stopping

on the Haarlem road, you enter a lane nearly

a quarter of a mile long, and going by a small

brook and pond that locks in the place, and

ascending a slightly rising ground, get sight of

the house, which, old-fashioned, and of mellow

tint, fronts on a flower-garden filled with shrubs,
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larsie vines, and trim box borders. On both sides

of the house are beautiful trees, standing fair,

full-grown, and clear. Passing through a wide

hall, you come out upon a piazza, stretching the

whole length of the house, where one can walk in

all weathers ; and thence by a step or two, on a

lawn, with picturesque masses of rocks, shrubs,

and trees, overlooking the East River. Gravel

paths lead, by several turns, down the steep bank

to the water's edge, where round the rocky point

a small bay curves, in which boats are lying.

And, owing to the currents, and the set of the

tide, the sails glide sidelong, seeming to greet the

house as they sweep by. The beauty here, seen

by moonlight, is truly transporting, I enjoy it

greatly, and the genius loci receives me as to a

home."

Here Margaret remained for a year and more,

writing regularly for the Tribune. And how

high an estimate this prolonged and near acquaint-

ance led her to form for its Editor, will appear

from a few passages in her letters :

—

" Mr. Greeley is a man of genuine excellence,

honourable, benevolent, and of an uncorrupted
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disposition. He is sagacious, and, in his way, of

even great abilities. In modes of life and manner

he is a man of the people, and of the American

people." And again :—" Mr. Greeley is in many

ways very iDteresting for me to know. He teaches

me things, which my own influence on those who

have hitherto approached me, has prevented me

from learning. In our business and friendly re-

lations, we are on terms of solid good-will and

mutual respect. With the exception of my own

mother, I think him the most disinterestedly

generous person I have ever known." And later

she writes :—" You have heard that the Tribune

Office was burned to the ground. For a day

I thought it must make a difference, but it has

served only to increase my admiration for Mr.

Greeley's smiling courage. He has really a strong

character."

On the other side, Mr. Greeley thus records

recollections of his friend:

—

" My first acquaintance with Margaret Fuller

was made through the pages of ' The Dial.' The

lofty range and rare ability of that work, and its

un-American richness of culture and ripeness of

thought, naturally filled the * fit audience, though

YOL. III. D
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few,' with a high estmiate of those wno were

known as its conductors and principal writers.

Yet I do not now remember that any article,

which strongly impressed me, was recognised as

from the pen of its female editor, prior to the

appearance of ^ The Great Lawsuit,' afterwards

matured into the volume more distinctively, yet

not quite accurately, entitled ' Woman in the Nine-

teenth Century.' I think this can hardly have

failed to make a deep impression on the mind of

every thoughtful reader, as the production of an

original, visforous, and earnest mind. ' Summer

on the Lakes,^ which appeared some time after that

essay, though before its expansion into a book,

struck me as less ambitious in its aim, but more

graceful and delicate in its execution ; and as one

of the clearest and most graphic delineations, ever

given, ofthe Great Lakes, of the Prairies, and ofthe

receding barbarism, and the rapidly advancing,

but rude, repulsive semi-civilization, w^hich were

contending, with most unequal forces, for the

possession of those rich lands. I still consider

* Summer on the Lakes ' unequalled, especially in

its pictures of the Prairies and of the sunnier

aspects of pioneer life.

" Yet it was the suggestion of Mrs. Greeley,—
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who had spent some weeks of successive seasons

in or near Boston, and who had there made the

personal acquaintance of IMiss Fuller, and formed

a very high estimate and warm attachment for

her,—that induced me, in the autumn of 1844, to

offer her terms, which were accepted, for her assis-

tance in the literary department of the Tribune.

A home in my family was included in the stipu-

lation. I was myself barely acquainted with her,

when she thus came to reside with us, and I did

not fully appreciate her nobler qualities for some

months afterward. Though we were members of

the same household, we scarcely met save at

breakfast ; and my time and thoughts were ab-

sorbed in duties and cares, which left me little

leisure or inclination for the amenities of sociiil

intercourse. Fortune seemed to delight in placing

us two in relations of friendly antagonism,— or

rather, to develop all possible contrasts in our

ideas and social habits. She was naturally inclined

to luxury and a good appearance before the world.

My pride, if I had any, delighted in bare walls

and rugged fare. She was addicted to strong tea

and coffee, both which I rejected and contemned

even in the most homoeopathic dilutions ; while,
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my general health being sound, and hers sadly

impaired, I could not fail to find in her die-

tetic habits the causes of her almost habitual

illness ; and once, while we were still barely ac-

quainted, when she came to the breakfast-table

with a very severe headache, I was tempted to

attribute it to her strong potations of the Chinese

leaf the night before. She told me quite frankly

that she ^ declined being lectured on the food or

beverage she saw fit to take;' which was but rea-

sonable in one who had arrived at her maturity of

intellect and fixedness of habits. So the subject

Avas thenceforth tacitly avoided between us ; but,

though words were suppressed, looks and involun-

tary gestures could not so well be ; and an utter

divergency of views, on this and kindred themes,

created a perceptible distance between us.

'' Her earlier contributions to the Tribune

were not her best, and I did not at first prize her

aid so highly as I afterwards learned to do. She

wrote always freshly, vigorously, but not always

clearly; for her full and intimate acquaintance

with continental literature, especially German,

seemed to have marred her felicity and readiness

of expression in her mother tongue. While I
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never met another woman who conversed more

freely or lucidly, the attempt to commit her

thoughts to paper seemed to induce a singular

embarrassment and hesitation. She could write

only when in the vein ; and this needed often to

be waited for through several days, while the

occasion sometimes required an immediate utter-

ance. The new book must be reviewed before

other journals had thoroughly dissected and dis-

cussed it, else the ablest critique would command

no general attention, and perhaps be, by the

greater number, unread. That the writer should

wait the flow of inspiration, or at least the recur-

rence of elasticity of spirits and relative health of

body, will not seem unreasonable to the general

reader ; but to the inveterate hack-horse of the

daily press, accustomed to write at any time, on

any subject, and with a rapidity limited only by

the physical ability to form the requisite pen-

strokes, the notion of waiting for a brighter day,

or a happier frame of mind, appears fantastic and

absurd. He would as soon think of waiting for a

change in the moon. Hence, while I realized that

her contributions evinced rare intellectual wealth

and force, I did not value them as I should have
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clone had they been written more fluently and

promptly. They often seemed to make their

appearance ^ a day after the fair.'

" One other point of tacit antagonism between

ns may as well be noted. Margaret was always

a most earnest, devoted champion of the Emanci-

pation of Women, from their past and present

condition of inferiority, to an independence on

Men. She demanded for them the fullest recog-

nition of Social and Political Equality with the

rougher sex : the freest access to all stations, pro-

fessions, employments, which are open to any. To

this demand I heartily acceded. It seemed to me,

however, that her clear perceptions of abstract

right were often overborne, in practice, by the

influence of education and habit ; that while she

demanded absolute equality for woman, she ex-

acted a deference and courtesy from men to

women, as women, which was entirely incon-

sistent with that requirement. In my view,

the equalizing theory can be enforced only by

iornorino' the habitual discrimination of men and

women, as forming separate classes, and regarding

all alike as sim^lj perso?is,—as human beings. So

long as a lady shall deem herself in need of some
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gentleman's arm to conduct her properly out of a

dining or ball-room,—so long as she shall consider

it dangerous or unbecoming to walk half a mile

alone by night,—I cannot see how the ^Woman's

Rights ' theory is ever to be anything more than

a logically defensible abstraction. In this view

Margaret did not at all concur, and the diversity

was the incitement to much perfectly good-natured,

but nevertheless sharpish sparring between us.

Whenever she said or did anything implying the

usual demand of woman on the courtesy and pro-

tection of manhood, I was apt, before complying,

to look her in the face and exclaim with marked

emphasis,— quoting from her * Woman in the

Nineteenth Century,' ' Let them be sea-cap-

TAms, IF THEY WILL !
' Of coursc, this was given

and received as raillery, but it did not tend to

ripen our intimacy or quicken my esteem into

admiration. Though no unkind word ever passed

between us, nor any approach to one, yet we two

dwelt for months under the same roof, as scarcely

more than acquaintances, meeting once a day at a

common board, and having certain business rela-

tions with each other. Personally, I regarded her

rather as my wife's cherished friend than as my
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own J
possessing many lofty qualities and some

prominent weaknesses, and a good deal spoiled by

the unmeasured flattery of her little circle of inor-

dinate admirers. For myself, burning no incense

on any human shrine, I half-consciously resolved

to ' keep my eye-beam clear/ and escape the fasci-

nation which she seemed to exert over the eminent

and cultivated persons, mainly women, who came

to our out-of-the-way dwelling to visit her, and

wdio seemed, generally, to regard her with a

strangely Oriental adoration.

" But as time wore on, and I became inevitably

better and better acquainted with her, I found

myself drawn, almost irresistibly, into the general

current. I found that her faults and weaknesses

were all superficial and obvious to the most casual,

if undazzled observer. They rather dwindled than

expanded upon a fuller knowledge; or rather,

took on new and brighter aspects in the light of

her radiant and lofty soul. I learnt to know her

as a most fearless and unselfish champion of Truth

and Human Good, at all hazards, ready to be their

standard-bearer through danger and obloquy, and,

if need be, their martyr. I think few have more

keenly appreciated the material goods of life,

—
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Rank, Eiches, Power, Luxury, Enjoyment; but

I know none who would have more cheerfully

surrendered them all, if the well-being of our race

could thereby have been promoted. I have never

met another in whom the inspiring hope of immor-

tality was so strengthened into profoundest con-

viction. She did not heliexe in our future and

unending existence,—she knew it, and lived ever

in the broad o^lare of its mornino; twilis^ht. With

a limited income and liberal wants, she w^as yet

generous beyond the bounds of reason. Had the

gold of California been all her own, she would

have disbursed nine-tenths of it in eager and well-

directed efforts to stay, or at least diminish, the

flood of human misery. And it is but fair to state

that the liberality she evinced was fully paralleled

by the liberality she experienced at the hands of

others. Had she needed thousands, and made her

wants known, she had friends who would have

cheerfully supplied her. I think few persons, in

their pecuniary dealings, have experienced and

evinced more of the better qualities of human

nature than Margaret Fuller. She seemed to

inspire those who approached her with that gene-

rosity which was a part of her nature.

d3
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" Of her writings I do not purpose to speak

critically. I think most of her contributions to

the Tribune, while she remained with us, were

characterised by a directness, terseness, and practi-

cality, which are wanting in some of her earlier

productions. Good judges have confirmed my

own opinion, that, while her essays in the Dial are

more elaborate and ambitious, her reviews in the

Tribune are far better adapted to win^ the favour

and sway the judgment of the great majority of

readers. But, one characteristic of her writings

I feel bound to commend,—their absolute truth-

fulness. She never asked how this would sound,

nor whether that would do, nor what would be the

effect of saying any ing ; but simply, * Is it the

truth? Is it such as the public should know?'

And if her judgment answered, ' Yes,' she uttered

it ; no matter what turmoil it might excite, nor

what odium it might draw down on her own head.

Perfect conscientiousness was an unfailing charac-

teristic of her literary efforts. Even the severest

of her critiques,—that on Longfellow's Poems,

—

for which an mipulse in personal pique has been

alleged, I happen with certainty to know had no

such origin. When I first handed her the book
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to review, she excused herself, assigning the wide

divergence of her views of Poetry from those of

the author and his school, as her reason. She

thus induced me to attempt the task of reviewing

it myself. But day after day sped by, and I could

find no hour that was not absolutely required for

the performance of some duty that icoidd not be

put off, nor turned over to another. At length I

carried the book back to her in utter despair of

ever finding an hour in which even to look through

it ; and, at my renewed and earnest request, she

reluctantly undertook its discussion. The state-

ment of these facts is but an act of justice to her

memory.

" Profoundly religious,—though her creed was,

at once, very broad and very short, with a genuine

love for inferiors in social position, whom she was

habitually studying, by her counsel and teachings,

to elevate and improve,—she won the confidence

and affection of those who attracted her, by un-

bounded sympathy and trust. She probably knew

the cherished secrets of more hearts than any one

else, because she freely imparted her own. With

a full share both of intellectual and of family

pride, she preeminently recognised and responded
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to the essential brotherhood of all human kind,

and needed but to know that a fellow-being

required her counsel or assistance, to render her,

not merely willing, but eager to impart it.

Loving ease, luxury, and the world's good opinion,

she stood ready to renounce them all, at the call

of pity or of duty. I think no one, not radically

averse to the whole system of domestic servitude,

would have treated servants, of whatever class,

with such uniform and thoughtful consideration,

—

a regard which wholly merged their factitious

condition in their antecedent and permanent

humanity. I think few servants ever lived weeks

with her, who were not dignified and lastingly

benefited by her influence and her counsels. They

might be at first repelled, by what seemed her too

stately manner and exacting disposition, but they

soon learned to esteem and love her.

"I have known few womem and scarcely

another maiden, who had the heart and the courage

to speak with such frank compassion, in mixed

circles, of the most degraded and outcast portion

of the sex. The contemplation of their treatment,

especially by the guilty authors of their ruin,

moved her to a calm and mournful indignation,
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^Ylncll she did not attempt to suppress nor control.

Others were willing to pity and deplore; Mar-

garet was more inclined to vindicate and to

redeem. She did not hesitate to avow that on

meeting some of these abused, unhappy sisters,

she had been surprised to find them scarcely fallen

morally below the ordinary standard of Woman-

hood,—realizing and loathing their debasement

;

anxious to escape it ; and only repelled by the sad

consciousness that for them sympathy and society

remained only so long as they should persist

in the ways of pollution. Those who have read

her * Woman,' may remember some daring com-

parisons therein suggested between these Pariahs

of society and large classes of their respectable

sisters ; and that was no fitful expression,—no

sudden outbreak,—but impelled by her most

deliberate convictions. I think, if she had been

born to large fortune, a house of refuge for all

female outcasts desiring to return to the ways of

Virtue, would have been one of her most cherished

and first realized conceptions.

" Her love of children was one of her most

prominent characteristics. The pleasure she en-

joyed in their society w^as fully counterpoised by
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that she imparted. To them she was never lofty,

nor reserved, nor mystical ; for no one had ever a

more perfect faculty for entering into their sports,

their feelings, their enjoyments. She could nar-

rate almost any story in language level to their

capacities, and in a manner calculated to bring out

their hearty and often boisterously expressed

delight. She possessed marvellous powers of

observation and imitation or mimicry ; and, had

she been attracted to the stage, would have been

the first actress America has produced, whether

in tragedy or comedy. Her faculty of mimicking

was not needed to commend her to the hearts

of children, but it had its eftect in increasing the

fascinations of her genial nature and heartfelt joy

in their society. To amuse and instruct them was

an achievement for which she would readily forego

any personal object ; and her intuitive perception

of the toys, games, stories, rhymes, &c., best

adapted to arrest and enchain their attention, was

unsurpassed. Between her and my only child,

then living, who was eight months old when

she came to us, and something over two years

when she sailed for Europe, tendrils of affection

gradually intertwined themselves^ which I trust
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Death has not severed, but rather multiplied and

strengthened. She became his teacher, playmate,

and monitor ; and he requited her with a prodi-

gality of love and admiration.

" I shall not soon forget their meeting in my

office, after some weeks' separation, just before

she left us for ever. His mother had brought him

in from the country and left him asleep on my
sofa, while she was absent making purchases, and

he had rolled off and hurt himself in the fall,

waking with the shock in a phrensy of anger, just

before Margaret, hearing of his arrival, rushed

into the office to find him. I was vainly attempt-

ing to soothe him as she entered ; but he was run-

ning from one end to the other of the office, crying

passionately, and refusing to be pacified. She

hastened to him, in perfect confidence that her

endearments would calm the current of his feel-

ings,—that the sound of her well-remembered

voice would banish all thought of his pain,—and

that another moment would see him restored to

gentleness; but, half-wakened, he did not heed

her, and probably did not even realize who it was

that caught him repeatedly in her arms and ten-

derly insisted that he should restrain himself. At
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last she desisted in despair; and, with the bitter

tears streaming down her face, observed :
—

* Pickie,

many friends have treated me unkindly, but no

one had ever the power to cut me to the heart, as

you have!' Being thus let alone, he soon came

to himself, and their mutual delight in the meet-

ing was rather heightened by the momentary

estrangement.

" They had one more meeting ; their last on

earth !
* Aunty Margaret ' was to embark for

Europe on a certain day, and 'Pickie' was brought

into the city to bid her farewell. They met this

time also at my office, and together we thence

repaired to the ferry-boat, on which she was re-

turning to her residence in Brooklyn to complete

her preparations for the voyage. There they took

a tender and affecting leave of each other. But

soon his mother called at the office, on her way to

the departing ship, and we were easily persuaded

to accompany her thither, and say farewell once

more, to the manifest satisfaction of both Margaret

and the youngest of her devoted friends. Thus

they parted, never to meet again in time. She

sent him messages and presents repeatedly from

Europe ; and he, when somewhat older, dictated a
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letter in return, which was joyfully received and

acknowledged. When the mother of our great-

souled friend spent some days with us nearly two

years afterward, * Pickie ' talked to her often and

lovingly of ' Aunty Margaret,' proposing that they

two should ^ take a boat and go over and see her,'

—for, to his infantile conception, the low coast of

Long Island, visible just across the East River,

w^as that Europe to which she had sailed, and

where she was unaccountably detained so long.

Alas ! a far longer and more adventurous journey

w- as required to reunite those loving souls ! The

12th of July, 1849, saw him stricken down, from

health to death, by the relentless cholera ; and my

letter, announcing that calamity, drew from her a

burst of passionate sorrow, such as hardly any

bereavement but the loss of a very near relative

could have impelled. Another year had just

ended, when a calamity, equally sudden, bereft a

wide circle of her likewise, with her husband and

infant son. Little did I fear, when I bade her a

confident good-bye, on the deck of her outward-

bound ship, that the sea would close over her

earthly remains, ere w^e should meet again; far

less that the light of my eyes and the cynosure of
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my hopes, who then bade her a tenderer and

sadder farewell, would precede her on the dim

pathway to that ' Father's house,' whence is no

returning ! Ah, well ! God is above all, and

gracious alike in what he conceals and what he

discloses ;—benignant and bounteous, as well when

he reclaims as when he bestows. In a few years,

at farthest, our loved and lost ones will w^elcome

us to their home."

Favourably as Mr. Greeley speaks of Margaret's

articles in the Tribune, it is yet true that she

never brought her full power to bear upon them

;

partly because she was too much exhausted by

previous over-work, partly because it hindered

her free action to aim at popular effect. Her own

estimate of them is thus expressed:—"I go on

very moderately, for my strength is not great, and

I am connected with one who is anxious that I

should not overtask it. Body and mind, I have

long required rest and mere amusement, and now

obey nature as much as I can. If she pleases to

restore me to an energetic state, she will by-and-

by ; if not, I can only hope this world will not

turn me out of doors too abruptly. I value my
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present position very much, as enabling me to

speak effectually some right words to a large

circle ; and, while I can do so, am content." Again

she says :— " I am pleased with your sympathy

about the Tribune, for I do not find much amona:

my old friends. They think I ought to produce

something excellent, while I am satisfied to aid in

the great work of popular education. I never

regarded literature merely as a collection of ex-

quisite products, but rather as a means of mutual

interpretation. Feeling that many are reached

and in some degree helped, the thoughts of every

day seem worth noting, though in a form that

does not inspire me." The most valuable of her

contributions, according to her own judgment,

were the Criticisms on Contemporary Authors in

Europe and America. A few of these were re-

vised in the spring of 1846, and, in connexion with

some of her best articles selected from the Dial,

Western Messenger, American Monthly, &c., ap-

peared in two volumes of Wiley and Putnam's

Library of American Books, imder the title of

Papers on Art and Literature.
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SOCIETY.

Heralded by her reputation as a scholar, writer,

and talker, and brought continually before the

public by her articles in the Tribune, Margaret

found a circle of acquaintance opening before her,

as wide, various, and rich, as time and inclination

permitted her to know. Persons sought her in

her country retreat, attracted alike by idle curi-

osity, desire for aid, and respectful sympathy. She

visited freely in several interesting families in New

York and Brooklyn ; occasionally accepted invi-

tations to evening parties, and often met, at the

somewhat celebrated soirees of Miss Lynch, the

assembled authors, artists, critics, wits, and di-

lettanti of Xew York. As was inevitable, also,

for one of such powerful magnetic influence, liberal

soul and broad judgment, she once again became,

as elsewhere she had been, a confidant and coun-

sellor of the tempted and troubled; and her

geniality, lively conversation, and ever fresh love,

gave her a home in many hearts. But the sub-

dued tone of her spirits at this period led her to

prefer seclusion.

Of her own social habits she writes :
—" It is
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not well to keep entirely apart from the stream of

common life; so, though I never go out when busy,

nor keep late hours, I find it pleasanter and better

to enter somewhat into society. I thus meet with

many entertaining acquaintance, and some friends.

I can never, indeed, expect, in America, or in this

world, to form relations with nobler persons than

I have already known ; nor can I put my heart

into these new ties as into the old ones, though

probably it would still respond to commanding ex-

cellence. But my present circle satisfies my wants.

As to what is called " good society," I am wholly

indifferent. I know several women, whom I like

very much, and yet more men. I hear good

music, which answers my social desires better than

any other intercourse can ; and I love four or five

interesting children, in whom I always find more

genuine sympathy than in their elders."

Of the impression produced by Margaret on

those who were but slightly acquainted with her,

some notion may be formed from the following

sketch :—" In general society, she commanded

respect rather than admiration. All persons were

curious to see her, and in full rooms her fine head
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and spiritual expression at once marked her out

from the crowd; but the most were repelled by

what seemed conceit, pedantry, and a harsh spirit

of criticism, while, on her part, she appeared to

regard those around her as frivolous, superficial,

and conventional. Indeed, I must frankly con-

fess, that we did not meet in pleasant relations,

except now and then, when the lifting of a veil, as

it were, revealed for a moment the true life of

each. Yet I was fond of lookinsr at her from

a distance, and defending her when silly people

were inclined to cavil at her want of feminine

graces. Then I would say, * I would like to be

an artist now, that I might paint, not the care-

worn countenance and the uneasy air of one

seemingly out of harmony with the scene about

her, but the soul that sometimes looks out from

under those large lids. Michel Angelo would

have made her a Sibyl.' I remember I was sur-

prised to find her height no greater; for her

writings had always given me an impression of

magnitude. Thus I studied though I avoided

her, admitting, the while, proudly and joyously,

that she was a woman to reverence. A trifling-
CD

incident, however, gave me the key to much in
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her character, of which, before, I had not dreamed.

It was one evening, after a Valentine party, where

Frances Osgood, Margaret Fuller, and other lite-

rary ladies, had attracted some attention, that,

as we Avere in the dressing-room preparing to go

home, I heard Margaret sigh deeply. Surprised

and moved, I said, ^Why?'— ^ Alone, as usual,'

was her pathetic answer, followed by a few sweet,

womanly remarks, touching as they were beautiful.

Often, after, I found myself recalling her look

and tone, Vvdth tears in her eyes ; for before I had

regarded her as a being cold, and abstracted, if

not scornful."

Cold, abstracted, and scornful! About this

very time it was that Margaret wrote in her jour-

nal:—"Father, let me not injure my fellows

during this period of repression. I feel that when

we meet my tones are not so sweet as I would

have them. O, let me not wound ! I, who know

so well how wounds can burn and ache, should not

inflict them. Let my touch be light and gentle.

Let me keep myself uninvaded, but let me not

fail to be kind and tender, when need is. Yet

I would not assume an overstrained poetic mag-

nanimity. Help me to do just right, and no
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more. O, make truth profound and simple in

me !" Again:—" The heart bleeds,—faith almost

gives way,—to see man's seventy years of chry-

salis. Is it not too long ? Enthusiasm must

struggle fiercely to burn clear amid these fogs.

In what little, low, dark cells of care and pre-

judice, without one soaring thought or melodious

fancy, do poor mortals—well-intentioned enough,

and with religious aspiration too—for ever creep.

And yet the sun sets to-day as gloriously bright

as ever it did on the temples of Athens, and the

evening star rises as heavenly pure as it rose on

the eye of Dante. O, Father ! help me to free my

fellows from the conventional bonds whereby their

sight is holden. By purity and freedom let me

teach them justice." And yet again :
— *' There

comes a consciousness that I have no real hold on

life,—no real, permanent connexion with any soul.

I seem a wandering Intelligence, diiven from spot

to spot, that I may learn all secrets, and fulfil

a circle of knowledge. This thought envelopes

me as a cold atmosphere. I do not see how I

shall go through this destiny. I can, if it is

mine; but I do not feel that I can."

Casual observers mistook Margaret's lofty
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idealism for personal pride ; but thus speaks one

who really knew her ;—" You come like one of

the great powers of nature, harmonizing with all

beauty of the soul or of the earth. You cannot

be discordant with anything that is true and deep.

I thank God for the noble privilege of being

recognised by so large, tender, and radiant a soul

as thine."

VOL. III.
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" I go to prove my soul.

I see my way, as birds their trackless way.

In some time, God's good time, I shall arrive;

He guides me and the bird. In his good time !

"

Browning.

One, who, if he be call'd upon to face

Some awful moment, to which Heaven has join'd

Great issues, good or bad for human kind,

Is happy as a lover, and attired

With sudden brightness, like a man inspired

;

And, through the heat of conflict, keeps the law

In calmness made, and sees what he foresaw."

Wordsworth.

Italia ! Italia ! tu cui feo la sorte

Dono infelice di bellezza, ond' hai

Funesta dote d' infiniti guai,

Che in fronte scritti per gran doglia porte.

Deh, fossi tu men bella, o almen piti forte !

"

FlLICAJA.

E 2



" Oh ! not to guess it at the first I

But I did guess it,—that is, I divined,

Felt by an instinct how it was ;—why else

Should I pronounce you free from all that heap

Of sins, which had been irredeemable ?

I felt they were not yours."

Browning.

" Nests there are many of this vei*y year,

I^Iany the nests are, which the winds shall shake,

The rains run through and other birds beat down.

Yours, Aspasia ! rests against the temple

Of heavenly love, and, thence inviolate,

It shall not fall this winter, nor the next."

Landor.

Lift up your heart upon the knees of God,

Losing yourself, your smallness and your darkness

In His great light, who fills and moves the world,

Who hath alone the quiet of perfect motion."

Sterling.



VIII.

EUROPE.

[It has been judged best to let Margaret herself

tell the story of her travels. In the spring of

1846, her valued friends, Marcus Spring and lady,

of New York, had decided to make a tour in

Europe, with their son, and they invited Miss

Fuller to accompany them. An arrangement was

soon made on such terms as she could accept, and

the party sailed from Boston in the " Cambria," on

the 1st of August. The following narrative is

made up of letters addressed by her to various

correspondents. Some extracts, describing dis-

tinguished persons whom she saw, have been

borrowed from her letters to the New^ York

Tribune.]

TO MRS. MARGARET FULLER.

Liverpool, Aug. 16, 1846.

My dear Mother :

—

The last two days at sea passed well enough,

as a number of agreeable persons were introduced
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to me, and there were several whom I knew before.

I enjoyed nothing on the sea; the excessively

bracing air so affected me that I could not bear to

look at it. The sight of land delighted me. The

tall crags, with their breakers and circling sea-

birds ; then the green fields, how glad ! We had

a very fine day to come ashore, and made the

shortest passage ever known. The stewardess said,

" Any one who complained this time, tempted the

Almighty." I did not complain, but I could

hardly have borne another day. I had no appetite

;

but am now making up for all 'deficiencies, and

feel already a renovation beginning from the

voyage ; and, still more, from freedom and entire

change of scene.

We got here Wednesday, at noon ; next day

we went to Manchester; the following day to

Chester ; returning here Saturday evening.

On Sunday we went to hear James Martineau

;

were introduced to him, and other leading per-

sons. The next day and evening I passed in the

society of very pleasant people, who have made

every exertion to give me the means of seeing

and learning; but they have used up all my

strength.
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As soon as I reached England, I found how

right we were in supposing there was elsewhere a

greater range of interesting character among the

men, than with us. I do not find, indeed, any so

valuable as three or four among the most marked

we have known ; but many that are strongly indi-

vidual, and have a fund of hidden life.

In Westmoreland, I knew, and have since been

seeing in London, a man, such as would interest

you a good deal ; Mr. . He is sometimes

called the "prince of the English mesmerisers
;"

and he has the fine instinctive nature you may

suppose from that. He is a man of about thirty

;

in the fulness of his powers ; tall, and finely

formed, with a head for Leonardo to paint ; mild

and composed, but powerful and sagacious; he

does not think, but perceives and acts. He is

intimate with artists, having studied architecture

himself as a profession ; but has some fortune on

which he lives. Sometimes stationary and acting

in the affairs of other men ; sometimes wandering

about the world and learning; he seems bound
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by no tie, yet looks as if he had children in every

place.

I saw, also, a man,—an artist,—severe and

antique in his spirit ; he seemed burdened by the

sorrows of aspiration
; yet very calm, as secure in

the justice of fate. What he does is bad, but full

of a great desire. His name is David Scott.

I saw another—a pupil of De la Roche—very

handsome, and full of a voluptuous enjoyment of

nature : him I liked a little in a different way.

By far the most beauteous person I have seen

is Joseph Mazzini. If you ever see Saunders's

" People's Journal," you can read articles by him

that will give you some notion of his mind, espe-

cially one on his friends, headed " Italian Mar-

tyrs." He is one in whom holiness has purified,

but somewhat dwarfed the man.

Our visit to Mr. Wordsworth was fortunate.

He is seventy-six ; but his is a florid, fair old age.

He walked with us to all his haunts about the

house. Its situation is beautiful, and the " Ryda-

lian Laurels " are magnificent. Still, I saw abodes

among the hills that I should have preferred for

Wordsworth ; more wild and still more romantic.

The fresh and lovely Rydal Mount seems merely
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the retirement of a gentleman, rather than the

haunt of a poet. He showed his benignity of

disposition in several little things, especially in

his attentions to a young boy we had with us.

This boy had left the circus, exhibiting its feats of

horsemanship, in Ambleside, " for that day only,"

at his own desire to see Wordsworth; and I

feared he would be dissatisfied, as I know I should

have been at his age, if, when called to see a poet,

I had found no Apollo flaming with youthful

glory, laurel-crowned, and lyre in hand ; but,

instead, a reverend old man clothed in black, and

walking with cautious step along the level garden-

path. However, he was not disappointed; and

Wordsworth, in his turn, seemed to feel and prize

a congenial nature in this child.

Taking us into the house, he showed us the

picture of his sister, repeating with much expres-

sion some lines of hers, and those so famous of

his about her, beginning " Five years," &c. ; also,

his own picture, by Inman, of whom he spoke

with esteem. I had asked to see a picture in that

room, which has been described in one of the

finest of his later poems. A hundred times had

I wished to see this picture, yet when seen was

E 3
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not disappointed by it. The light was unfavour-

able, but it had a light of its own,

—

" whose mild gleam

Of beauty never ceases to enrich

The common light."

Mr. Wordsworth is fond of the hollyhock ; a

partiality scarcely deserved by the flower, but

which marks the simplicity of his tastes. He had

made a long avenue of them, of all colours, from

the crimson brown to rose, straw-colour, and

white, and pleased himself with having made

proselytes to a liking for them, among his

neighbours.

I never have seen such magnificent fuchsias as

at Ambleside, and there was one to be seen in

every cottage-yard. They are no longer here

under the shelter of the green-house, as with us,

and as they used to be in England. The plant,

from its grace and finished elegance, being a

great favourite of mine, I should like to see it as

frequently and of as luxuriant growth at home,

and asked their mode of culture, which I here

mark down for the benefit of all who may be

interested. Make a bed of bog-earth and sand

;

put down slips of the fuchsia, and give them a
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great deal of water ; this is all they need. People

have them out here in winter, but perhaps they

would not bear the cold of our Januaries.

Mr. Wordsworth spoke with more liberality

than we expected of the recent measures about

the Corn-laws, saying that "the principle was

certainly right, though whether existing interests

had been as carefully attended to as was right, he

was not prepared to say," &c. His neighbours

were pleased to hear of his speaking thus mildly,

and hailed it as a sign that he was opening his

mind to more light on these subjects. They

lament that, his habits of seclusion keep him much

ignorant of the real wants of England and the

world. Living in this region, which is cultivated

by small proprietors, where there is little poverty,

vice, or misery, he hears not the voice which cries

so loudly from other parts of England, and will

not be stilled by sweet, poetic suasion, or philo-

sophy, for it is the cry of men in the jav/s of

destruction.

It was pleasant to find the reverence inspired

by this great and pure mind warmest nearest

home. Our landlady, in heaping praises upon

him, added, constantly, " and Mrs. Wordsworth^
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too." " Do the people here," said I, " value Mr.

Wordsworth most because he is a celebrated

writer?" " Truly, madam," said she, " I think it

is because he is so kind a neighbour."

" True to the kindred points of Heaven and Home."

EDINBURGH.—DE QUINCEY.

At Edinburo;h we were in the wronor season,

and many persons we most wished to see were

absent. We had, however, the good fortune

to find Dr. Andrew Combe, who received us

with great kindness. I was impressed with great

affectionate respect, by the benign and even

temper of his mind, his extensive and accurate

knowledge, accompanied by a large and intelligent

liberality. Of our country he spoke very wisely

and hopefully.

I had the satisfaction, not easily attainable now,

of seeing De Quincey for some hours, and in the

mood of conversation. As one belono-inor to the

Wordsworth and Coleridge constellation (he, too,

is now seventy years of age), the thoughts and

knowledge of Mr. De Quincey lie in the past, and

oftentimes he spoke of matters now become trite

to one of a later culture. But to all that fell
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from his lips, his eloquence, subtle and forcible as

the wind, full and gently falling as the evening-

dew, lent a peculiar charm. He is an admirable

narrator ; not rapid, but gliding along like a

rivulet through a green meadow, giving and

taking a thousand little beauties not absolutely

required to give his story due relief, but each, in

itself, a separate boon.

I admired, too, his urbanity ; so opposite to the

rapid, slang, Vivian-Greyish style, current in the

literary conversation of the day. " Sixty years

since" men had time to do things better and more

gracefully.

CHALMERS.

With Dr. Chalmers we passed a couple of

hours. He is old now, but still full of vigour and

fire. We had an opportunity of hearing a fine

burst of indignant eloquence from him. " I shall

blush to my very bones," said he, " if the

Ghaarrchr (sound these two rrs with as much

burr as possible, and you will get an idea of his

mode of pronouncing that unweariable word,) " if

the Charrch yield to the storm." He alluded to

the outcry now raised by the Abolitionists against
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the Free Church, whose motto is, " Send back the

money ;
" i. e. the money taken from the American

slave-holders. Dr. C. felt, that if they did not

yield from conviction, they must not to assault.

His manner in speaking of this gave me a hint of

the nature of his eloquence. He seldom preaches

now.

A Scottish gentleman told me the following

story:—Burns, still only in the dawn of his

celebrity, was invited to dine with one of the

neighbouring so-called gentry, unhappily quite

void of true gentle blood. On arriving, he found

his plate set in the servant's room. After dinner,

he was invited into a room where guests were

assembled, and, a chair being placed for him at

the lower end of the board, a glass of Avine was

offered, and he was requested to sing one of his

songs for the entertainment of the company. He

drank off the wine, and thundered forth in reply

his grand song "For a' that and a' that," and

having finished his prophecy and prayer, nature's

nobleman left his churlish entertainers to hide

their heads in the home they had disgraced.
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A NIGHT ON BEN LOMOND.

At Inversnaid we took a boat to go down

Loch Lomond, to the little inn of Kowardennan,

from which the ascent is made of Ben Lomond.

We found a day of ten thousand, for our purpose

;

but, unhappily, a large party had come with the

sun, and engaged all the horses, so that if we went,

it must be on foot. This was somethins; of an

enterprise for me, as the ascent is four miles, and

toward the summit quite fatiguing. However, in

the pride of newly-gained health and strength, I

was ready, and set forth with Mr. S. alone. We
took no guide, and the people of the house did not

advise it as they ought.

On reaching the peak, the sight was one of

beauty and grandeur such as imagination never

painted. You see around you no plain ground,

but on every side constellations, or groups of hills,

exquisitely dressed in the soft purple of the hea-

ther, amid which gleam the lakes, like eyes that

tell the secrets of the earth, and drink in those of

the heavens. Peak beyond peak caught from the

shifting light all the colours of the prism, and, on
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the furthest, angel companies seemed hovering in

glorious white robes.

About four o'clock we began our descent. Near

the summit the traces of the path are not distinct,

and I said to Mr. S., after a while, that we had

lost it. He said he thought that was of no conse-

quence ; we could find our way down. I said

I thought it was, as the ground was full of springs

that were bridged over in the pathway. He ac-

cordingly went to look for it, and I stood still,

because I was so tired I did not like to waste any

labour.

Soon he called to me that he had found it, and

I followed in the direction where he seemed to be.

But I mistook, overshot it, and saw him no more.

In about ten minutes I became alarmed, and

called him many times. It seems he on his side

shouted also, but the brow of some hill was be-

tween us, and we neither saw nor heard one

another. I then thought I would make the best

of my way down, and I should find him when

I arrived. But, in doing so, I found the justice

of my apprehension about the springs so soon as I

got to the foot of the hills ; for I would sink up

to my knees in bog, and must go up the hills
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again, seeking better crossing places. Thus I lost

much tune. Nevertheless, in the twilight, I saw,

at last, the lake, and the inn of Kowardennan on

its shores.

Between me and it, lay, du'ect, a high heathery

hill, which I afterwards found is called " The

Tongue," because hemmed in on three sides by a

water-course. It looked as if, could I only get to

the bottom of that, I should be on comparatively

level ground. I then attempted to descend in

the water-course, but, finding that impracticable,

climbed on the hill again, and let myself down by

the heather, for it was very steep, and full of

deep holes. With great fatigue, I got to the bot-

tom, but when I was about to cross the water-

course there, I felt afraid, it looked so deep in the

dim twilight. I got down as far as I could by

the root of a tree, and threw down a stone. It

sounded very hollow, and I was afraid to jump.

The shepherds told me afterwards, if I had, I

should probably have killed myself, it was so

deep, and the bed of the torrent full of sharp

stones.

I then tried to ascend the hill again, for there

was no other way to get off it ; but soon sank
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down utterly exhausted. When able to get up

again, and look about me, it was completely dark.

I saw, far below me, a light, that looked about as

big as a pin's head, that I knew to be from the

inn at Rowardennan, but heard no sound except

the rush of the waterfall, and the sighing of the

night wind.

For the first few minutes after I perceived I

had got to my night's lodging, such as it was, the

circumstance looked appalling. I was very lightly

clad, my feet and dress were very wet, I had

only a little shawl to throw round me, and the

cold autumn wind had already come, and the night

mist was to fall on me, all fevered and exhausted

as I was. I thought I should not live through the

night, or, if I did, I must be an invalid hencefor-

ward. I could not even keep myself warm by

walking, for, now it was dark, it would be too

dangerous to stir. My only chance, however, lay

in motion, and my only help in myself; and so

convinced was I of this, that I did keep in motion

the whole of that long night, imprisoned as I was

on such a little perch of that great mountain.

For about two hours, I saw the stars, and very

cheery and companionable they looked ; but then
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the mist fell, and I saw nothing more, except such

apparitions as visited Ossian, on the hill-side, when

he went out by night, and struck the bosky shield,

and called to him the spirit of the heroes, and the

white-armed maids, with their blue eyes of grief.

To me, too, came those visionary shapes. Floating

slowly and gracefully, their white robes would

unfurl from the great body of mist in which they

had been engaged, and come upon me with a kiss

pervasively cold as that of death. Then the moon

rose. I could not see her, but her silver light

filled the mist. Then I knew it was two o'clock,

and that, having weathered out so much of the

night, I might the rest; and the hours hardly

seemed long to me more.

It may give an idea of the extent of the moun-

tain, that though I called, every now and then,

with all my force, in case by chance some aid

might be near, and though no less than twenty

men, with their dogs, were looking for me, I never

heard a sound, except the rush of the waterfall

and the sighing of the night wind, and once or

twice the startling of the grouse in the heather.

It was sublime indeed,—a never-to-be-forgotten

presentation of stern, serene realities. At last
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came the signs of day,—the gradual clearing and

breaking up. Some faint sounds from I know not

what ; the little flies, too, arose from their bed

amid the purple heather, and bit me. Truly they

were very welcome to do so. But what was my

disappointment to find the mist so thick, that I

could see neither lake nor inn, nor anything to

guide me. I had to go by guess, and, as it hap-

pened, my Yankee method served me well. I

ascended the hill, crossed the torrent, in the

waterfall, first drinking some of the water, which

was as good at that time as ambrosia. I crossed

in that place, because the waterfall made steps, as

it were, to the next hill. To be sure, they were

covered with water, but I was already entirely

wet with the mist, so that it did not matter. I

kept on scrambling, as it happened, in the right

direction, till, about seven, some of the shepherds

found me. The moment they came, all my

feverish strength departed, and they carried me

home, where my arrival relieved my friends of

distress far greater than I had undergone ; for I

had had my grand solitude, my Ossianic visions,

and the pleasure of sustaining myself; while they

had had only doubt, amounting to anguish, and a

fruitless search through the night.
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Entirely contrary to my forebodings, I only suf-

fered for this a few days, and was able to take a

parting look at my prison, as I went down the

lake, with feelings of complacency. It was a

majestic-looking hill, that Tongue, with the deep

ravines on either side, and the richest robe of

heather I have anywhere seen.

Mr. S. gave all the men who were looking for

me a dinner in the barn, and he and Mrs. S.

ministered to them ; and they talked of Burns,

—

really the national writer, and known by them,

apparently, as none other is,—and of hair-breadth

'scapes by flood and fell. Afterwards they were

all brought up to see me, and it was gratifying to

note the good breeding and good feeling with

which they deported themselves. Indeed, this

adventure created quite an intimate feeling be-

tween us and the people there. I had been much

pleased before, in attending one of their dances,

at the genuine independence and politeness of

their conduct. They were willing to dance their

Highland flings and strathspeys, for our amuse-

ment, and did it as naturally and as freely as they

would have offered the stransrer the best chair.
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JOANNA BAILLIE. HOWITTS.—SMITH.

I have mentioned with satisfaction seeing some

persons who illustrated the past dynasty in the

progress of thought here : Wordsworth, Dr. Chal-

mers, De Quincey, Andrew Combe. With a still

higher pleasure, because to one of my own sex,

whom I have honoured almost above any, I went

to pay my court to Joanna Baillie. I found on

her brow, not, indeed, a coronal of gold, but a

serenity and strength undimmed and unbroken by

the weight of more than fourscore years, or by

the scanty appreciation which her thoughts have

received. We found her in her little calm retreat,

at Hampstead, surrounded by marks of love and

reverence from distinguished and excellent friends.

Near her was the sister, older than herself, yet

still sprightly and full of active kindness, whose

character and their mutual relations she has, in

one of her last poems, indicated with such a happy

mixture of sagacity, humour, and tender pathos,

and with so absolute a truth of outline.

Mary and William Howitt are the main support

of the People's Journal. I saw them several times

at their cheerful and elegant home. In Mary
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Howitt, I found the same engaging traits of cha-

racter we are led to expect from her books for

children. At their house, I became acquainted

with Dr. Southwood Smithy the well-known phi-

lanthropist. He is at present engaged in the con-

struction of good tenements, calculated to improve

the condition of the working people.

TO R. w. E.

Parisi Nov. 16, 1846.—I meant to write on my

arrival in London, six weeks ago ; but as it was

not what is technically called " the season," I

thought I had best send all my letters of introduc-

tion at once, that I might glean what few good

people I could. But more than I expected were

in town. These introduced others, and in three

days I got engaged in such a crowd of acquaint-

ance, that I had hardly time to dress, and none to

sleep, during all the weeks I was in London.

I enjoyed the time extremely. I find myself

much in my element in European society. It

does not, indeed, come up to my ideal, but so

many of the encumbrances are cleared away that

used to weary me in America, that I can enjoy
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a freer play of faculty, and feel, if not like a bird

in the air, at least as easy as a fish in water.

In Edinburgh, I met Dr. Brown. He is still

quite a young man, but with a high ambition,

and, I should think, commensurate powers. But

all is yet in the bud with him. He has a friend,

David Scott, a painter, full of imagination, and

very earnest in his views of art. I had some

pleasant hours with them, and the last night which

they and I passed with De Quincey, a real grand

conversazione, quite in the Landor style, which

lasted, in full harmony, some hours.

CARLYLE.

Of the people I saw in London, you will wish

me to speak first of the Carlyles. Mr. C. came

to see me at once, and appointed an evening to

be passed at their house. That first time, I was

delighted with him. He was in a very sweet

humour,—full of wit and pathos, without being

overbearing or oppressive. I was quite carried

away with the rich flow of his discourse ; and the

hearty, noble earnestness of his personal being

brought back the charm which once was upon his

writing, before I wearied of it. I admired his
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Scotch, his way of slDging his great full sentences,

so that each one was like the stanza of a narrative

ballad. He let me talk, now and then, enough

to free my lungs and change my position, so that

I did not get tired. That evening, he talked of

the present state of things in England, giving

light, witty sketches of the men of the day,

fanatics and others, and some sweet, homely

stories he told of things he had known of the

Scotch peasantry. Of you he spoke with hearty

kindness; and he told, with beautiful feeling, a

story of some poor farmer, or artisan, in the

country, who on Sunday lays aside the cark and

care of that dirty English world, and sits reading

the Essays, and looking upon the sea.

I left him that night, intending to go out very

often to their house. I assure you there never

was anything so witty as Carlyle's description of

. It was enough to kill one with

laughing. I, on my side, contributed a story to

his fund of anecdote on this subject, and it was

fully appreciated. Carlyle is worth a thousand

of you for that;—he is not ashamed to laugh,

when he is amused, but goes on in a cordial human

fashion.

VOL. m. F
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The second time, Mr. C. had a dinner-party, at

which was a witty, French, flippant sort of man,

author of a History of Philosophy, and now

writing a Life of Goethe, a task for which he

must be as unfit as irreligion and sparkling shal-

lowness can make him. Bat he told stories

admirably, and was allowed sometimes to inter-

rupt Carlyle a little, of which one was glad, for

that night he was in his more acrid mood ; and,

though much more brilliant than on the former

evening, grew wearisome to me, who disclaimed

and rejected almost everything he said.

For a couple of hours, he was talking about

poetry, and the whole harangue was one eloquent

proclamation of the defects in his own mind.

Tennyson wrote in verse because the school-

masters had taught him that it was great to do

so, and had thus, unfortunately, been turned from

the true path for a man. Burns had, in like

manner, been turned from his vocation. Shak-

speare had not had the good sense to see that

it would have been better to write straight on

in prose ; —and such nonsense, which, though

amusing enough at first, he ran to death after

a while. The most amusing part is always when
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he comes back to some refrain, as in the French

Kevolution of the sea-green. In this instance^

it was Petrarch and Lauras the last word pro-

nounced with his ineffable sarcasm of drawl.

Although he said this over fifty times, I could

not ever help laughing when Laura would come.

Carlyle running his chin out, when he spoke it,

and his eyes glancing till they looked like the

eyes and beak of a bird of prey. Poor Laura !

Lucky for her that her poet had already got her

safely canonized beyond the reach of this Teu-

felsdrockh vulture.

The worst of hearing Carlyle is that you can-

not interrupt him. I understand the habit and

power of haranguing have increased very much

upon him, so that you are a perfect prisoner

when he has once got hold of you. To inter-

rupt him is a physical impossibility. If you get

a chance to remonstrate for a moment, he raises

his voice and bears you down. True, he does

you no injustice, and, with his admirable pene-

tration, sees the disclaimer in your mind, so that

you are not morally delinquent; but it is not

pleasant to be unable to utter it. The latter

part of the evening, however, he paid us for

f2
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this, by a series of sketches, in his finest style

of railing and raillery, of modern French litera-

ture, not one of them, perhaps, perfectly just,

but all drawn with the finest, boldest strokes,

and, from his point of view, masterly. All were

depreciating, except that of Beranger. Of him

he spoke with perfect justice, because with hearty

sympathy.

I had, afterward, some talk with Mrs. C, whom

hitherto I had only see??, for who can speak while

her husband is there ? I like her very much ;

—

she is fall of grace, sweetness, and talent. Her

eyes are sad and charming. ^ ^ "^

After this, they went to stay at Lord Ash-

burton's, and I only saw them once more, when

they came to pass an evening with us. Unluckily,

Mazzini was with us, whose society, when he

was there alone, I enjoyed more than any. He

is a beauteous and pure music : also, he is a dear

friend of Mrs. C, but his being there gave the

conversation a turn to " progress " and ideal

subjects, and C. was fluent in invectives on all

our " rose-water imbecilities." We all felt dis-

tant from him, and Mazzini, after some vain

efforts to remonstrate, became very sad. Mrs. C.
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said to me, " These are but opinions to Carlyle

;

but to Mazzini, wbo has given his all, and helped

bring his friends to the scafFold, in pursuit of

such subjects, it is a matter of life and death."

All Carlyle^s talk, that evening, was a defence

of mere force,—success the test of right ;—if

people would not behave well, put collars round

their necks;—find a hero, and let them be his

slaves, &c. It was very Titanic, and anti-celestial.

I wish the last evening had been more melodious.

However, I bid Carlyle farewell with feelings

of the warmest friendship and admiration. We
cannot feel otheiAvise to a great and noble nature,

whether it harmonize with our own or not. I

never appreciated the work he has done for his

a2:e till I saw Eno-land. I could not. You must

stand in the shadow of that mountain of shams,

to know how hard it is to cast light across it.

Honour to Carlyle ! Hoch ! Although, in the

wine with which we drink this health, I, for one,

must mingle the despised " rose-water."

And now, having to your eye shown the

defects of my own mind, in the sketch of another,

I will pass on more lowly,—more willing to be

imperfect, since Fate permits such noble creatures.
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after all^ to be only this or that. It is much if

one is not only a crow or magpie ;—Carlyle is

only a lion. Some time we may, all in full, be

intelligent and humanly fair.

CARLYLE, AGAIN.

Paris, Dec. 1846.—Accustomed to the infinite

wit and exuberant richness of his writings, his

talk is still an amazement and a splendour scarcely

to be faced with steady eyes. He does not con-

verse ;—only harangues. It is the usual mis-

fortune of such marked men,—happily not one

invariable or inevitable,—that they cannot allow

other minds room to breathe, and show themselves

in their atmosphere, and thus miss the refresh-

ment and instruction which the greatest never

cease to need from the experience of the humblest.

Carlyle allows no one a chance, but bears down

all opposition, not only by his wit and onset of

words, resistless in their sharpness as so many

bayonets, but by actual physical superiority,

—

raising his voice, and rushing on his opponent

with a torrent of sound. This is not in the least

from unwillingness to allow freedom to others.

On the contrary, no man would more enjoy a
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manly resistance to his thought. But it is the

impulse of a mind accustomed to follow out its

own impulse, as the hawk its prey, and which

knows not how to stop in the chase. Carlyle,

indeed, is arrogant and overbearing ; but in his

arrogance there is no littleness,— no self-love.

It is the heroic arrogance of some old Scandi-

navian conqueror ;— it is his nature, and the

untamable impulse that has given him power to

crush the dragons. You do not love him, perhaps,

nor revere; and perhaps, also, he would only

laugh at you if you did; but you like him heartily,

and like to see him the powerful smith, the

Siegfried, melting all the old iron in his furnace

till it glows to a sunset red, and burns you, if

you senselessly go too near. He seems, to me,

quite isolated,—lonely as the desert,—yet never

was a man more fitted to prize a man, could he

find one to match his mood. He finds them, but

only in the past. He sings, rather than talks.

He pours upon you a kind of satirical, heroical,

critical poem, with regular cadences, and generally

catching up, near the beginning, some singular

epithet, which serves as a refrain when his song

is full, or with Avhich, as with a knitting needle,
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he catches up the stitches, if he has chanced, now

and then, to let fall a row. For the higher kinds

of poetry he has no sense, and his talk on that

subject is delightfully and gorgeously absurd.

He sometimes stops a minute to laugh at it him-

self, then begins anew with fresh vigour ; for all

the spirits he is driving before him seem to him

as Fata Morganas, ugly masks, in fact, if he can

but make them turn about ; but he laughs that

they seem to others such dainty Ariels. His talk,

like his books, is full of pictures ; his critical

strokes masterly. Allow for his point of view,

and his survey is admirable. He is a large sub-

ject. I cannot speak more or wiselier of him

now, nor needs it ; —his works are true, to blame

and praise him,— the Siegfried of England,

—

great and powerful, if not quite invulnerable, and

of a might rather to destroy evil, than legislate

for good.

Of Dr. "Wilkinson I saw a good deal, and found

him a substantial possession,—a sane, strong, and

well-exercised mind,—but in the last degree un-

poetical in its structure. He is very simple,

natural, and good; excellent to see, though one

cannot go far with him ; and he would be worth
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more In writing, if he could get time to write,

than in personal intercourse. He may yet get

time ;—^he is scarcely more than thirty. Dr. W.

w^ished to introduce me to Mr. Clissold, but I had

not time ; shall find it, if in London again. Ten-

nyson was not in town.

Browning has just married Miss Barrett, and

gone to Italy. I may meet them there. Bailey

is helping his father with a newspaper ! His

wife and child (Philip Festus by name) came to

see me. I am to make them a visit on my

return. Marston I saw several times, and found

him full of talent. That is all I want to say at

present ;—he is a delicate nature, that can only

be known in its own way and time. I went to

see his " Patrician's Daughter." It is an admi-

rable play for the stage. At the house of W. J.

Fox, I saw first himself, an eloquent man, of great

practical ability, then Cooper, (of the " Pur-

gatory of Suicides,") and others.

My poor selection of miscellanies has been

courteously greeted in the London journals.

Openings were made for me to write, had I but

had leisure ; it is for that I look to a second stay

in London, since several topics came before me

on which I wished to write and publish there.

1-3
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I became acquainted with a gentleman who is

intimate with all the English artists, especially

Stanfield and Turner, but was only able to go to

his house once, at this time. Pictures I found

but little time for, yet enough to feel what they

are now to be to me. I was only at the Dulwich

and National Galleries and Hampton Court.

Also, have seen the Vandykes, at Warwick ; but

all the precious private collections I was obliged

to leave untouched, except one of Turner's, to

which I gave a day. For the British Museum,

I had only one day, which I spent in the Greek

and Egyptian Rooms, unable even to look at the

vast collections of drawings, &c. But if I live

there a few months, I shall go often. O, were

life but longer, and my strength greater ! Ever

I am bewildered by the riches of existence, had I

but more time to open the oysters, and get out

the pearls. Yet some are mine^ if only a neck-

lace, a rosary.

PARIS.

TO HER MOTHER.

Paris, Dec. 26, 1846.—In Paris I have been

obliged to give a great deal of time to French, in
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order to get the power of speaking, without which

I might as usefully be in a well as here. That

has prevented my doing nearly as much as I

would. Could I remain six months in this oreat

focus of civilized life, the time would be all too

short for my desires and needs.

My Essay on American Literature has been

translated into French, and published in " La

Revue Independante," one of the leading journals

of Paris
; only, with that delight at manufacturing

names for which the French are proverbial, they

put, instead of Margaret, Elizabeth. Write to

, that aunt Elizabeth has appeared unex-

pectedly before the French public ! She will not

enjoy her honours long, as a future number,

which is to contain a notice of " Woman in the

Nineteenth Century," will rectify the mistake.

I have been asked, also, to remain in cor-

respondence with La Eevue Independante, after

my return to the United States, which will be

very pleasant and advantageous to me.

I have some French acquaintance, and begin

to take pleasure in them, now that we can hold

intercourse more easily. Among others, a Madame
Pauline Roland I find an interesting woman. She
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is an intimate friend of Beranger and of Pierre

Leroux.

"We occupy a charming suite of apartments,

Hotel Eougement, Boulevard Poissoniere. It is

a new hotel, and has not the arched gateways and

gloomy court-yard of the old mansions. My room,

though small, is very pretty, with the thick,

flowered carpet and marble slabs; the French

clock, with Cupid, of course, over the fireplace,

in which burns a bright little wood fire ; the

canopy bedstead, and inevitable large mirror ; the

curtains, too, are thick and rich, the closet, &c.

excellent, the attendance good. But for all this,

one pays dear. We do not find that one can live

pleasantly at Paris for little money ; as for us,

we prefer to economize by a briefer stay, if at all.

TO E. H.

Paris, Jan. 18, 1847, and Naples, March 17,

1847.—You wished to hear of George Sand, or,

as they say in Paris, " Madame Sand." I find

that all we had heard of her was true in the

outline ; I had supposed it might be exaggerated.

She had every reason to leave her husband,—

a

stupid brutal man, who insulted and neglected
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her. He afterwards gave up their child to her

for a sum of money. But the love for which she

left him lasted not well, and she has had a series

of lovers, and I am told has one now, with whom

she lives on the footing of combined means, inde-

pendent friendship ! But she takes rank in society

like a man, for the weight of her thoughts, and

has just given her daughter in marriage. Her

son is a grown-up young man, an artist. Many

women visit her, and esteem it an honour. EveA

an American here, and with the feelings of our

country on such subjects, Mrs. , thinks of

her with high esteem. She has broken with

La Mennais, of whom she was once a disciple.

I observed to Dr. Francois, who is an intimate

of hers, and loves and admires her, that it did not

seem a good sign that she breaks with her friends.

He said it was not so with her early friends ; that

she has chosen to buy a chateau in the region

where she passed her childhood, and that the

people there love and have always loved her

dearly. She is now at the chateau, and, I begin

to fear, will not come to town before I go. Since

I came, I have read two charming stories recently

written by her. Another longer one she has just
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sold to La Presse for fifteen thousand francs. She

does not receive nearly as much for her writings

as Balzac, Dumas, or Sue. She has a much

2:rea,ter influence than thev, but a less cu'culation.

She stays at the chateau, because the poor

people there were suffering so much, and she

could help them. She has subscribed twenty thou-

sand francs for their relief, in the scarcity of the

winter. It is a great deal to earn by one's pen

:

a novel of several volumes sold for only fifteen

thousand francs, as I mentioned before.

At last, however, she came; and I went to

see her at her house, Place d'Orleans. I found it

a handsome modern residence. She had not an-

swered my letter, written about a week before,

and I felt a little anxious lest she should not

receive me; for she is too much the mark of

impertinent curiosity, as well as too busy, to be

easily accessible to strangers. I am by no means

timid, but I have sufifered, for the first time in

France, some of the torments of mautaise Jionte,

enough to see what they must be to many.

It is the custom to go and call on those to

whom you bring letters, and push yourself upon

their notice; thus you must go quite ignorant
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whether they are disposed to be cordial. My
name is always murdered by the foreign servants

who announce me. I speak very bad French;

only lately have I had sufficient command of it to

infuse some of my natural spirit in my discourse.

This has been a great trial to me, who am

eloquent and free in my owm tongue, to be

forced to feel my thoughts struggling in vain

for utterance.

The servant who admitted me v/as in the pic-

turesque costume of a peasant, and, as Madame

Sand afterward told me, her god-daughter, whom

she had brought from her province. She an-

nounced me as " Madame Saleze,'' and returned

into the ante-room to tell me, " Madame says she

does not know yoiu^ I began to think I was

doomed to the rebuff, among the crowd who

deserve it. However, to make assurance sure,

I said, " Ask if she has not received a letter

from me." As I spoke, Madame S. opened the

door, and stood looking at me an instant. Our

eyes met. I never shall forget her look at that

moment. The doorway made a frame for her

figure ; she is large, but well-formed. She was

dressed in a robe of dark violet silk, with a black
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mantle on her shoulders, her beautiful hair dressed

with the greatest taste, her whole appearance and

attitude, in its simple and lady-like dignity, pre-

sented an almost ludicrous contrast to the vulgar

caricature idea of George Sand. Her face is a very

little like the portraits, but much finer; the

tipper part of the forehead and eyes are beautiful,

the lower, strong and masculine, expressive of a

hardy temperament and strong passions, but not

in the least coarse ; the complexion olive, and the

air of the whole head Spanish (as, indeed, she

was born at Madrid, and is only on one side

of French blood). All these details I saw at

a glance; but Avhat fixed my attention was the

expression of goodness, nobleness, and power, that

})ervaded the whole,—the truly human heart and

nature that shone in the eyes. As our eyes met,

she said, " Cest voiis,'^ and held out her hand.

I took it, and went into her little study : we

sat down a moment, then I said, " II me fait de

hien de tons fo/r," and I am sure I said it with my

whole heart, for it made me very happy to see

such a woman, so large and so developed a cha-

racter, and everything that is good in it so really

good. I loved, shall always love her.
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She looked away, and said, " Ah ! tous m'avez

ecrit line lettre cliarmante^'' This was all the pre-

liminary of our talk, which then went on as if we

had always known one another. She told me,

before I went away, that she was going that very

day to write to me ; that when the servant

announced me she did not recognise the name, but

after a minute it struck her that it might be La

dame Americaine, as the foreigners very commonly

call me, for they find my name hard to remember.

She was very much pressed for time, as she was

then preparing copy for the printer, and having

just returned, there were many applications to see

her, but she wanted me to stay then, saying, '* It

is better to throw tilings aside, and seize the

present moment." I stayed a good part of the day,

and was very glad afterwards, for I did not see

her again uninterrupted. Another day I was

there, and saw her in her circle. Her daughter

and another lady were present, and a number of

gentlemen. Her position there was of an intel-

lectual woman and good friend,—the same as my

own in the circle of my acquaintance as distin-

guished from my intimates. Her daughter is just

about to be married. It is said, there is no
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congeniality between her and her mother ; but for

her son she seems to have much love, and he loves

and admires her extremely. I understand he has

a good and free character, without conspicuous

talent.

Her way of talking is just like her writing,

—

lively, picturesque, with an undertone of deep

feeling, and the same happiness in striking the

nail on the head every now and then with

a blow.

^e did not talk at all of personal or private

matters. I saw, as one sees in her writings, the

want of an independent, interior life, but I did

not feel it as a fault, there is so much in her of

her kind. I heartily enjoyed the sense of so rich,

so prolific, so ardent a genius. I liked the woman

in her, too, very much; I never liked a woman

better.

For the rest I do not care to write about it

much, for I cannot, in the room and time I have

to spend, express my thoughts as I would; but as

near as I can express the sum total, it is this.

S and others who admire her, are anxious to

make a fancy picture of her, and represent her as

a Helena (in the Seven Chords of the Lyre) ; all
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whose mistakes are the fault of the present state

of society. But to me the truth seems to be this.

She has that purity in her soul^ for she knows

well how to love and prize its beauty ; but she

herself is quite another sort of person. She needs

no defence, but only to be understood, for she has

bravely acted out her nature, and always with

o;ood intentions. She mio;ht have loved one man

permanently, if she could have found one contem-

porary with her who could interest and command

her throughout her range; but there was hardly

a possibility of that, for such a person. Thus she

has naturally changed the objects of her affection,

and several times. Also, there may Iiave been

something of the Bacchante in her life, and of

the love of night and storm, and the free ra^otures

amid which roamed on the mountain-tops the

followers of Cybele, the great goddess, the great

mother. But she was never coarse, never gross,

and I am sure her generous heart has not failed to

draw some rich drops from every kind of wine-

press. When she has done with an intimacy, she

likes to break it off suddenly, and this has hap-

pened often, both with men and women. Many

calumnies upon her are traceable to this cause.
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I forgot to mention, that, while talking, she

does smoke all her time her little cigarette. This

is now a common practice among ladies abroad,

but I believe originated with her.

For the rest, she holds her place in the literary

and social world of France like a man, and seems

full of energy and courage in it. I suppose she

has suffered much, but she has also enjoyed and

done much, and her expression is one of calmness

and happiness. I was sorry to see her exploitant

her talent so carelessly. She does too much, and

this cannot last for ever; but " Teverino " and

the " ]\Iare au Diable," which she has lately pub-

lished, are as original, as masterly in truth, and

as free in invention, as anything she has done.

Afterwards I saw Chopin, not with her, although

he lives with her, and has for the last twelve years.

I went to see him in his room with one of his

friends. He is always ill, and as frail as a snow-

drop, but an exquisite genius. He played to me,

and I liked his talking scarcely less. Madame S.

loved Liszt before him ; she has thus been inti-

mate with the two opposite sides of the musical

world. Mickiewicz says, " Chopin talks with

spirit, and gives us the Ariel view of the universe.
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Liszt is the eloquent tribune to the world of men,

a little vulgar and showy certainly, but I like the

tribune best." It is said here, that Madame S.

has long had only a friendship for Chopin, who,

perhaps, on his side prefers to be a lover, and a

jealous lover ; but she does not leave him, because

he needs her care so much, when sick and suf-

fering. About all this, I do not knovr ; you

cannot know much about anything in France,

except what you see with your two eyes. Lying

is ingrained in "/a grande nation,^'' as they so

plainly show no less in literature than life.

RACHEL.

In France, the theatre is living
;
you see some-

thing really good, and good throughout. Kot one

touch of that stage-strut and vulo;ar bombast of

tone, which the English actor fancies indispensable

to scenic illusion, is tolerated here. For the first

time in my life, I saw something represented in

a style uniformly good, and should have found

suflficient proof, if I had needed any, that all men

will prefer what is good to what is bad, if only a

fair opportunity for choice be allowed. AYhen

I came here, my first thought was to go and see
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Mademoiselle E-achel. I was sure that in her I

should find a true genius. I went to see her

seven or eight times, always in parts that required

great force of soul, and purity of taste, even to

conceive them, and only once had reason to find

fault with her. On one single occasion, I saw

her violate the harmony of the character, to

produce effect at a particular moment ; but, almost

invariably, I found her a true artist, worthy

Greece, and worthy at many moments to have her

conceptions immortalized in marble.

Her range even in high tragedy is limited.

She can only express the darker passions, and

grief in its most desolate aspects. Nature has

not gifted her with those softer and more flowery

attributes, that lend to pathos its utmost tender-

ness. She does not melt to tears, or calm or

elevate the heart by the presence of that tragic

beauty that needs all the assaults of fate to make

it show its immortal sweetness. Her noblest

aspect is when sometimes she expresses truth in

some severe shape, and rises, simple and austere,

above the mixed elements around her. On the

dark side, she is very great in hatred and revenge.

I admired her more in Phcdre than in any other
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part in which I saw her; the guilty love inspired

by the hatred of a goddess was expressed, in all

its symptoms, with a force and terrible natural-

ness, that almost suffocated the beholder. After

she had taken the poison, the exhaustion and

paralysis of the system,—the sad, cold, calm sub-

mission to Fate,—were still more grand.

I had heard so much about the power of her

eye in one fixed look, and the expression she could

concentrate in a single word, that the utmost

results could only satisfy my expectations. It is,

indeed, something magnificent to see the dark

cloud give out such sparks, each one fit to deal a

separate death; but it was not that I admired

most in her. It was the grandeur, truth, and

depth of her conception of each part, and the

sustained purity with which she represented it.

The French language from her lips is a divine

dialect; it is stripped of its national and per-

sonal peculiarities, and becomes what any language

must, moulded by such a genius, the pure music

of the heart and soul. I never could remember

her tone in speaking any word; it was too per-

fect; you had received the thought quite direct.

Yet, had I never heard her speak a word, my
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mind would be filled by her attitudes. Nothing

more graceful can be conceived, nor could the

genius of sculpture surpass her management of

the antique drapery.

She has no beauty, except in the intellectual

severity of her outline, and she bears marks of

race, that will grow stronger every year, and

make her ugly at last. Still it will be a grandiose,

gipsy, or rather Sibylline ugliness, well adapted

to the expression of some tragic parts. Only it

seems as if she could not live long ; she expends

force enough upon a part to furnish out a dozen

common lives.

TO R. w. E.

Paris, Jan. 18, 1847.—I can hardly tell you

what a fever consumes me, from sense of the

brevity of my time and opportunity. Here I

cannot sleep at night, because I have been able to

do so little in the day. Constantly I try to calm

my mind into content with small achievements,

but it is diflScult. You will say, it is not so

mightily worth knowing, after all, this picture and

natural history of Europe. Very true ; but I am
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SO constituted that It pains me to come away,

having touched only the glass over the picture.

I am assiduous daily at the Academy lectures,

picture galleries, Chamber of Deputies,—last

week, at the court and court ball. So far as my

previous preparation enabled me, I get something

from all these brilliant shows,—thoughts, images,

fresh impulse. But I need, to initiate me into

various little secrets of the place and time,

—

necessary for me to look at things to my satisfac-

tion,—some friend, such as I do not find here.

My steps have not been fortunate in Paris, as

they were in England. No doubt, the person

exists here, whose aid I want; indeed, I feel that

it is so ; but we do not meet, and the time draws

near for me to depart.

French people I find slippery, as they do not

know exactly what to make of me, the rather as

I have not the command of their lano;ua2:e. / see

them, their brilliancy, grace, and variety, the

thousand slight refinements of their speech and

manner, but cannot meet them in their way. My
French teacher says, I speak and act like an

Italian, and I hope, in Italy, I shall find myself

more at home.

I had, the other day, the lucl: to be introduced

VOL. HI. G
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to Beranger, who is the only person beside George

Sand I cared very particularly to see here. I went

to call on La Mennais, to whom I had a letter.

I found him in a little study ; his secretary was

writing in a large room through which I passed.

With him was a somewhat citizen-looking, but

vivacious elderly man, whom I was, at first, sorry

to see, having wished for halfan hour's undisturbed

visit to the Apostle of Democracy. But those feel-

ings were quickly displaced by joy, when he named

to me the great national lyrist of France, the great

Beranger. I had not expected to see him at all,

for he is not to be seen in any show place; he

lives in the hearts of the people, and needs no

homage from their eyes. I was very happy in

that little study, in the presence of these two men,

whose influence has been so real and so great.

Beranger has been much to me—his wit, his

pathos, and exquisite lyric grace. I have not

received influence from La Mennais, but I see

well what he has been, and is, to Europe.

TO LA MENNAIS.

Monsieur :

—

As my visit to you was cut short before I was

quite satisfied, it was my intention to seek you
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again Immediately ; although I felt some scruples

at occupying your valuable time, when I express

myself so imperfectly in your language. But I

have been almost constantly ill since, and now am

not sure of finding time to pay you my respects

before leaving Paris for Italy. In case this should

be impossible, I take the liberty to write, and to

present you two little volumes of mine. It is

only as a tribute of respect. I regret that they do

not contain some pieces of mine which might be

more interesting to you, as illustrative of the

state of affairs in our country. Some such will

find their place in subsequent numbers. These,

I hope, you will, if you do not read them, accept

kindly as a salutation from our hemisphere. Many

there delight to know you as a great apostle of the

ideas which are to be our life, if Heaven intends

us a great and permanent life. I count myself

happy in having seen you, and in finding with you

Beranger, the genuine poet, the genuine man of

ranee. I have felt all the enchantment of the

lyre of Beranger ; have paid my warmest homage

to the truth and wisdom adorned with such charms,

such wit and pathos. It was a great pleasure to

see himself. If your leisure permits, Monsieur,

g2
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I will ask a few lines in reply. I should like to

keep some words from your band, in case I should

not look upon you more here below ; and am

always, with gratitude for the light you have shed

on so many darkened spirits,

Yours, most respectfully,

Margaret Fuller.

Paris, Jan., 1847.—I missed hearing M. Guizot,

(I am sorry for it,) in his speech on the Mont-

pensier marriage. I saw the little Duchess, the

innocent or ignorant topic of all this disturbance,

when presented at court. She went round the

circle on the arm of the queen. Though only

fourteen, she looks tw^enty, but has something

fresh, engaging, and girlish about her.

I attended not only at the presentation, but at

the ball given at the Tuileries directly after.

These are fine shows, as the suite of apartments is

very handsome, brilliantly lighted—the French

ladies surpassing all others in the art of dress

;

indeed, it gave me much pleasure to see them.

Certainly, there are many ugly ones ; but they are

so well dressed, and have such an air of graceful

vivacity, that tlie general effect was of a flower-
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garden. As often happens, several American

women were among the most distinguished for

positive beauty ; one from Philadelphia, who is by

many persons considered the prettiest ornament of

the dress circle at the Italian Opera, was especially

marked by the attention of the king. However,

these ladies, even if here a long time, do not

attain the air and manner of French women. The

magnetic fluid that envelopes them is less brilliant

and exhilarating in its attractions.

Among the crowd wandered Leverrier, in the

costume of Academician, looking as if he had lost,

not found, his planet. French savants are more

generally men of the world, and even men of

fashion, than those of other climates ; but, in his

case, he seemed not to find it easy to exchange

the music of the spheres for the music of fiddles.

Speaking of Leverrier leads to another of my

disappointments. I went to the Sorbonne to hear

him lecture, nothing dreaming that the old pedantic

and theological character of those halls was strictly

kept up in these days of light. An old guardian

of the inner temple seeing me approach, had his

speech all ready, and, manning the entrance, said,

with a disdainful air, before we had time to utter
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a word, " Monsieur may enter if he pleases, but

madame must remain here" (e.^. in the court-yard).

After some exclamations of surprise^ I found an

alternative in the Hotel de Clugny, where I passed

an hour very delightfully, while waiting for my

companion.

I was more fortunate in hearing Arago, and he

justified all my expectations. Clear, rapid, full,

and equal, his discourse is worthy its celebrity,

and I felt repaid for the four hours one is obliged

to spend in going, in waiting, and in hearing, for

tlie lecture begins at half-past-one, and you must

be tbere before twelve to get a seat, so constant

and animated is his popularity.

I was present on one good occasion, at the

Academy—the day that M. Remusat was received

there, in the place of Royer Collard. I looked

down, from one of the tribunes, upon the flower

of the celebrities of France ; that is to say, of the

celebrities which are authentic, comme il faut.

Am^ong them were many marked faces, many fine

heads ; but, in reading the works of poets, we

always fancy them about the age of Apollo him-

self, and I found with pain some of my favourites

quite old, and very unlike the company on Par-
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nassus, as represented by Kaphael. Some, bow-

ever, were venerable, even noble to behold.

The poorer classes have suffered from hunger

this winter. All signs of this are kept out of

sight in Paris. A pamphlet called " The Voice of

Famine," stating facts, though in a tone of vulgar

and exaggerated declamation, was suppressed as

soon as published. While Louis Philippe lives,

the gases may not burst up to flame, but the need

of radical measures of reform is strongly felt in

France; and the time will come, before long,

when such will be imperatively demanded.

rOURTER.

The doctrines of Fourier are making progress,

and wherever they spread, the necessity of some

practical application of the precepts of Christ, in

lieu of the mummeries of a worn-out ritual, cannot

fail to be felt. The more I see of the terrible ills

which infest the body politic of Europe, the more

indignation I feel at the selfishness or stupidity of

those in my own country who oppose an examina-

tion of these subjects— such as is animated by the

hope of prevention. Educated in an age of gross

materialism, Fourier is tainted by its faults; in
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attempts to reorganize society, he commits the

error of making soul the result of health of body,

instead of body the clothing of soul ; but his

heart was that of a genuine lover of his kind, of a

philanthropist in the sense of Jesus ; his views are

large and noble ; his life was one of devout study

on these subjects, and I should pity the person

who, after the briefest sojourn in Manchester and

Lyons, the most superficial acquaintance with the

population of London and Paris, could seek to

hinder a study of his thoughts, or be wanting in

reverence for his purposes.

ROUSSEAU.

To the actually so-called Chamber of Deputies,

I was indebted for a sight of the manuscripts of

Kousseau treasured in their library. I saw them

and touched them—those manuscripts just as he

has celebrated them, written on the fine white

paper, tied with ribbon. Yellow and faded age

has made them, yet at their touch I seemed to

feel the fire of youth, immortally glowing, more

and more expansive, with which his soul has per-

vaded this century. He was the precursor of all

we most prize; true, his blood was mixed with
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madness, and the course of his actual life made

some detours through villainous places ; but his

spirit was intimate with the fundamental truths of

human nature, and fraught with prophecy. There

is none who has given birth to more life for this

age ; his gifts are yet untold ; they are too present

with us ; but he who thinks really must often

think with Rousseau, and learn him even more and

more. Such is the method of genius to ripen

fruit for the crowd by those rays of whose heat

they complain.

TO E. W. E.

Naples, March 15, 1847.— Mickiew Icz, the

Polish poet, first introduced the Essays to ac-

quaintance in Paris. I did not meet him any-

where, and, as I heard a great deal of him which

charmed me, I sent him your poems, and asked

him to come and see me. Pie came, and I found

in him the man I had long wished to see, with the

intellect and passions in due proportion for a full

and healthy human being, with a soul constantly

inspiring. Unhafppily, it was a very short time

before I came away. How much time had I

g3
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wasted on others which I might have given to this

real and important relation.

After hearing music from Chopin and New-

komm, I quitted Paris on the 25th February, and

came, via Chalons, Lyons, Avignon, (where I

waded through melting snow to Laura's tomb,)

Aries, to Marseilles ; thence, by steamer, to Genoa,

Leghorn, and Pisa. Seen through a cutting wind,

the marble palaces, the gardens, the magnificent

water-view of Genoa, failed to charm. Only at

Naples have I found my Italy. Between Leghorn

and Naples, our boat was run into by another,

and we only just escaped being drowned.

ROME.

Rome, May, 1847.—Of the fragments of the

great time, I have now seen nearly all that are

treasured up here. I have as yet nothing of con-

sequence to say of them. Others have often given

good hints as to how they look. As to what they

are, it can only be known by approximating to

the state of soul out of which they grew. They

are many and precious ; yet is there not so much

of high excellence as I looked fot. They will not

float the heart on a boundless sea of feeling, like
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the starry night on our "Western Prairies. Yet I

love much to see the galleries of marbles, even

where there are not many separately admirable,

amid the cypresses and ilexes of Roman villas;

and a picture that is good at all, looks best in one

of these old palaces. I have heard owls hoot in

the Colosseum by moonlight, and they spoke more

to the purpose than I ever heard any other voice

on that subject. I have seen all the pomps of

Holy Week in St. Peter s, and found them less

imposing than an habitual acquaintance with the

church itself;, with processions of monks and nuns

stealing in, now and then, or the swell of vespers

from some side chapel. The ceremonies of the

church have been numerous and splendid during

our stay, and they borrow unusual interest from

the love and expectation inspired by the present

pontiff. He is a man of noble and good aspect,

who has set his heart on doing something solid for

the benefit of man. A week or two ago, the Car-

dinal Secretary published a circular, inviting the

departments to measures which would give the

people a sort of representative council. Nothing

could seem more limited than this improvement,

but it was a great measure for Rome. At night,
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the Corso was illuminated, and many thousands

passed through it in a torch-bearing procession, on

their way to the Quirinal, to thank the Pope, up-

bearing a banner on which the edict was printed.

TO w. H. c.

Borne, May 7, 1847.—I write not to you about

these countries, of the famous people I see, of

magnificent shows and places. All these things

are only to me an illuminated margin on the text

of my inward life. Earlier, they would have been

more. Art is not important to me now. I like

only what little I find that is transcendantly good,

and even with that feel very familiar and calm. I

take interest in the state of the people, their man-

ners, the state of the race in them. I see the

future dawning ; it is in important aspects Fou-

rier's future. But I like no Fourierites ; they are

terribly wearisome here in Europe ; the tide of

things does not wash through them as violently as

with us, and they have time to run in the tread-

mill of system. Still, they serve this great future

which I shall not live to see. I must be born
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TO R. W. E.

Florence, June 20, 1847. I have just come

hither from Rome. Every minute, day and night,

there is something to be seen or done at Rome,

which we cannot bear to lose. We lived on the

Corso, and all night long, after the weather

became fine, there was conversation or music

before my window. I never seemed really to

sleep while there, and now, at Florence, where

there is less to excite, and I live in a more quiet

quarter, I feel as if I needed to sleep all the time,

and cannot rest as I ought, there is so much to

do.

I now speak French fluently, though not cor-

rectly, yet well enough to make my thoughts avail

in the cultivated society here, where it is much

spoken. But to know the common people, and to

feel truly in Italy, I ought to speak and under-

stand the spoken Italian well, and I am now cul-

tivating this sedulously. If I remain, I shall

have, for many reasons, advantages for observation

and enjoyment, such as are seldom permitted to a

foreigner.

1 forgot to mention one little thino^ rather
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interesting. At the Miserere of tlie Sistine cliapel,

I sat beside Goethe's favourite daughter-in-law,

Ottilia, to whom I was introduced by Mrs. Jame-

son.

TO R. P. F.

Florence, July 1, 1847.—I do not wish to go

through Germany in a hurried way, and am

equally unsatisfied to fly through Italy; and shall,

therefore, leaving my companions in Switzerland,

take a servant to accompany me, and return

hither, and hence to Rome for the autumn, per-

haps the winter. I should always suffer the pain

of Tantalus thinking of Rome, if I could not see

it more thoroughly than I have as yet even begun

to ; for it was all outside the two months, just

finding out where objects were. I had only just

begun to know them, when I was obliged to leave.

The prospect of returning presents many charms,

but it leaves me alone in the midst of a strange

land.

I find myself happily situated here, in many

respects. The Marchioness Arconati Visconti, to

whom I brought a letter from a friend of hers in

France, has been good to me as a sister, and in-
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troduced me to many interesting acquaintance.

The sculptors. Powers and Greenough, I have

seen much and well. Other acquaintance I pos-

sess, less known to fame, but not less attractive.

Florence is not like Home. At first, I could

not bear the change ; yet, for the study of the fine

arts, it is a still richer place. Worlds of thought

have risen in my mind ; some time you will have

light from all.

Milan, Aug, 9, 1847.—Passing from Florence,

I came to Bologna. A woman should love Bo-

logna, for there has the intellect of woman been

cherished. In their Certosa, they proudly show

the monument to Matilda Tambreni, late Greek

professor there. In their anatomical hall, is the

bust of a woman, professor of anatomy. In art,

they have had Properzia di Rossi, Elisabetta

Sirani, Lavinia Fontana, and delight to give their

w^orks a conspicuous place. In other cities, the

men alone have their Casino dei Xobili, where

they give balls and conversazioni. Here, women

have one, and are the soul of society. In Milan,

also, I see, in the Ambrosian Library, the bust of

a female mathematician.
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TO HER MOTHER.

Lago di Garda^ Aug. 1, 1847.—Do not let what

I have written disturb you as to my health. I

have rested now, and am as well as usual. This

advantage I derive from being alone, that, if I

feel the need of it, I can stop.

I left Venice four days ago ; have seen well

Vicenza, Verona, Mantua, and am reposing, for

two nights and a day, in this tranquil room which

overlooks the beautiful Lake of Garda. The air

is sweet and pure, and I hear no noise except the

waves breaking on the shore.

I think of you a great deal, especially when

there are flowers. Florence was all flowers. I

have many magnolias and jasmines. I always

wish you could see them. The other day, on the

island of San Lazaro, at the Armenian Convent,

where Lord Byron used to go, I thought of you,

seeinoj the s^arden full of immense oleanders in

full bloom. One sees them everywhere at Ve-

nice.

TO HER TRAVELLING COMPANIONS AFTER PARTING.

Milan, Au^. 9, 1847.—I remained at Venice

near a week after your departure, to get strong
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and tranquil again. Saw all the pictures, if not

enough, yet pretty well. My journey here was

very profitable. Yicenza, Verona, Mantua, I saw

really well, and much there is to see. Certainly I

had learned more than ever in any previous ten

days of my existence, and have formed an idea of

what is needed for the study of art in these

regions. But, at Brescia, I was taken ill Avith

fever. I cannot tell you how much I was alarmed

Avhen it seemed to me it was affecting my head.

I had no medicine; nothing could I do except

abstain entirely from food, and drink cold water.

The second day, I had a bed made in a carriage,

and came on here. I am now pretty well, only

very weak.

TO R. W. E.

3Iikm, Aug. 10, 1847.—Since writing you from

Florence, I have passed the mountains ; two full,

rich days at Bologna ; one at Eavenna ; more than

a fortnight at Venice, intoxicated with the place,

and with Venetian art, only to be really felt and

known in its birth-place. I have passed some

hours at Vicenza, seeing mainly the Palladian

structures ; a day at Verona,—a week had been
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better ; seen Mantua, with great delight ; several

days in Lago di Garda,—truly happy days there

;

then, to Brescia, where I saw the Titians, the ex-

quisite Raphael, the Scavi, and the Brescian Hills.

I could charm you by pictures, had I time.

To-day, for the first time, I have seen Manzoni.

Manzoni has spiritual efficacy in his looks ; his

eyes glow still with delicate tenderness, as when

he first saw Lucia, or felt them fill at the image

of Father Cristoforo. His manners are very

engaging, frank, expansive ; every word betokens

the habitual elevation of his thoughts ; and (what

you care for so much) he says distinct good things;

but you must not expect me to note them down.

He lives in the house of his fathers, in the simplest

manner. He has taken the liberty to marry a

new wife for his own pleasure and companionship,

and the people around him do not like it, because

she does not, to their fancy, make a good pendant

to him. But I liked her very well, and saw why

he married her. They asked me to return often,

if I pleased, and I mean to go once or twice, for

Manzoni seems to like to talk with me.

Borne, Oct 1847.—Leaving Milan, I went on the

Lago Maggiore, and afterwards into Switzerland.
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Of this tour I shall not speak here ; it was a

little romance by itself.

Returning from Switzerland, I passed a fort-

nlo:ht on the Lake of Como, and afterward visited

Luo^ano. There is no exao^2;eraton in the enthusi-

astic feeling with which artists and poets have

viewed these Italian lakes. The " Titan " of

Bichter, the " Wanderjahre " of Goetlie, the

Elena of Taylor, the pictures of Turner, had not

prepared me for the visions of beauty that daily

entranced the eyes and heart in those regions.

To our country, Nature has been most bounteous,

but we have nothing in the same class that can

compare with these lakes, as seen under the Italian

heaven. As to those persons who have pretended

to discover that the eiFects of light and atmosphere

were no finer than they found in our own lake

scenery, I can only say that they must be exceed-

ingly obtuse in organization,—a defect not un-

common among Americans.

Nature seems to have laboured to express her

full heart in as many ways as possible, when she

made these lakes, moulded and planted their

shores. Lago Maggiore is grandiose, resplendent

in its beauty ; the view of the Alps gives a sort of
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lyric exaltation to the scene. Lago di Garda

is so soft and fair on one side,—the ruins of

ancient palaces rise softly with the beauties of that

shore ; but at the otlier end, amid the Tyrol^ it is

so sublime, so calm, so concentrated in its

meaning! Como cannot be better described in

generals than in the words of Taylor :

—

" Softly sublime, profusely fair."

Lugano is more savage, more free in its beauty.

I was on it in a high gale ; there was little danger,

just enough to exhilarate ; its waters wild, and

clouds blowing across its peaks. I like the boat-

men on these lakes ; they have strong and prompt

character ; of simple features, they are more

honest and manly than Italian men are found

in the thoroughfares ; their talk is not so witty as

that of the Venetian gondoliers, but picturesque,

and what the French call incishe. Very touching

were some of their histories, as they told them to

me, while pausing sometimes on the lake. Grossi

gives a true picture of such a man in his family

relations ; the story may be found in " Marco

Visconti."

On this lake, I met Lady Franklin, wife of the
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celebrated navigator. She has been in the United

States, and showed equal penetration and candour

in remarks on what she had seen there. She

gave me interesting particulars as to the state of

things in Van Diemen's Land, where she passed

seven years, when her husband was in authority

there.

TO c. s.

Lake of Como, Aug. 22, 1847.—Rome was much

poisoned to me. But, after a time, its genius

triumphed, and I became absorbed in its proper

life. Again I suffered from parting, and have since

resolved to return, and pass at least a part of the

winter there. People may write and prate as they

please of Rome, they cannot convey thus a portion

of its spirit. The whole heart must be yielded up

to it. It is something really transcendant, both

spirit and body. Those last glorious nights, in

which I wandered about amid the old walls and

columns, or sat by the fountains in the Piazza del

Popolo, or by the river, were worth an age of

pain,—only one hates pain in Italy.

Tuscany I did not like as well. It is a great

place to study the history of character and art.
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Indeed, there I did really begin to study, as well

as sraze and feel. But I did not like it. Florence

is more in its spirit like Boston, than like an

Italian city. I knew a good many Italians, but

they were busy and intellectual, not like those

I had known before. But Florence is full of reaUy

good, great pictures. There first I saw some

of the great masters. Andrea del Sarto, in par-

ticular, one sees only there, and he is worth much.

His wife, whom he always paints, and for whom

he was so infatuated, has some bad qualities,

and in what is good a certain wild nature or

diablerie,

Bologna is truly an Italian city, one in which

I should like to live ; full of hidden things^ and its

wonders of art are very grand. The Caracci

and their friends had vast force ; not much depth,

but enough force to occupy for a good while,

—

and Domenichino, when good at all, is very great.

Venice was a dream of enchantment ; there was

no disappointment. Art and life are one. There

is one glow of joy, one deep shade of passionate

melancholy ; Giorgione, as a man, I care more for

now than any of the artists, though he had

no ideas.
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In the first week, floating about in a gondola,

I seemed to find myself again.

I was not always alone in Venice, but have

come through the fertile plains of Lombardy,

seen the lakes Garda and Maggiore, and a part

of Switzerland, alone, except for occasional

episodes of companionship, sometimes romantic

enough.

In INIilan I stayed a while, and knew some

radicals, young, and interested in ideas. Here,

on the lake, I have fallen into contact with some

of the higher society,—duchesses, marquises, and

the like. My friend here is Madame Arconati,

Marchioness Yisconti. I have formed connexion

with a fair and brilliant Polish lady, born Princess

Radzivill. It is rather pleasant to come a little

on the traces of these famous histories ; also, both

these ladies take pleasure in telling me of spheres

so unlike mine, and do it well.

The life here on the lake is precisely what

we once imagined as being so pleasant. These

people have charming villas and gardens on the

lake, adorned with fine works of art. They

go to see one another in boats. You can be all

the time in a boat, if you like; if you want more
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excitement, or wild flowers, you climb the moun-

tains. I have been here for some time, and shall

stay a week longer. I have found soft repose

here. Now, I am to return to Rome, seeing many

things by the way.

TO R. F. F.

Florence, Sept. 25, 1847.—I hope not to want

a further remittance for a long time. 1 shall not,

if I can settle myself at Kome so as to avoid

spoliation. That is very difficult in this country.

I have suffered from it already. The haste, the

fatigue, the frequent illness in travelling, have

tormented me. At Rome I shall settle myself for

five months, and make arrangements to the best of

my judgment, and with counsel of experienced

friends, and have some hope of economy while

there ; but am not sure, as much more vigilance

than I can promise is needed against the treachery

of servants and the cunning of landlords.

You are disappointed by my letter from Rome.

But I did not feel equal then to speaking of the

things of Rome, and shall not, till better acquaint-

ance has steadied my mind. It is a matter of

conscience with me not to make use of crude
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impressions, and what they call here " coffee-house

intelligence," as travellers generally do. I prefer

skimming over the surface of things, till I feel

solidly ready to write.

Milan I left with great regret, and hope to

return. I knew there a circle of the aspiring

youth, such as I have not in any other city.

I formed many friendships, and learned a great

deal. One of the young men, Guerrieri by name,

(and of the famous Gonzaga family,) I really

love. He has a noble soul, the quietest sensibility,

and a brilliant and ardent, though not a great,

mind. He is eight-and-twenty. After studying

medicine for the culture, he has taken law as

his profession. His mind and that of Hicks, an

artist of our country now here, a little younger,

are two that would interest you greatly. Guerrieri

speaks no English ; I speak French now as

fluently as English, but incorrectly. To make

use of It, I ought to have learned It earlier.

Arriving here, Mr. Mozler, an American, who

from a prosperous merchant has turned sculptor,

come hither to live, and promises much excellence

in his profession, urged me so much to his house,

that I came. At first, I was ill from fatigue, and

VOL. in. H
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stayed several days in bed ; but his wife took tende)

care of me, and the quiet of their house and

regular simple diet have restored me. As soon

as I have seen a few things here, I shall go to

Rome. On my way 1 stopped at Parma,—saw

the works of Correggio and Parmegiano. I have

now seen what Italy contains most important

of the great past ; I begin to hope for her also

a great future,—the signs have improved so much

since I came. I am most fortunate to be here

at this time.

Interrupted, as always. How happy T should

be if my abode at Rome would allow some chance

for tranquil and continuous effort. But I dare

not hope much, from the difficulty of making any

domestic arrangements that can be relied on.

The fruit of the moment is so precious, that I must

not complain. I learn much ; but to do anything

with what I learn is, under such circumstances,

impossible. Besides, I am in great need of repose

;

I am almost inert from fatigue of body and spirit.

TO E. H.

Florence, Sept., 1847.—I cannot even begin to

speak of the magnificent scenes of nature, nor the
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works of art, that have raised and filled my mind

since I wrote from Naples. Now I begin to be in

Italy ! but I wish to drink deep of this cup before

I speak my enamoured words. Enough to say,

Italy receives me as a long-lost child, and I feel

myself at home here, and if I ever tell anything

about it, you will hear something real and

domestic.

Among strangers I wish most to speak to you

of my friend the Marchioness A. Visconti, a

Milanese. She is a specimen of the really high-

bred lady, such as I have not known. Without

any physical beauty, the grace and harmony of

her manners produce all the impression of beauty.

She has also a mind strong, clear, precise, and

much cultivated. She has a modest nobleness

that you would dearly love. She is intimate with

many of the first men. She seems to love me

much, and to wish I should have whatever is hers.

I take great pleasure in her friendship.

TO R. w. E.

Borne, Oct. 28, 1847.—I am happily settled for

the winter, quite by myself, in a neat, tranquil

apartment in the Corso, where I see all the

h2
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motions of Rome,—in a house of loving Italians^

who treat me well, and do not interrupt me^

except for service. I live alone, eat alone, walk

alone, and enjoy unspeakably the stillness, after

all the rush and excitement of the past year.

I shall make no acquaintance from whom I do

not hope a good deak as my time will be like

pure gold to me this winter ; and^ just for happi-

ness, Kome itself sufficient.

To-day is the last of the October feasts of the

Trasteverini. I have been, this afternoon, to see

them dancing. This morning I was out, with

half Rome, to see the Civic Guard manoeuvring

in that great field near the tomb of Cecilia

Metella, which is full of ruins. The effect was

noble, as the band played the Bolognese march,

and six thousand Romans passed in battle array

amid these fragments of the great time.

TO R. F. F.

Borne, Oct. 29, 1847.—I am trying to econo-

mize,—anxious to keep the Roman expenses for

six months within the limits of four hundred

dollars. Rome is not as cheap a place as Florence,
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but then I would not give a pin to live in

Florence.

We have just had glorious times with the

October feasts, when all the Roman people were

out. I am now truly happy here^ quiet and

familiar ; no longer a staring, sight-seeing stranger,

riding about finely dressed in a coach to see muses

and sibyls. I see these forms now in the natural

manner, and am contented.

Keep free from false ties ; they are the curse of

life. 1 find myself so happy here, alone and free.

TO M. s.

Rome, Oct. 1847.— I arrived in Rome again

nearly a fortnight ago, and all mean things were

forgotten in the joy that rushed over me like a

flood. Now I saw the true Rome. 1 came with

no false expectations, and I came to live in tran-

quil companionship, not in the restless imperti-

nence of sight-seeing, so much more painful here

than anywhere else.

I had made a good visit to Vienna ; a truly

Italian town, with much to see and study. But

all other places faded away, now that I again saw

St. Peter's, and heard the music of the fountains.
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The Italian autumn is not as beautiful as T ex-

pected, neither in the vintage of Tuscany nor

here. The country is really sere and brown ; but

the weather is fine, and these October feasts are

charming. Two days I have been at the Villa

Borghese. There are races, balloons, and, above

all, the private gardens open, and good music on

the little lake.

TO

Rome, morning of the 11th Nov., 1847.—It seems

great folly to send the enclosed letter. I have

written it in my nightly fever. All day I dissi-

pate my thoughts on outward beauty. I have

many thoughts, happiest moments, but as yet

I do not have even this part in a congenial way.

I go about in a coach with several people ; but

English and Americans are not at home here.

Since I have experienced the different atmosphere

of the European mind, and been allied with it,

nay, mingled in the bonds of love, I suffer more

than ever from that which is peculiarly American

or English. I should like to cease from hearing

the language for a time. Perhaps I should return

;
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but at present 1 am in a state of unnatural divorce

from what I was most allied to.

There is a Polish countess here, who likes me

much. She has been very handsome, still is, in

the style of the full-blown rose. She is a widow,

very rich, one of the emancipated women, natu-

rally vivacious, and w^ith talent. This woman

enviei) me ; she says, " How happy you are ; so

free, so serene, so attractive, so self-possessed
!

"

I say not a word, but 1 do not look on myself as

particularly enviable. A little money would have

made me much more so; a little money would

have enabled me to come here long ago, and find

those that belong to me, or at least try my ex-

periments; then my health would never have

sunk, nor the best years of my life been wasted

in useless friction. Had I money now,—could

I only remain, take a faithful servant, and live

alone, and still see those I love when it is best,

that would suit me. It seems to me, very soon

I shall be calmed, and begin to enjoy.

TO HER MOTHER.

Rome, Dec, 16, 1847,—My life at Eome is thus

far all I hoped. I have not been so well since
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I was a child, nor so happy ever, as during the

last six weeks. I wrote you about my home

;

it continues good, perfectly clean, food wholesome,

service exact. For all this I pay, but not immo-

derately. I think the sum total of my expenses

here, for six months, will not exceed four hundred

and fifty dollars.

My marchesa, of whom I rent my rooms, is the

greatest liar I ever knew, and the most interested,

heartless creature. But she thinks it for her

interest to please me, as she sees I have a good

many persons who value me; and I have been

able, without offending her, to make it understood

that I do not wish her society. Thus I remain

undisturbed.

Every Monday evening, I receive my acquaint-

ance. I give no refreshment, but only light the

saloon, and decorate it with fresh flowers, of which

I have plenty still. How I wish you could see

them!

Among the frequent guests are known to you

Mr. and Mrs. Cranch, Mr. and Mrs. Story. Mr.

S. has finally given up law, for the artist's life.

His plans are not matured, but he passes the

winter at Rome.
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On other evenings, I do not receive company,

unless by appointment. I spend them chiefly in

writing or study. I have now around me the

books I need to know Italy and Rome. I study

with delight, now that I can verify everything.

The days are invariably fine, and each day 1 am

out from eleven till five, exploring some new

object of interest, often at a great distance.

TO R. w. E.

Rome, Bee. 20, 1847.—Nothing less than two

or three years, free from care and forced labour,

would heal all my hurts, and renew my life-blood

at its source. Since Destiny will not grant me

that, I hope she will not leave me long in the

world, for 1 am tired of keeping myself up in

the water without corks, and without strength to

swim. I should like to go to sleep, and be born

again into a state where my young life should

not be prematurely taxed.

Italy has been glorious to me, and there have

been hours in which I received the full benefit

of the vision. In Rome, I have known some

blessed, quiet days, when 1 could yield myself to

be soothed and instructed by the great thoughts

n 3
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and memories of the place. But those days are

swiftly passing. Soon I must begin to exert

myself, for there is this incubus of the future,

and none to help me, if I am not prudent to face

it. So ridiculous, too, this mortal coil,—such

small things.

I find how true was the lure that always drew

me towards Europe. It was no false instinct

that said I might here find an atmosphere to

develop me in ways I need. Had I only come

ten years earlier ! Now my life must be a failure,

so much strength has been wasted on abstractions,

which only came because I grew not in the right

soil. However, it is a less failure than with most

others, and not worth thinking twice about.

Heaven has room enough, and good chances in

store, and 1 can live a great deal in the years that

remain.

TO R. w. E.

Rome, Dec. 20, 1847.— I don't know whether

you take an interest in the present state of things

in Italy, but you would if you were here. It is

a fine time to see the people. As to the Pope,

it is as difiicult here as elsewhere to put new
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wme into old bottles, and there is something false

as well as ludicrous in the spectacle of the people

first driving their princes to do a little justice,

and then evviva-ing them at such a rate. This

does not apply to the Pope; he is a real great

heart, a generous man. The love for him is

genuine, and I like to be within its influence. It

was his heart that gave the impulse, and this

people has shown, to the shame of English and

other prejudice, how unspoiled they were at the

core, how open, nay, how wondrous swift to

answer a generous appeal

!

They are also gaining some education by the

present freedom of the press and of discussion.

I should like to write a letter for England, giving

my view of the present position of things here.

Rome, October 18, 1848.—In the spring, when

I came to Rome, the people were in the intoxica-

tion of joy at the first serious measures of reform

taken by the Pope. I saw with pleasure their

child-like joy and trust. Still, doubts were always

present whether this joy was not premature.

From the people themselves the help must come,

and not from the princes. Rome, to resume her

glory, must cease to be an ecclesiastical capital.
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Whilst I sympathised with the warm love of the

people, the adulation of leading writers, who were

willing to take all from the prince of the Church

as a gift and a bounty, instead of steadily imply-

ing that it was the right of the people, was very

repulsive to me. Passing into Tuscany, I found

the liberty of the press just established. The

Grand Duke, a well-intentioned, though dull man,

had dared to declare himself an Italian prince.

1 arrived in Florence too late for the great fete of

the 12th September, in honour of the grant of

the National Guard, but the day was made me-

morable by the most generous feeling on all sides.

Some days before were passed by reconciling all

strifes, composing all differences between cities,

districts, and individuals. On that day they all

embraced in sign of this ; exchanged banners as a

token that they would fight for one another.

AMERICANS IN ITALY.

The Americans took their share on this occa-

sion, and Greenough,—one of the few Americans

who, living in Italy, takes the pains to know

whether it is alive or dead, who penetrates beyond

the cheats of tradesmen, and the cunning of a
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mob corrupted by centuries of slavery, to know

the real mind, the vital blood of Italy,— took a

leading part. I am sorry to say that a large por-

tion of my countrymen here take the same sloth-

ful and prejudiced view as the English, and, after

many years' sojourn, betray entire ignorance of

Italian literature and Italian life, beyond what is

attainable in a month's passage through the tho-

roughfares. However, they did show, this time,

a becoming spirit, and erected the American Eagle

where its cry ought to be heard from afar. Craw-

ford, here in Eome, has had the just feeling to

join the Guard, and it is a real sacrifice for an

artist to spend time on the exercises ; but it well

becomes the sculptor of Orpheus. In reference

to what I have said of many Americans in Italy,

I will only add that they talk about the corrupt

and degenerate state of Italy as they do about

that of our slaves at home. They come ready

trained to that mode of reasoning which affirms,

that, because men are degraded by bad institu-

tions, they are not fit for better.

I will only add some words upon the happy

augury I draw from the wise docility of the

people. With what readiness they listened to
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wise counsel, and the hopes of the Pope that they

would give no advantage to his enemies, at a time

when they Avere so fevered by the knowledge that

conspiracy was at work in their midst ! That was

a time of trial. On ail these occasions of popular

excitement their conduct is like music, in such

order, and with such union of the melody of

feeling with discretion where to stop ; but what is

Avonderful is that they acted in the same manner

on that difficult occasion. The influence of the

Pope here is without bounds; he can always

calm the crowd at once. But in Tuscany, where

they have no such one idol, they listened in the

same way on a very trying occasion. The first

announcement of the regulation for the Tuscan

National Guard terribly disappointed the people.

They felt that the Grand Duke, after suffering

them to demonstrate such trust and joy on this

feast of the 12th, did not really trust, on his side;

that he meant to limit them all he could; they

felt." baffled, cheated ; hence young men in anger

tore down at once the symbols of satisfaction and

respect; but the leading men went among the

people, begged them to be calm, and wait tiU a

deputation had seen the Grand Duke. The people
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listened at once to men who, they were sure, had

at heart their best good— waited; the Grand

Duke became convinced, and all ended without

disturbance. If the people continue to act thus,

their hopes cannot be baffled.

The American in Europe would fain encourage

the hearts of these long-oppressed nations, now

daring to hope for a new era, by reciting triumphant

testimony from the experience of his own country.

But we must stammer and blush when we speak

of many things. I take pride here, that I may

really say the liberty of the press works well, and

that checks and balances naturally evolve from it,

which suffice to its government. I may say, that

the minds of our people are alert, and that talent

has a free chance to rise. It is much. But dare

I say, that political ambition is not as darkly

sullied as in other countries? Dare I say, that

men of most influence in political life are those

who represent most virtue, or even intellectual

power ? Can I say, our social laws are generally

better, or show a nobler insight into the wants of

man and woman ? I do indeed say what I believe,

that voluntary association for improvement in

these particulars will be the grand means for my
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nation to grow, and give a nobler harmony to the

coming age. Then there is this cancer of slavery,

and this wicked war that has grown out of it.

How dare I speak of these things here ? I listen

to the same arguments against the emancipation

of Italy, that are used against the emancipation of

our blacks ; the same arguments in favour of the

spoliation of Poland, as for the conquest of

Mexico.

How it pleases me here to think of the Aboli-

tionists ! I could never endure to be with them

at home ; they were so tedious, often so narrow,

always so rabid and exaggerated in their tone.

But, after all, they had a high motive, something

eternal in their desire and life ; and, if it was not

the only thing worth thinking of, it was really

something worth living and dying for, to free a

great nation from such a blot, such a plague.

God strengthen them, and make them wise to

achieve their purpose I

I please myself, too, with remembering some

ardent souls among the American youth, who,

I trust, will yet expand, and help to give soul to

the huge, over-fed, too-hastily-grown-up body.

May they be constant !
" Were man but constant,
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he were perfect." It is to the youth that Hope

addresses itself. But I dare not expect too much

of them. I am not very old ; yet of those who,

in life's morning, I saw touched by the light of a

high hope, many have seceded. Some have be-

come voluptuaries; some mere family men, who

think it is quite life enough to win bread for

half-a-dozen people, and treat them decently;

others are lost through indolence and vacillation.

Yet some remain constant.

—

" I have witnessed many a ship\7reck, yet still beat noble hearts."

Rome, January 1848.—As one becomes domes-

ticated here, ancient and modern Kome, at first so

jumbled together, begin to separate. You see

where objects and limits anciently Avere. When

this happens, one feels first truly at ease in Rome.

Then the old kings, the consuls, the tribunes, the

emperors, the warriors of eagle sight and remorse-

less beak, return for us, and the toga-clad pro-

cession finds room to sweep across the scene ; the

seven hills tower, the innumerable temples glitter,

and the Via Sacra swarms with triumphal life

once more.

Rome, January 12, 1848.—In Home, here, the
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new Council is inaugurated, and the elections have

given tolerable satisfaction. Twenty-four car-

riages had been lent by the princes and nobles, at

the request of the city, to convey the councillors.

Each deputy was followed by his target and

banner. In the evening, there was a ball given

at the Argentine. Lord Minto was there. Prince

Corsini, now senator, the Torlonias, in uniform of

the Civic Guard, Princess Torlonia, in a sash of

their colours given her by the Civic Guard, which

she waved in answer to their greetings. But the

beautiful show of the evening was the Traste-

xerini dancing the Saltarello in their most beau-

tiful costume. I saw them thus to much greater

advantage than ever before. Several were nobly

handsome, and danced ''admirably. The saltarello

enchants me ; in this is really the Italian wine, the

Italian sun.

The Pope, in receiving the councillors, made

a speech, intimating that he meant only to im-

prove, not to reform, and should keep things safe

locked with the keys of St. Peter.

I was happy the first two months of my stay

here, seeing all the great things at my leisure.

But now, after a month of continuous rain, Rome
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is no more Rome. The atmosphere is far worse

than that of Paris, It is impossible to walk in

the thick mud. The ruins, and other great

objects, always solemn, appear terribly gloomy,

steeped in black rain and cloud ; and my apart-

ment, in a street of high houses, is dark all day.

The bad weather may continue all this month and

all next. If I could use the time for work,

I should not care ; but this climate makes me so

ill, I can do but little.

TO c. s.

Rome, January/ 12, 1848.—My time in Lom-

bardy and Switzerland was a series of beautiful

pictures, dramatic episodes, not without some

original life in myself. When I wrote to you

from Como, I had a peaceful season. I floated on

the lake with my graceful Polish countess, hearing

her stories of heroic sorrow : or I walked in the

delicious gardens of the villas, with many another

summer friend. Red banners floated, children

sang and shouted, the lakes of Venus and Diana

glittered in the sun. The pretty girls of Bel-

laggio, with their coral necklaces, brought flowers
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to the " American countess," and " hoped she

would be as happy as she deserved." Whether

this cautious wish is fulfilled, I know not, but

certainly I left all the glitter of life behind at

Como*

My days at Milan were not unmarked. I have

known some happy hours, but they all lead to

sorrow; and not only the cups of wine, but of

milk, seem drugged with poison for me. It does

not seem to be my fault, this Destiny ; I do not

court these things,—they come. I am a poor

magnet, with power to be wounded by the bodies

I attract.

Leaving Milan, I had a brilliant day in Parma.

I had not known Correggio before ; he deserves

all his fame. I stood in the parlour of the Abbess,

the person for whom all was done, and Paradise

seemed opened by the nymph, upon her car of

light, and the divine children peeping through the

vines. Sweet soul of love ! I should weary of

you, too ; but it was glorious that day.

I had another good day, too, crossing the Apen-

nines. The young crescent moon rose in orange

twilight, just as I reached the highest peak. I

was alone on foot ; I heard no sound ; I prayed.
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At Florence, I was very ill. For three weeks,

my life hung upon a thread. The effect of the

Italian climate on my health is not favourable. I

feel as if I had received a great injury. I am

tired and woe-worn ; often, in the bed, I wish

I could weep my life away. However, they

brought me gruel, I took it, and after a while rose

up again. In the time of the vintage, I went

alone to Sienna. This is a real untouched Italian

place. This excursion, and the grapes, restored

me at that time.

When I arrived in Rome, I was at first intoxi-

cated to be here. The weather was beautiful, and

many circumstances combined to place me in a

kind of passive, childlike well-being. That is all

over now, and, with this year, I enter upon a

sphere of my destiny so difficult, that I, at present,

see no way out, except through the gate of death.

It is useless to write of it ; you are at a distance

and cannot help me ; —whether accident or angel

will, I have no intimation. I have no reason to

hope I shall not reap what I have sown, and do

not. Yet how I shall endure it I cannot guess

;

it is all a dark, sad enigma. The beautiful forms

of art charm no more, and a love, in which there
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is all fondness, but no help, flatters in vain. I am

all alone ; nobody around me sees any of this.

My numerous friendly acquaintances are troubled

if they see me ilL and who so affectionate and

kind as Mr. and Mrs. S. ?

TO MADASIE ARCONATI.

Rome, January 14, 1848.—What black and

foolish calumnies are these on Mazzini! It is

as much for his interest as his honour to let things

take their course, at present. To expect anything

else, is to suppose him base. And on what act of

his life dares any one found such an insinuation ?

I do not wonder that you were annoyed at his

manner of addressing the Pope ; but to me it

seems that he speaks as he should,—near God and

beyond the tomb ; not from power to power, but

from soul to soul, without regard to temporal dig-

nities. It must be admitted that the etiquette.

Most Holy Father, &c., jars with this.

TO R. w. E.

Rome, March 14, 1848.—Mickiewicz is with me

here, and will remain some time ; it was he I

wanted to see, more than any other person, in
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going back to Paris, and I have him much better

here. France itself I should like to see, but

remain undecided, on account of my health,

which has suffered so much this winter, that

I must make it the first object in moving for the

summer. One physician thinks it will of itself

revive, when once the rains have passed, which

have now lasted from 16th December to this day.

At present, I am not able to leave the fire, or

exert myself at all.

In all the descriptions of the Roman Carnival,

the fact has been omitted of daily rain. I felt

indeed, ashamed to perceive it, when no one else

seemed to, whilst the open windows caused me

convulsive cough and headache. The carriages,

with their cargoes of happy women dressed in

their ball dresses and costumes, drove up and

down, even in the pouring rain. The two hand-

some cojitadine, who serve me, took off their

woollen gowns, and sat five hours at a time, in

the street, in white cambric dresses, and straw

hats turned up with roses. I never saw anything

like the merry good-humour of these people. I

should always be ashamed to complain of anything

here. But I had always looked forward to the
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Koman Carnival as a time when I could play too ;

and it even surpassed my expectations, with its

exuberant gaiety and innocent frolic, but I was

unable to take much part. The others threw

flowers all day, and went to masked balls all

night ; but I went out only once, in a carriage,

and was more exhausted with the storm of flowers

and sweet looks than I could be by a storm of hail.

I went to the German Artists' ball, where were some

pretty costumes, and beautiful music ; and to the

Italian masked ball, where interest lies in intrigue.

Among the famous women, I find none with so

comprehensive a ken, or such fine instincts, as I

;

but they are so superior to me in energy and pro-

ductive talent, that I suppose the world is right to

prize them much more, and afford them an easier

path.

I have scarcely gone to the galleries, damp and

cold as tombs ; or to the mouldy old splendour of

churches, where, by the way, they are just wailing

over the theft of St. Andrew's head, for the sake

of the jewels. It is quite a new era for this popu-

lation to plunder the churches ; but they are

suffering terribly, and Pio's municipality does, as

yet, nothing.
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Romei March 29, 1848.—I have been engrossed,

stunned almost, by the public events that have

succeeded one another with such rapidity and

grandeur. It is a time such as I always dreamed

of, and for long secretly hoped to see. I rejoice

to be in Europe at this time, and shall return

possessed of a great history. Perhaps I shall be

called to act. At present, I know not where to

go, what to do. War is everyw^here. I cannot

leave Kome, and the men of Kome are marching

out every day into Lombardy. The citadel of

Milan is in the hands of my friends, Guerriere,

&c., but there may be need to spill much blood

yet in Italy. France and Germany are not in

such a state that I can go there now. .A glorious

flame burns hio;her and hisiher in the heart of the

nations.

The rain was constant through the Roman

winter, falling in torrents from 16th December to

19th March. Now the Italian heavens wear

again their deep blue, the sun is glorious, the

melancholy lustres are stealing again over the

Campagna, and hundreds of larks sing unwearied

above its ruins. Nature seems in sympathy with

the great events that are transpiring. How much

A^OL. HI. I
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has happened since I wrote!—the resistance of

Sicily, and the revolution of Naples ; now the fall

of Louis Philippe ; and Metternich is crushed in

Austria. I saw the Austrian arms dragged

throuGfh the streets here, and burned in the Piazza

del Popolo. The Italians embraced one another,

and cried, Miracolol Providenzal the Tribune

Ciceronachio fed the flame with fagots; Adam

Mickiewicz, the great poet of Poland, long exiled

from his country, looked on ; while Polish women

brought little pieces that had been scattered in the

street, and threw into the flames. When the

double-headed eagle was pulled down from the

lofty portal of the Palazzo dl Venezia, the people

placed there, in its stead, one of white and gold,

inscribed with the name, Alta Italia; and

instantly the news followed, that Milan, Venice,

Modena, and Parma, were driving out their

tyrants. These news were received in Rome

with indescribable rapture. Men danced, and

women wept with joy along the street. The

youths rushed to enrol themselves in regiments to

go to the frontier. In the Colosseum, their names

were received.

Rome, April 1, 1848.—Yesterday, on returning
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from Ostia, I find the official news, that the Vice-

roy Eanieri has capitulated at Verona ; that Italy

is free, independent, and one. I trust this will

prove no April foolery. It seems too good, too

speedy a realization of hope.

Rome, April 30, 1848.—It is a time such as I

always dreamed of; and that fire burns in the

hearts of men around me which can keep me

warm. Have I something to do here ? or am I

only to cheer on the warriors, and after write the

history of their deeds? The first is all I have,

done yet, but many have blessed me for my sym-

pathy, and blessed me by the action it impelled.

My private fortunes are dark and tangled ; my

strength to govern them (perhaps that I am ener-

vated by this climate) much diminished. I have

thrown myself on God, and perhaps he will make

my temporal state very tragical. I am more of

a child than ever, and hate suffering more than

ever, but suppose I shall live with it, if it must

come.

I did not get your letter, about having the

rosary blessed for , before I left Rome, and

now, I suppose, she jvould not wish it, as none

can now attach any value to the blessing of Pius

i2
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IX. Those who loved him can no longer defend

him. It has become obvious, that those first acts

of his in the papacy were merely the result of a

kindly, good-natured temperament; that he had

not thought to understand their bearing, nor force

to abide by it. He seems quite destitute of

moral couraofe. He is not resolute either on the

wrong or right side. First, he abandoned the

liberal party; then, yielding to the will of the

people, and uniting, in appearance, with a liberal

ministry, he let the cardinals betray it, and defeat

the hopes of Italy. He cried, Peace, peace ! but

had not a word of blame for the sanguinary acts

of the King of Naples, a word of sympathy for

the victims of Lombardy. Seizing the moment

of dejection in the nation, he put in this retro-

grade ministry ; sanctioned their acts, daily more

impudent; let them neutralize the constitution

he himself had given ; and when the people slew

his minister, and assaulted him in his own palace,

he yielded anew ; he dared not die, or even run

the slight risk,—for only by accident could he

have perished. His person as a Pope is still

respected, though his character as a man is de-

spised. All the people compare him with Pius
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VII. saying to the French, " Slay me if you will

;

I cannot yield/' and feel the difference.

I was on Monte Cavallo yesterday. The com-

mon people were staring at the broken windows

and burnt door of the palace where they have so

often gone to receive a blessing, the children

playing, " Sedia Papale. Morte ai Cardinally e

morte al Papa !
"

The men of straw are going down in Italy

everywhere; the real men rising into power.

Montanelli, Guerazzi, Mazzini, are real men;

their influence is of character. Had we only been

born a little later! Mazzini has returned from

his seventeen years' exile, " to see what he fore-

saw." He has a mind far in advance of his times,

and yet Mazzini sees not all.

Rome, May 7, 1848.—Good and loving hearts

will be unprepared, and for a time must suffer

much from the final dereliction of Pius IX. to

the cause of freedom. After the revolution opened

in Lombardy, the troops of the line were sent

thither; the volunteers rushed to accompany

them, the priests preached the war as a crusade,

the Pope blessed the banners. The report that

the Austrians had taken and huno; as a brioand
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one of the Roman Civic Guard,—a well-known

artist engaged in the war of Lombardy,—roused

the people ; and they went to the Pope, to demand

that he should declare war against the Austrians.

The Pope summoned a consistory, and then de-

clared in his speech that he had only intended

local reforms ; that he regretted the misuse that

had been made of his name; and wound up by

lamenting the war as offensive to the spirit of

religion. A momentary stupefaction, followed by

a passion of indignation, in which the words

traitor and imbecile were heard, received this

astounding speech. The Pope was besieged with

deputations,, and, after two days' struggle, was

obliged to place the power in the hands of persons

most opposed to him, and nominally acquiesce in

their proceedings.

TO R. w. E. {in London.)

Borne, May 19, 1848.—I should like to return

with you, but I have much to do and learn in

Europe yet. I am deeply interested in this public

drama, and wish to see it played out, Methinks I

have my part therein, either as actor or historian.
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I cannot marvel at your readiness to close the

book of European society. The shifting scenes

entertain poorly. The flux of thought and feeling

leaves some fertilizing soil ; but for me, few indeed

are the persons I should wish to see again ; nor do

I care to push the inquiry further. The simplest

and most retired life would now please me, only I

would not like to be confined to it, in case I grew

weary, and now and then craved variety, for exhi-

laration. I want some scenes of natural beauty,

and, imperfect as love is, I want human beings to

love, as I suffocate without. For intellectual

stimulus, books would mainly supply it, when

wanted.

Why did you not try to be in Paris at the

opening of the Assembly ? There were elements

worth scanning.

TO R. F. F.

Rome, May 20, 18J:8.—My health is much

revived by the spring here, as gloriously beautiful

as the winter was dreary. We know nothing of

spring in our country. Here the soft and brilliant

weather is unbroken, except now and then by

a copious shower, which keeps everything fresh.
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The trees, the flowers, the bird-songs are in per-

fection. I have enjoyed greatly my walks in the

villas, where the grounds are of three or four miles

in extent, and like free nature in the wood-glades

and still paths ; while they have an added charm

in the music of their many fountains, and the soft

gleam, here and there, of sarcophagus or pillar.

I have been a few days at Albano and explored

its beautiful environs alone, to much greater

advantage than I could last year, in the carriage

with my friends.

I went, also, to Frascati and Ostia, with an

English family, who had a good carriage, and were

kindly, intelligent people, who could not disturb

the Roman landscape.

Xow I am going into the country, w^here I can

live very cheaply, even keeping a servant of my

own, without which guard I should not venture

alone into the unknown and wilder regions.

I have been so disconcerted by my Roman

w^inter, that I dare not plan decisively again.

The enervating breath of Rome paralyses my

body, but I know and love her. The expression,

" City of the Soul," designates her, and her

alone.
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TO MADAME ARCONATI.

Ptome^ May 27, 1848.—This is my last day at

Eome. I have been passing several days at

Subiaco and Tivoli, and return again to the

country to-morrow. These scenes of natural

beauty have filled my heart, and increased, if pos-

sible, my desire that the people who have this rich

inheritance may no longer be deprived of its

benefits by bad institutions.

The people of Subiaco are poor, though very

industrious, and cultivating every inch of ground,

with even English care and neatness ;—so ignorant

and uncultivated, while so finely and strongly

made by Nature. May God grant now, to this

people, what they need !

An illumination took place last night, in honour

of the '^Illustrious Gioberti." He is received

here with great triumph, his carriage followed

with shouts of " Viva Gioberti, morte ai Jesuiti
!

"

which must be pain to the many Jesuits who, it

is said, still linger here in disguise. His triumphs

are shared by Mamiani and Orioli, self-trumpeted

celebrities, self-constituted rulers of the Roman

i3
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states,—men of straw, to my mind, whom the fire

already kindled will burn into a handful of ashes.

I sit in my obscure corner, and watch the pro-

gress of events. It is the position that pleases

me best, and, I believe, the most favourable one.

Everything confirms me in my radicalism ; and,

without any desire to hasten matters, indeed with

surprise to see them rush so like a torrent, I seem

to see them all tending to realize my own hopes.

!RIy health and spirits now much restored, I am

beginning to set down some of my impressions.

I am going into the mountains, hoping there to

find pure, strengthening air, and tranquillity for

so many days as to allow me to do something.

TO R. F. F .

Bieti, July 1, 1848.—Italy is as beautiful as

even I hoped, and I should wish to stay here

several years, if I had a moderate fixed income.

One wants but little money here, and can have

with it many of the noblest enjoyments. I should

have been very glad if fate would allow me a few

years of congenial life, at the end of not a few of

struggle and suffering. But I do not hope it ; my
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fate will be the same to the close,— beautiful gifts

shown, and then withdrawn, or offered on condi-

tions that make acceptance impossible.

TO MADAME ARCONATI.

Corpus Domini, Jime 22, 1848.—I write such a

great number of letters, having not less than

a hundred correspondents, that it seems, every

day, as if I had just written to each. There is no

one, surely, this side of the salt sea, with whom I

wish more to keep up the interchange of thought

than with you.

I believe, if you could know my heart as God

know^s it, and see the causes that regulate my

conduct, you would always love me. But already,

in absence, I have lost, for the present, some of

those who were dear to me, by failure of letters,

or false report. After sorrowing much about

a falsehood told me of a dearest friend, I found

his letter at Torlonia's, which had been there ten

months, and, duly received, w^ould have made all

right. There is something fatal in my destiny

about correspondence.

But I will say no more of this ; only the loss of

that letter to you, at such an unfortunate time,

—
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just when I most wished to seem the loving and

grateful friend I was, —made me fear it might be my

destiny to lose you too. But if any cross event

shall do me this ill turn on earth, w^e shall meet

again in that clear state of intelligence which men

call heaven.

I see by the journals that you have not lost

Montanelli. That noble mind is still spared to

Italy. The Pope's heart is incapable of treason

;

but he has fallen short of the office fate assigned

him.

I am no bigoted Republican, yet I think that

form of government Avill eventually pervade the

civilized world. Italy may not be ripe for it yet,

but I doubt if she finds peace earlier; and this

hasty annexation of Lombardy to the crown of

Sardinia seems, to me, as well as I can judge, an

act unworthy and unwise. Base, indeed, the

monarch, if it was needed ; and weak no less than

base ; for he was already too far engaged in the

Italian cause to retire with honour or wisdom.

I am here, in a lonely mountain home, writing

the narrative of my European experience. To

this I devote great part of the day. Three or

four hours I pass in the open air, on donkey or on
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foot. When I have exhausted this spot, perhaps

I shall try another. Apply as I may, it will take

three months, at least, to finish my book. It

grows upon me.

TO R. w. E.

Rietii July 11, 1848.—Once I had resolution to

face my diflSculties myself, and try to give only

what was pleasant to others; but now that my

courage has fairly given way, and the fatigue of

life is beyond my strength, I do not prize myself,

or expect others to prize me.

Some years ago, I thought you very unjust,

because you did not lend full faith to my spiritual

experiences ; but I see you were quite right. I

thought I had tasted of the true elixir, and that

the w^ant of daily bread, or the pangs of imprison-

ment, would never make me a complaining beggar.

A widow, I expected stiU to have the cruse full

for others. Those were glorious hours, and angels

certainly visited me; but there must have been

too much earth,—too much taint of weakness and

folly, so that baptism did not suffice. I know now

those same things, but at present they are words,

not living spells.
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I hear, at this moment, the clock of the Church

del Purgatorio telling noon in this mountain soli-

tude. Snow yet lingers on these mountain-tops,

after forty days of hottest sunshine, last night

broken by a few clouds, prefatory to a thunder-

storm this morning. It has been so hot here,

that even the peasant in the field says, '^Non jJorro

piu redsterCi'^ and slumbers in the shade rather

than the sun. I love to see their patriarchal ways

of guarding the sheep and tilling the fields. They

are a simple race. Hemote from the corruptions

of foreign travel, they do not ask for money, but

smile upon and bless me as I pass,—for the Italians

love me ; they say I am so " slmpatica.^^ I never

see any English or Americans, and now think

wholly in Italian ; only the surgeon who bled me,

the other day, was proud to speak a little French,

which he had learned at Tunis ! The ignorance

of this people is amusing. I am to them a divine

visitant,—an instructive Ceres,—telling them

wonderful tales of foreign customs, and even

legends of the lives of their own saints. They

are people whom I could love and live with.

Bread and grapes among them would suffice me.
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TO HEU MOTHER.

Borne, Nov. 16, 1848.— -^ -^ ^ Of other cir-

cumstances which complicate my position I cannot

write. Were you here, I would confide in you

fully, and have more than once. In the silence of

the night, recited to you those most strange and

romantic chapters in the story of my sad life.

At one time when I thought I might die, I

empowered a person, who has given me, as far as

possible to him, the aid and sympathy of a brother,

to communicate them to you, on his return to the

United States. But now I think we shall meet

again, and I am sure you will always love your

daughter, and will know gladly that in all events

she has tried to aid and striven never to injure

her fellows. In earlier days, I dreamed of doing

and being much, but now am content with the

Magdalen to rest my plea hereon, " She has love

You, loved mother, keep me informed, as you

have, of important facts, especially the tcorst. The

thought of you, the knowledge of your angelic

nature, is always one of my greatest supports.

Happy those who have such a mother ! Myriad
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instances of selfishness and corruption of heart

cannot destroy the confidence in human nature.

I am again in Rome, situated for the first time

entirely to my mind. I have but one room, but

large ; and everything about the bed so gracefully

and adroitly disposed, that it makes a beautiful

parlour, and of course I pay much less. I have

the sun all day, and an excellent chimney. It is

very high and has pure air, and the most beautiful

view all around imaginable. Add, that I am

with the dearest, delightful old couple one can

imagine, quick, prompt, and kind, sensible and

contented. Having no children, they like to

regard me and the Prussian sculptor, my neigh-

bour, as such
; yet are too delicate and too busy

ever to intrude. In the attic dwells a priest,

who insists on making my fire when Antonia is

away. To be sure, he pays himself for his trouble,

by asking a great many questions. The stories

below are occupied by a frightful Russian princess

with moustaches, and a footman who ties her

bonnet for her; and a fat English lady, with

a fine carriage, who gives all her money to the

church, and has made for the house a terrace of

flowers that would delia'ht vou. Antonia has her
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flowers in a humble balcony, her birds, and an

immense black cat; always addressed by both

husband and wife as " Amoretto," (little love
!)

The house looks out on the Piazza Barberini,

and I see both that palace and the Pope's. The

scene to-day has been one of terrible interest.

The poor, weak Pope has fallen more and more

under the dominion of the cardinals, till at last all

truth was hidden from his eyes. He had suffered

the minister, Rossi, to go on, tightening the reins,

and, because the people preserved a sullen silence,

he thought they would bear it. Yesterday, the

Chamber of Deputies, illegally prorogued, was

opened anew. Rossi, after two or three most

unpopular measures, had the imprudence to call

the troops of the line to defend him, instead of

the National Guard. On the 14th, the Pope had

invested him with the privileges of a Roman

citizen: (he had renounced his country when an

exile, and returned to it as ambassador of Louis

Philippe.) This position he enjoyed but one day.

Yesterday, as he descended from his carriage,

to enter the Chamber, the crowd howled and

hissed ; then pushed him, and, as he turned his

head in consequence, a sure hand stabbed him in
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the back. He said no word, but died almost

instantly in the arms of a cardinal. The act was

undoubtedly the result of the combination of

many, from the dexterity with which it was

accomplished, and the silence which ensued.

Those who had not abetted beforehand seemed

entirely to approve when done. The troops of

the line, on whom he had relied, remained at their

posts, and looked coolly on. In the evening,

they walked the streets with the people, singing,

" Happy the hand which rids the world of a

tyrant
!

" Had Rossi lived to enter the Chamber,

he would have seen the most terrible and imposing

mark of denunciation known in the history of

nations,—the whole house, without a single ex-

ception, seated on the benches of opposition.

The news of his death was received by the depu-

ties with the same cold silence as by the people.

For me, I never thought to have heard of a

violent death with satisfaction, but this act affected

me as one of terrible justice.

To-day, all the troops and the people united

and went to the Quirinal to demand a change of

measures. They found the Swiss Guard drawn

out, and the Pope dared not show himself. They
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attempted to force the door of his palace, to enter

his presence, and the guard fired. I saw a man

borne by wounded. The drum beat to call out

the National Guard. The carriage of Prince

Barberini has returned with its frightened inmates

and liveried retinue, and they have suddenly

barred up the court-yard gate. Antonia, seeing

it, observes, "Thank Heaven, we are poor, we

have nothing to fear!" This is the echo of a

sentiment which will soon be universal in Europe.

Never feel any apprehensions for my safety

from such causes. There are those who will

protect me, if necessary, and, besides, I am on

the conquering side. These events have, to me,

the deepest interest. These days are what I

always longed for,—were I only free from private

care ! But, when the best and noblest want bread

to give to the cause of liberty, I can just not

demand that of them ; their blood they would

give me.

You cannot conceive the enchantment of this

place. So much I suffered here in January and

February, I thought myself a little weaned ; but,

returning, my heart swelled even to tears with

tlie cry of the poet :

—

" 0, Eome, my country, city of the soul,"
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Those have not lived who have not seen Home.

Warned, however, by the hist winter, I dared not

rent my lodgings for the year. I hope I am

acclimated. I have been through what is called

the grape-cure, much more charming, certainly,

than the water-cure. At present I am very well

;

but, alas ! because I have gone to bed early, and

done very little. I do not know if I can maintain

any labour. As to my life, I think that it is not

the will of Heaven it should terminate very soon.

I have had another strange escape. I had taken

passage in the diligence to come to Rome ; two

rivers Avere to be passed,—the Turano and the

Tiber,—but passed by good bridges, and a road

excellent when not broken unexpectedly by tor-

rents from the mountains. The diligence sets

out between three and four in the morninsi:, lonsj

before light. The director sent me word that the

Marchioness Crispoldi had taken for herself and

fahiily a coach extraordinary, wdiich would start

two hours later, and that I could have a place in

that, if I liked ; so I accepted. The weather had

been beautiful, but, on the eve of the day fixed

for my departure, the wind rose, and the rain fell

in torrents. I observed that the river which

j)assed my window was much swollen, and rushed
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with great violence. In the night, I heard its

voice still stronger^ and felt glad I had not to set

out in the dark. I rose with twilight, and was

expecting my carriage, and w^ondering at its

delay, when I heard that the great diligence,

several miles below, had been seized by a torrent

;

the horses were up to their necks in w^ater, before

any one dreamed of the danger. The postilion

called on all the saints, andthresv himself into the

water. The door 'of the diligence could not be

opened, and the passengers forced themselves, one

after another, into the cold water,—dark too.

Had I been there I had fared ill ; a pair of strong

men w^ere ill after it, though all escaped with

life.

For several days, there was no going to Rome ;

but, at last, we set forth in two great diligences,

with all the horses of the route. For many miles,

the mountains and ravines were covered with

snow ; I seemed to have returned to my own

country and climate. Few miles passed before

the conductor injured his leg under the wheel,

and I had the pain of seeing him suffer all the

way, while " Blood of Jesus," " Souls of Purga-

tory," was the mildest beginning of an answer to
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the jeers of the postilions upon his paleness. We
stopped at a miserable osteria, in whose cellar

we found a magnificent remain of Cyclopean

architecture,—as indeed in Italy one is paid at

every step, for discomfort or danger, by some

precious subject of thought. We proceeded very

slowly, and reached just at night a solitary little

inn, which marks the site of the ancient home

of the Sabine virgins, snatched away to become

the mothers of Eome. We were there saluted

with the news that the Tiber, also, had overflowed

its banks, and it was very doubtful if we could

pass. But what else to do? There were no

accommodations in the house for thirty people,

or even for three, and to sleep in the carriages,

in that wet air of the marshes, was a more certain

danger than to attempt the passage. So we set

forth ; the moon almost at the full, smiling sadly

on the ancient grandeurs, then half draped in

mist, then drawing over her face a thin w^hite

veil. As we approached the Tiber, the towers

and domes of Rome could be seen, like a cloud

lying low on the horizon. The road and the

meadows, alike under water, lay between us and

it, one sheet of silver. The horses entered ; they
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behaved nobly ; we proceeded, every moment

imcertaln if the water would not become deep

;

but the scene was beautiful, and I enjoyed it

liighly. • I have never yet felt afraid when really

in the presence of danger, though sometimes in

its apprehension.

At last we entered the gate ; the diligence

stopping to be examined, I walked to the gate of

Villa Ludovisi, and saw its rich shrubberies of

myrtle, and its statues so pale and eloquent in the

moonlight.

Is it not cruel that I cannot earn six hundred

dollars a-year, living here? I could live on

that w^ell, now I know Italy. Where I have been

this summer, a great basket of grapes sells for one

cent!—delicious salad, enough for three or four

persons, one cent,—a pair of chickens, fifteen

cents. Foreigners cannot live so, but I could,

now that I speak the language fluently, and

know the price of everthing. Everybody loves,

and wants to serve me, and I cannot earn this

pitiful sum to learn and do what I w^ant.

Of course, I Avish to see America again ; but in

my own time, when I am ready, and not to weep

over hopes destroyed and projects unfulfilled.
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My dear friend, Madame Arconati, lias shown

me generous love ;—a contadina) whom I have

known this summer, hardly less. Every Sunday,

she came in her holiday dress,—beautiful corset of

red silk richly embroidered, rich petticoat, nice

shoes and stockings, and handsome coral necklace,

on one arm an immense basket of grapes, in the

other a pair of live chickens, to be eaten by me for

her sake, (" per amove mlo^^ and wanted no pre-

sent, no reward ; it was, as she said, " for the

honour and pleasure of her acquaintance." The

old father of the family never met me but he took

off his hat, and said, " Madame, it is to me a con-

solation to see you." Are there not sweet flowers

of affection in life, glorious moments, great

thoughts ?—why must they be so dearly paid for ?

jMany Americans have shown me great and

thoughtful kindness, and none more so than W.

S and his wife. They are now in Florence,

but may return. I do not know whether I shall

stay here or not; shall be guided much by the

state of my health.

All is quieted now in Rome. Late at night

the Pope had to yield, but not till the door of liis

palace was half burnt, and his confessor killed.
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This man, Parma, provoked his fate by firing on

the people from a window. It seems the Pope

never gave order to ^re ; his guard acted from a

sudden impulse of their own. The new ministry

chosen are little inclined to accept. It is almost

impossible for any one to act, unless the Pope is

stripped of his temporal power, and the hour for

that is not yet quite ripe ; though they talk more

and more of proclaiming the Republic, and even

of calling my friend Mazzini.

If I came home at this moment, I should feel as

if forced to leave my own house, my own people,

and the hour which I had always longed for. If

I do come in this way, all I can promise is to

plague other people as little as possible. My own

plans and desires will be postponed to another

world.

Do not feel anxious about me. Some hio^her

power leads me through strange, dark, thorny

paths, broken at times by glades opening down

into prospects of sunny beauty, into which I am

not permitted to enter. If God disposes for us,

it is not for nothing. This I can say, my heart

is in some respects better, it is kinder and more

humble. Also, my mental acquisitions have cer-

VOL. III. K
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tainly been great, however inadequate to my

desires.

TO M. s.

BomBi Nov, 23, 1848.—Mazzini has stood alone

in Italy, on a sunny height, far above the stature

of other men. He has fought a great fight against

folly, compromise, and treason; steadfast in his

convictions, and of almost miraculous energy to-

sustain them, is he. He has foes; and at this

moment, while he heads the insurrection in the

Valtellina, the Roman people murmur his name,-

and long to call him here.

How often rings in my ear the consolatory word

of Korner, after many struggles, many unde-

eeptions, " Though the million suffer shipwreck,,

yet noble hearts survive
!

"

I grieve to say, the good-natured Pio has shown

himself utterly derelict, alike without resolution^

to abide by the good or the ill. He is now aban-

doned and despised by both parties. The people

do not trust his word, for they know he shrinks

from the danger, and shuts the door to pray

quietly in his closet, w^hilst he knows the car-

dinals are misusing his name to violate his pledges^
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The cardinals, chased from Eome, talk of electing

an anti-Pope ; because, when there was danger, he

has always yielded to the people, and they say he

has overstepped his prerogative, and broken his

papal oath. No one abuses him, for it is felt that

in a more private station he would have acted a

kindly part ; but he has failed of so high a voca-

tion, and balked so noble a hope, that no one re-

spects him either. Who would have believed, a

year ago, that the people would assail his palace ?

I was on Monte Cavallo yesterday, and saw the

broken windows, the burnt doors, the walls marked

by shot, just beneath the loggia, on which we have

seen him giving the benediction. But this would

never have happened, if his guard had not fired

first on the people. It is true it was without his

order, but, under a different man, the Swiss would

never have dared to incur such a responsibility.

Our old acquaintance, Sterbini, has risen to the

ministry. He has a certain influence, from his

consistency and independence, but has little talent.

Of me you wish to know ; but there is little I

can tell you at this distance. I have had happy

hours, learned much, suffered much, and outward

things have not gone fortunately with me, I

k2
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have had glorious hopes, but they are overclouded

now, and the future looks darker than ever, in-

deed, quite impossible to my steps. I have no

hope, unless that God will show me some way I

do not know of now ; but I do not wish to trou-

ble you with more of this.

TO w. s.

Rome, Dec. 9, 1848.—As to Florence itself, I

do not like it, with the exception of the galleries

and churches, and Michael Angelo's marbles. I

do not like it, for the reason you do, because it

seems like home. It seems a kind of Boston to

me,—the same good and the same ill ; I have had

enough of both. But I have so many dear friends

in Boston, that I must always wish to go there

sometimes ; and there are so many precious ob-

jects of study in Florence, that a stay of several

months could not fail to be full of interest. StiU,

the spring must be the time to be in Florence

;

there are so many charming spots to visit in the

environs, much nearer than those you go to in

Home, within scope of an afternoon's drive. I

saw them only when parched with sun and
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tcoverecl with dust. In the spring they must be

V€ry beautifnl.

Decembery 1848.—I felt much what you wrote,

*' if it were well with my heartJ^ How seldom it is

that a mortal is permitted to enjoy a paradisaical

scene, unhaunted by some painful vision from the

past or the future ! With me, too, dark clouds of

care and sorrow have sometimes blotted out the

sunshine. I have not lost from my side an only

sister, but have been severed from some visions

still so dear, they looked almost like hopes. The

future seems too difficult for me, I have been as

happy as I could, and I feel that this summer, a^t

last, had I been with my country folks, the pic-

ture of Italy would not have been so lively to me.

Now I have been quite off the beaten track of

travel, have seen, thought, spoken, dreamed only

what is Italian. I have learned much, received

many strong and clear impressions. While among

the mountains, I was for a good while quite alone,

except for occasional chat with the contadine, who

wanted to know if Pius IX. was not un gran car-

bonaro

!

—a reputation which he surely ought to

have forfeited by this time. About me they were

disturbed :
" E sempre sola soletta^^ they said, " eh

perche 9
"
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Later, I made one of those accidental acquaint-

ances, such as I have spoken to you of in my life

of Lombardy, which may be called romantic : two

brothers, elderly men, the last of a very noble

family, formerly lords of many castles, still of

more than one; both unmarried, men of great

polish and culture. None of the consequences

ensued that would in romances : they did not any

way adopt me, nor give me a casket of diamonds,

nor any of their pictures, among which were

originals by several of the greatest masters, nor

their rich cabinets, nor miniatures on agate, nor

carving in wood and ivory. They only showed

me their things, and their family archives of more

than a hundred volumes, (containing most inte-

resting documents about Poland, where four of

their ancestors were nuncios,) manuscript letters

from Tasso, and the like. With comments on

these, and legendary lore enough to furnish Cooper

or Walter Scott with a thousand romances, they

enriched me; unhappily, I shall never have the

strength or talent to make due use of it. I was

sorry to leave them, for now I have recrossed the

frontier into the Roman States. I will not tell

you where,—I know not that I shall ever tell

where,—these months have been passed. The
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great Goethe hid thus in Italy; " Then," said he^

*^ I did indeed feel alone,—when no former friend

€0uld form an idea where I was/' Why should

not and I enjoy this fantastic luxury of in-

cognito also, when we can so much more easily ?

I will not name the place, but I will describe it.

The rooms are spacious and airy ; the loggia ot

the sleeping room is rude, but it overhangs a

lovely little river, with its hedge of willows.

Opposite is a large and rich vineyard ; on one side

a ruined tower, on the other an old cassino, with

its avenues of cypress, give human interest to the

scene. A cleft amid the mountains full of light

leads on the eye to a soft blue peak, very distant.

At night the young moon trembles in the river,

and its soft murmur soothes me to sleep ; it needs,

for I have had lately a bad attack upon the

nerves, and been obliged to stop writing for the

present. I think I shall stay here some time,

though I suppose there are such sweet places all

over Italy, if one only looks for one's self Poor,

beautiful Italy! how she has been injured of late!

It is dreadful to see the incapacity and meanness

of those to whom she had confided the care of her

redemption.
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I have thus far passed this past month of fine

weather most delightfully in revisiting my haunts

of the autumn before. Then, too, I was uncom-

monly well and strong ; it was the golden period

of my Roman life. The experience what long

confinement may be expected after, from the

winter rains, has decided me nevei' to make my

hay when the sun shines : i. e., to give no fine day

to books and pens.

The places of interest I am nearest now are

villas Albani and Ludovisi, and Santa Agnese,

St. Lorenzo, and the vineyards near Porta Mag-

giore. I have passed one day in a visit to Torre

dei Schiavi and the neighbourhood, and another on

Monte Maria, both Rome and the Campagna-day,

so golden in the mellowest lustre of Italian sun.

^ ^ "^ But to you I may tell, that I always go

with Ossoli, the most congenial companion I ever

had for jaunts of this kind. We go out in the

morning, carrying the roast chestnuts from Rome

;

the bread and wine are found in some lonely little

osterla ; and so we dine ; and reach Rome again,

just in time to see it, from a little distance, gilded

by the sunset.

This moon having been so clear, and the air so
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warm, we have visited, on successive evenings, all

the places we fancied: Monte Cavello, now so

lonely and abandoned,—no lights there but moon

and stars,—Trinita de' Monti, Santa Maria Mag-

giore, and the Forum. So now, if the rain must

come, or I be driven from Rome, I have all the

images fair and fresh in my mind.

About public events, why remain ignorant?

Take a daily paper in the house. The Italian

press has recovered from the effervescence of

childish spirits ;—you can now approximate to the

truth from its reports. There are many good

papers now in Italy. Whatever represents the

Montanelli ministry is best for you. That gives

the lead now. I see good articles copied from the

"Alba."

TO MADAME ARCONATI.

Rome, Feb. 5, 1849.—I am so delighted to get

your letter, that I must answer on the instant.

I try with all my force to march straight onwards,

—to answer the claims of the day ; to act out my

feeling as seems right at the time, and not heed

the consequences;—but in my affections I am

tender and weak ; where I have really loved, a

k3
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barrier, a break, causes me great suffering. I read

in your letter that I am still deaf to you as you to

me. I always felt, that if we had passed more

time together,—if the intimacy, for which there

was ground in the inner nature, had become

consolidated,—no after differences of opinion or

conduct could have destroyed, though they might

interrupt its pleasure. But it was of few days'

standing,—our interviews much interrupted. I felt

as if I knew you much better than you could me,

because I had occasion to see you amid your

various and habitual relations. I was afraid you

might change, or become indifferent ; now I

hope not.

True, I have w^ritten, shall write, about the

affairs of Italy, what you will much dislike, if

ever you see it. I have done, may do, many

things that would be very unpleasing to you ; yet

there is a congeniality, I dare to say, pure, and

strong, and good, at the bottom of the heart, far,

far deeper than these differences, that would

always, on a real meeting, keep us friends. For

me, I could never have but one feeling towards

you.

Now, for the first time, I enjoy a full com-
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munion with the spirit of Rome. Last winter

I had here many friends ; now all are dispersed,

and sometimes I long to exchange thoughts with

a friendly circle ; but generally I am better con-

tent to live thus:—the impression made by all the

records of genius around is more unbroken; I

begin to be very familiar with them. The sun

shines always, when last winter it never shone.

I feel strong ; I can go everywhere on foot.

I pass whole days abroad; sometimes I take a

book, but seldom read it :—why should I, when

every stone talks?

In spring, I shall go often out of town. I have

read " La Rome Souterraine " of Didier, and it

makes me wish to see Ardea and Nettuno. Ostia

is the only one of those desolate sites that I know

yet. I study somtimes Niebuhr, and other books

about Rome, but not to any great profit.

In the circle of my friends, two have fallen.

One a person of great wisdom, strength, and

calmness. She Was ever to me a most tender

friend, and one whose sympathy I highly valued.

Like you by nature and education conservative,

she was through thought liberal. With no exube-

rance or passionate impulsiveness herself, she
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knew how to allow for these in others. The other

was a woman of my years, of the most precious

gifts in heart and genius. She had also beauty

and fortune. She died at last of weariness and

intellectual inanition. She never, to any of us,

her friends, hinted her sufferings. But they were

obvious in her poems, which, with great dig-

nity, expressed a resolute but most mournful

resignation.

TO R. F. F.

Borne, Feb. 23, 1849.—It is something if one

can get free foot-hold on the earth, so as not to be

jostled out of hearing the music, if there should

be any spirits in the air to make such.

For my part, I have led rather too lonely a life

of late. Before, it seemed as if too many voices

of men startled away the inspirations ; but having

now lived eight months much alone, I doubt that

good has come of it, and think to return, and go

with others for a little. I have realized in these

last days the thought of Goethe,— '^ He who

would in loneliness live, ah ! he is soon alone.

Each one loves, each one lives, and leaves him to

his pain." I went away and hid, all summer.
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Not content with that, I said, on returning to

Rome, I must be busy and receive people little.

They have taken me at my word, and hardly one

comes to see me. Now, if I want play and prattle,

I shall have to run after them. It is fair enough

that we all, in turn, should be made to feel our

need of one another.

Never was such a winter as this. Ten weeks

now of unbroken sunshine and the mildest breezes.

Of course, its price is to be paid. The spring,

usually divine here, with luxuriant foliage and

multitudinous roses, will be all scorched and dusty.

There is fear, too, of want of food for the poor

Roman state.

I pass my days in writing, walking, occasional

visits to the galleries. I read little, except the

newspapers ; these take up an hour or two of the

day. I own, my thoughts are quite fixed on the

daily bulletin of men and things. I expect to

write the history, but because it is so much in my

heart. If you were here, I rather think you

would be impassive, like the two most esteemed

Americans I see. They do not believe in the

sentimental nations. Hungarians, Poles, Italians,

are too demonstrative for them, too fiery, too
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impressible. Thej^ like better the loyal, slow-

moving Germans ; even the Russian, with his

dog's nose, and gentlemanly servility, pleases them

better than my people. There is an antagonism

of race.

TO E. s.

Rome, June 6, 1849.—The help I needed was

external, practical. I knew myself all the diffi-

culties and pains of my position ; they were

beyond present relief; from sympathy 1 could

struggle with them, but had not life enough left,

afterwards, to be a companion of any worth. To

be with persons generous and refined, who would

not pain ; who would sometimes lend a helping

hand across the ditches of this strange insidious

marsh, was all I could have now, and this you

gave.

On Sunday, from our loggia, I witnessed a

terrible, a real battle. It began at four in the

morning; it lasted to the last gleam of light.

The musket-fire was almost unintermitted ; the

roll of the cannon, especially from St. Angelo,

most majestic. As all passed at Porta San Pan-

crazio and Yilla Pamfili, I saw the smoke of every
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discharge, the flash of the bayonets ; with the

glass could see the men. Both French and

Italians fought with the most obstinate valour.

The French could not use their heavy cannon^

being always driven away by the legions Garibaldi

and , when trying to find positions for

them. The loss on our side is about three hundred

killed and wounded ; theirs must be much greater.

In one cassino have been found seventy dead

bodies of theirs. I find the wounded men at the

hospital in a transport of indignation. The French

soldiers fought so furiously^ that they think them

false as their general, and cannot endure the

remembrance of their visits, during the armistice,

and talk of brotherhood. You will have heard

how all went :—how Lesseps, after appearing

here fifteen days as plenipotentiary, signed a treaty

not dishonourable to Rome ; then Oudinot refused

to ratify it, saying, the plenipotentiary had sur-

passed his powers : Lesseps runs back to Paris, and

Oudinot attacks :—an aflTair alike infamous for

the French from beginning to end. The can-

nonade on one side has continued day and night,

(being full moon,) till this morning; they seeking

to advance or take other positions, the Romans
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firing on them. The French threw rockets into

the town; one burst in the court-yard of the

hospital, just as I arrived there yesterday, agitating

the poor sufferers very much ; they said they did

not want to die like mice in a trap.

To M. s.

Rome, March 9, 1849.—Last night, Mazzini

came to see me. You will have heard how he

was called to Italy, and received at Leghorn like

a prince, as he is ; unhappily, in fact, the only

one, the only great Italian. It is expected, that,

if the republic lasts, he will be President. He

has been made a Roman citizen, and elected to

the Assembly ; the labels bearing, in giant letters,

" Giuseppe Mazzini, cittadino Romano," are yet

up all over Rome. He entered by night, on foot,

to avoid demonstrations, no doubt, and enjoy the

quiet of his own thoughts at so great a moment.

The people went under his windows the next

night, and called him out to speak ; but I did not

know about it. Last night, 1 heard a ring ; then

somebody speak my name ; the voice struck upon

me at once. He looks more divine than ever,
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after all his new, strange sufferings. He asked

after all of you. He stayed two hours ; and we

talked, though rapidly, of everything. He hopes

to come often, but the crisis is tremendous, and

all will come on him ; since, if any one can save

Italy from her foes, inward and outward, it will

be he. But he is very doubtful whether this be

possible ; the foes are too many, too strong, too

subtle. Yet Heaven helps sometimes. I only

grieve I cannot aid him ; freely would I give my

life to aid him, only bargaining for a quick death.

I don't like slow torture. I fear that it is in

reserve for him to survive defeat. True, he can

never be utterly defeated ; but to see Italy bleed-

ing, prostrate once more, will be very dreadful

for him.

He has sent me tickets, twice, to hear him

speak in the Assembly. It was a fine, command-

ing voice. But, when he finished, he looked very

exhausted and melancholy. He looks as if the

great battle he had fought had been too much for

his strength, and that he was only sustained by

the fire of the soul.

All this I write to you, because you said, when

I was suffering at leaving Mazzini,—" You will
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meet him in heaven." This I believe will be,

despite all my faults.

[In April, 1849, Miss Fuller was appointed, by

the " Roman Commission for the succour of the

bounded," to the charge of the hospital of the

FaU-Bene Fratelli ; the Princess Belgioioso having

charge of the one already opened. The following

is a copy of the original letter from the Princess,

which is written in English, announcing the ap-

pointment.]

Comitato di Soceorso Pei Feriti,

April 30, 1849.

Dear Miss Fuller :—

You are named Regolatrice of the Hospital of

the Fate-Bene Fratelli. Go there at twelve,

if the alarm bell has not rung before. When

you arrive there, you will receive all the women

coming for the wounded, and give them your

directions, so that you are sure to have a certain

number of them night and day.

May God help us.

Christine Trivulze,

of Belgioioso.

Miss Fuller,

Piazza Barberini, No.
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TO R, W. E.

Bome, June 10, 1849.—I received your letter

amid the round of cannonade and musketry. It

was a terrible battle fought here from the first

till the last light of day. I could see all its pro-

gress from my balcony. The Italians fought like

lions. It is a truly heroic spirit that animates

them. They make a stand here for honour and

their rights, with little ground for hope that they

can resist, now they are betrayed by France.

Since the 30th April, I go almost daily to the

hospitals, and, though I have suffered,—for I had

no idea before, how terrible gunshot-wounds and

w^ound-fever are,—yet I have taken pleasure, and

great pleasure, in being with the men ; there is

scarcely one who is not moved by a noble spirit.

Many, especially among the Lombards, are the

flower of the Italian youth. When they begin to

get better, I carry them books and flowers ; they

read, and we talk.

The palace of the Pope, on the Quirinal, is

now used for convalescents. In those beautiful

gardens, I walk with them,—one with his sling,

another with his crutch. The gardener plays off
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all his water-works for the defenders of the coun-

try, and gathers flowers for me, their friend.

A day or two since, we sat in the Pope's little

pavilion, where he used to give private audience.

The sun was going gloriously down over Monte

Mario, where gleamed the white tents of the

French light-horse among the trees. The can-

nonade was heard at intervals. Two bright-eyed

boys sat at our feet, and gathered up eagerly

every word said by the heroes of the day. It

was a beautiful hour, stolen from the midst of

ruin and sorrow ; and tales were told as full of

grace and pathos as in the gardens of Boccaccio,

only in a very different spirit,—with noble hope

for man, with reverence for woman.

The young ladies of the family, very young

girls, were filled with enthusiasm for the suffering,

wounded patriots, and they wished to go to the

hospital to give their services. Excepting the

three superintendents, none but married ladies

were permitted to serve there, but their services

were accepted. Their governess then wished to

go too, and, as she could speak several languages,

she was admitted to the rooms of the wounded

soldiers, to interpret for them, as the nurses knew
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nothing but Italian, and many of these poor men

were suffering, because they could not make their

wishes known. Some are French, some German,

and many Poles. Indeed, I am afraid it is too

true that there were comparatively but few

Romans among them. This young lady passed

several nights there.

Should I never return,—and sometimes I

despair of doing so, it seems so far off, so difficult,

I am caught in such a net of ties here,—if ever

you know of my life here, I think you will only

wonder at the constancy with which I have sus-

tained myself; the degree of profit to which,

amid great difficulties, I have put the time, at

least in the way of observation. Meanwhile, love

me all you can ; let me feel, that, amid the fearful

agitations of the world, there are pure hands, with

healthful, even pulse, stretched out toward me, if

I claim their grasp.

I feel profoundly for Mazzini; at moments I

am tempted to say, " Cursed with every granted

prayer,"—so cunning is the daemon. He is be-

come the inspiring soul of his people. He saw

Rome, to which all his hopes through life tended,

for the first time as a Roman citizen, and to
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become in a few days its ruler. He has animated,

he sustains her to a glorious effort, which, if it

fails this time, will not in the age. His country

will be free. Yet to me it would be so dreadful

to cause all this bloodshed, to dig the graves of

such martyrs.

Then Rome is being destroyed ; her glorious

oaks ; her villas, haunts of sacred beauty, that

seemed the possession of the world for ever,—the

villa of Raphael, the villa of Albani, home of

Winkelmann, and the best expression of the ideal

of modern Rome, and so many other sanctuaries

of beauty,—all must perish lest a foe should level

his musket from their shelter. / could not, could

not!

I know not, dear friend, whether I ever shall

get home across that great ocean, but here in

Rome I shall no longer wish to live. O, Rome,

my country ! could I imagine that the triumph of

what I held dear was to heap such desolation on

thy head

!

Speaking of the republic, you say. Do not I

wish Italy had a great mau ? Mazzini is a great

man. In mind, a great poetic statesman; in

heart, a lover; in action, decisive and full of
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resource as Caesar. Dearly I love Mazzini. He

came in just as I had finished the first letter to

you. His soft, radiant look makes melancholy

music in my soul ; it consecrates my present life,

that, like the Magdalen, I may, at the important

hour, shed all the consecrated ointment on his

head. There is one, Mazzini, who understands

thee well; who knew thee no less when an object

of popular fear, than now of idolatry ; and who^

if the pen be not held too feebly, will help poste-

rity to know thee too.

TO E. r. F.

Rome, July 8, 1849.—I do not yet find myself

tranquil and recruited from the painful excite-

ments of these last days. But amid the ruined

hopes of Rome, the shameful oppressions she is

beginning to suffer, amid these noble, bleeding

martyrs, my brothers, 1 cannot fix my thoughts

on anything else.

I write that you may assure mother of my

safety, which in the last days began to be seri-

ously imperilled. Say, that as soon as I can find

means of conveyance, without an expense too

enormous, 1 shall go again into the mountains.
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There I shall find pure, bracing air, and I hope

stillness, for a time. Say, she need feel no

anxiety, if she do not hear from me for some time.

I may feel indisposed to write, as I do now ; my

heart is too full.

Private hopes of mine are fallen with the hopes

of Italy. I have played for a new stake, and lost

it. Life looks too difficult. But for the present

I shall try to wave all thought of self, and renew

my strength.

After the attempt at revolution in France failed,

could I have influenced Mazzini, I should have

prayed him to capitulate; and yet I feel that no

honourable terms can be made with such a foe,

and that the only way is never to yield ; but the

sound of the musketry, the sense that men were

perishing in a hopeless contest, had become too

terrible for my nerves. I did not see Mazzini,

the last two weeks of the republic. When the

French entered, he walked about the streets, to

see how the people bore themselves, and then

went to the house of a friend. In the upper

chamber of a poor house, with his life-long friends,

—the ModenaS;—I found him. Modena, who

abandoned not only what other men hold dear,

—
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home, fortune, peace,—but also endured, without

the power of using the prime of his great artist-

talent, a ten-years' exile in a foreign land; his

wife every way worthy of him,—such a woman as

I am not.

Mazzini had suffered millions more than I

could ; he had borne his fearful responsibility ; he

had let his dearest friends perish; he had passed

all these nights without sleep; in two short months,

he had grown old; all the vital juices seemed

exhausted; his eyes were all blood-shot ; his skin

orange; flesh he had, none; his hair was mixed

with white ; his hand was painful to the touch

;

but he had never flinched, never quailed; had

protested in the last hour against surrender ; sweet

and calm, but full of a more fiery purpose than

ever; in him I revered the hero, and owned

myself not of that mould.

You say truly, I shall come home humbler.

God grant it may be entirely humble ! In future,

while more than ever deeply penetrated with

principles, and the need of the martyr spirit to

sustain them, I will ever own that there are few

worthy, and that I am one of the least.

A silken glove might be as good a gauntlet as

VOL. in. L
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one of steel, but I, infirm of mood, turn sick even

now as I think of the past.

TO E. H.

July, 1849.—I cannot tell you what I endured

in leaving Rome ; abandoning the wounded soldiers;

knowing that there is no provision made for them,

when they rise from the beds where they have

been thrown by a noble courage, where they have

suffered with a noble patience. Some of the

poorer men, who rise bereft even of the right arm,

—one having lost both the right arm and the

right leg,—I could have provided for with a small

sum. Could I have sold my hair, or blood from

my arm, I would have done it. Had any of the

rich Americans remained in Rome, they would

have given it to me ; they helped nobly at first, in

the service of the hospitals, when there was far

less need ; but they had all gone. What would I

have given that I could have spoken to one of the

Lawrences, or the Phlllipses ; they could and

would have saved the misery. These poor men

are left helpless in the power of a mean and vin-

dictive foe. You felt so oppressed in the slave-

states: imas^ine what I felt at seeino^ all the
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noblest youth, all the genius of this dear land,

again enslaved.

Rieti, Aug. 28, 1849.—You say, you are glad I

have had this great opportunity for carrying out

my principles. Would it were so ! I found

myself inferior in courage and fortitude to the

occasion. I knew not how to bear the havoc and

anguish incident to the struggle for these principles.

I rejoiced that it lay not with me to cut down the

trees, to destroy the Elysian gardens, for the

defence of Rome; I do not know that I could

have done it. And the sight of these far nobler

growths, the beautiful young men, mown down in

their stately prime, became too much for me. I

forget the great ideas, to sympathise with the

poor mothers, who had nursed their precious forms,

only to see them all lopped and gashed. You say,

I sustained them ; often have they sustained my

courage : one, kissing the pieces of bone that were

so painfully extracted from his arm, hanging them

round his neck to be worn as the true relics of to-

day ; mementoes that he also has done and borne

something for his country and the hopes of hu-

manity. One fair young man, who is made a

cripple for life, clasped my hand as he saw me

l2
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crying over tlie spasms I could not relieve, and

faintly cried, '^ Viva Tltalia." " Think only, cava

bona donna,'"* said a poor wounded soldier, " that I

can ahvays wear my uniform on festas, just as it is

now, with the holes where the balls went through,

for a memory." " God is good ; God knows,"

they often said to me, when I had not a w^ord to

cheer them.

THE WIFE AND MOTHER.

[Beneath the ruins of the Roman Eepublic, how

many private fortunes were buried ! and among

these victims was Margaret. In that catastrophe

were swallowed up hopes sacredly cherished by

her through weary months, at the risk of all she

most prized.

Soon after the entrance of the French, she wrote

thus to the resident Envoy of the United States
:]

My dear Mr. Cass,—I beg you to come and see

me, and give me your counsel, and, if need be,

your aid, to get away from Rome. From what I

hear this morning, I fear we may be once more

shut up here ; and T shall die, to be again separated

from what I hold most dear. There are, as yet,

no horses on the way we want to go, or we should

post immediately.
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. You may feel, like me, sad, in these last

moments, to leave this injured Rome. So many

noble hearts I abandon here, whose woes I have

known ! I feel, if I could not aid, I might soothe.

But for my child, I would not go, till some men,

now sick, know whether they shall live or die.

[Her child! Where was he? In Rieti,—at

the foot of the Umbrian Apennines,— a day's

journey to the north-east of Rome. Thither

Margaret escaped with her husband, and thence

she wrote the following letter
:]

Dearest Mother,—I received your letter a few

hours before leaving- Rome. Like all of yours, it

refreshed me, and gave me as much satisfaction as

anything could, at that sad time. Its spirit is of

eternity, and befits an epoch when wickedness

and perfidy so impudently triumph, and the best

blood of the generous and honourable is poured out

like water, seemingly in vain.

I cannot tell you what I suffered to abandon

the wounded to the care of their mean foes ; to see

the young men, that were faithful to their vows,

hunted from their homes,—hunted like wild beasts

;

denied a refuge in every civilized land. Many of

those I loved are sunk to the bottom of the sea,

by Austrian cannon, or will be shot. Others are
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in penury, grief, and exile. May God give due

recompense for all that has been endured

!

My mind still agitated, and my spirits worn out,

I have not felt like writing to any one. Yet the

magnificent summer does not smile quite in vain

for me. Much exercise in the open air, living

much on milk and fruit, have recruited my health,

and I am regaining the habit of sleep, which a

month of nightly cannonade in Kome had de-

stroyed.

•5f -X- -K- >}c jh -x- >!<

Receiving a few days since a packet of letters

from America, I opened them with more feeling

of hope and good cheer, than for a long time past.

The first words that met my eye were these, in

the hand of Mr. Greeley :—" Ah, Margaret, the

world grows dark with us ! You grieve, for Eome

is fallen ;—I mourn, for Pickie is dead."

I have shed rivers of tears over the inexpressibly

affecting letter thus begun. One would think I

might have become familiar enough with images of

death and destruction ; yet somehow the image of

Pickie's little dancing figure, lying, stiff and stark,

between his parents, has made me weep more than

all else. There was little hope he could do justice
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to himself, or lead a happy life in so perplexed a

world ; but never was a character of richer capa-

city,—never a more charming child. To me he

was most dear, and would always have been so.

Had he become stained with earthly faults, I could

never have forgotten what he was when fresh from

the soul's home, and what he was to me when 7ny

soul pined for sympathy, pure and unalloyed.

The three children I have seen wdio were the fairest

in my eyes, and gave most promise of the future,

were Waldo, Pickie, Hermann Clarke;—all nipped

in the bud. Endless thoughts has this given me,

and a resolve to seek the realization of all hojoes

and plans elsewhere, which resolve will weigh with

me as much as it can weigh before the silver cord

is finally loosed. Till then. Earth, our mother,

always finds strange, unexpected ways to draw us

back to her bosom,—to make us seek anew a nutri-

ment which has never failed to cause us frequent

sickness.

•X- ^ :J: ;Jc ^

This brings me to the main object of my present

letter,—a piece of intelligence about myself, which

I had hoped I might be able to communicate in

such a way as to give you pleasure. That I can-
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not,—after sufFeriDg much in silence with that

hope,—is like the rest of my earthly destiny.

The first moment, it may cause you a pang to

know that your eldest child might long ago have

been addressed by another name than yours, and

has a little son a year old.

But, beloved mother, do not feel this long. I

do assure you, that it was only great love for you

that kept me silent. I have abstained a hundred

times, when your sympathy, your counsel, would

have been most precious, from a wish not to harass

you with anxiety. Even now I would abstain,

but it has become necessary, on account of the

child, for us to live publicly and permanently

together; and we have no hope, in the present

state of Italian affairs, that we can do it at any

better advantage, for several years, than now.

My husband is a Roman, of a noble but now

impoverished house. His mother died when he was

an infant : his father is dead since we met, leaving

some property, but encumbered with debts, and in

the present state of Kome hardly available, except

by living there. He has three older brothers, all

provided for in the Papal service,—one as Secretary

of the Privy Chamber, the other two as members
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of the Guard Xoble. A similar career would have

been open to him, but he embraced liberal prin-

ciples, and, with the fall of the Republic, has lost

all, as well as the favour of his family, who all sided

wuth the Pope. Meanwhile, having been an

officer in the Republican service, it was best for

him to leave Rome. He has taken what little

money he had, and we plan to live in Florence for

the winter. If he or I can get the means, we

shall come together to the United States, in the

summer ;—earlier we could not, on account of the

child.

He is not in any respect such a person as

people in general would expect to find with me.

He had no instructor except an old priest, who

entirely neglected his education ; and of all that

is contained in books he is absolutely ignorant,

and he has no enthusiasm of character. On the

other hand, he has excellent practical sense ; has

been a judicious observer of all that passed before

his eyes ; has a nice sense of duty, which, in its

unfailing, minute activity, may put most enthu-

siasts to shame ; a very sweet temper, and great

native refinement. His love for me has been un-

swerving and most tender. I have never sufiei*ed

a pain that he could relieve. His devotion, when

l3
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I am ill, is to be compared only with yours. His

delicacy in trifles, his sweet domestic graces, re-

mind me of E . In liim I have found a home,

and one that interferes with no tie. Amid many

ills and cares, we have had much joy together, in

the sympathy with natural beauty,—with our

child,—with all that is innocent and sweet.

I do not know whether he ^vill always love me

so well, for I am the elder, and the difference

will become, in a few years, more perceptible than

now. But life is so uncertain, and it is so neces-

sary to take good things with their limitations,

that I have not thought it worth while to calcu-

late too curiously.

However my other friends may feel, I am sure

that you will love him very much, and that he

will love you no less. Could we all live together,

on a moderate income, you would find peace with

us. Heaven grant, that, on returning, I may

gain means to effect this object. He, of course,

can do nothing, while we are in the United States,

but perhaps I can; and now that my health is

better, I shall be able to exert myself, if sure that

my child is watched by those who love him, and

who are good and pure.

;i« * ^ -H- *
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What shall I say of my child? All might

seem hyperbole, even to my dearest mother. In

him I find satisfaction, for the first time, to the

deep wants of my heart. Yet, thinking of those

other sweet ones fled, I must look upon him as

a treasure only lent. He is a fair child, with

blue eyes and light hair ; very affectionate, grace-

ful, and sportive. He was baptized in the Roman

Catholic Church, by the name of Angelo Eugene

Philip, for his father, grandfather, and my brother.

He inherits the title of marquis.

Write tlie name of my child in your Bible,

Angelo Ossoli, born September 5, 1848. God

grant he may live to see you, and may prove

worthy of your love

!

More I do not feel strength to say. You can

hardly guess how all attempt to express some-

thing about the grea t struggles and experiences

of my European life enfeebles me. When I get

home,—if ever I do,—it will be told without this

fatigue and excitement. I trust there will be a

little repose, before entering anew on this weari-

some conflict.

I had addressed you twice,— once under the

impression that I should not survive the birth
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of my cliilcl ; again during the siege of Eome, the

father and I being both in danger. I took Mrs.

Story, and, when she left Eome, Mr. Cass, into

my confidence. Both were kind as sister and

brother. Amid much pain and struggle, sweet is

the memory of the generous love I received from

William and Emelyn Story, and their uncle.

They helped me gently through a most difficult

period. Mr. Cass, also, who did not know me at

all, has done everything possible for me.

[A letter to her sister fills out these portraits

of her husband and child.]

About Ossoli^ I do not like to say much, as he

is an exceedingly delicate person. He is not pre-

cisely reserved, but it is not natural to him to

talk about the objects of strong aflfectlon. I am

sure he wouldnot try to describe me to his sister,

but would rather she would take her own impres-

sion of me ; and, as much as possible, I wish to

do the same by him. I presume that, to many of

my friends, he will be nothing, and they will not

understand that I should have life in common

with him. But I do not think he will care ;—he

* Giovanni Angelo Ossoli.
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has not the slifj^htest tin2:e of self-love. He

has, throughout our intercourse, been used to

my having many such ties. He has no wish

to be anything to persons with whom he does

not feel spontaneously bound, and when I am

occupied, is happy in himself. But some of

my friends and my family, who will see him in

the details of practical life, ca^nnot fail to prize

the purity and simple strength of his character

;

and should he continue to love me as he has done,

his companionship will be an inestimable blessing

to me. I say if, because all human affections are

frail, and I have experienced too great revulsions

in 'my own, not to know it. Yet I feel great

confidence in the permanence of his love. It has

been unblemished so far, under many trials ; espe-

cially as I have been more desponding and unrea-

sonable, in many ways, than I ever was before,

and more so, I hope, than I ever shall be again.

But at all such times, he never had a thought

except to sustain and cheer me. He is capable ot

the sacred love,—the love passing that of woman.

He showed it to his father, to Rome, to me. Now

he loves his child in the same way. I think he

will be an excellent father, though he could not

speculate about it, nor, indeed, about anything.
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Our meeting was singular,—fateful, I may say.

Very soon lie offered me his hand through

life, but I never dreamed I should take it. I

loved him, and felt very unhappy to leave him

;

but the connexion seemed so every way unfit,

I did not hesitate a moment. Pie, however,

thought I should return to him, as I did. I acted

upon a strong impulse, and could not analyze at

all what passed in my mind. I neither rejoice

nor grieve ;—for bad or for good, I acted out my

character. Had I never connected myself with

any one, my path was clear ; now it is all hid

;

but, in that case, my development must have been

partial. As to marriage, I think the intercourse

of heart and mind may be fully enjoyed without

entering into this partnership of daily life. Still,

I do not find it burdensome. The friction that

I have seen mar so much the domestic happiness

of others does not occur with us, or, at least, has

not occurred. Then, there is the pleasure of

always being at hand to help one another.

Still, the great novelt}", the immense gain, to

me, is my relation with my child. I thought the

mother's heart lived in me before, but it did not

;

—I knew nothing about it. Yet, before his birth,

I dreaded it. I thought I should not survive

;
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but if I did, and my child did, was I not cruel to

bring another into this terrible world ? I could

not, at that time, get any other view. When he

was born, that deep melancholy changed at once

into rapture; but it did not last long. Then

came the prudential motherhood. I grew a

coward, a caretaker, not only for the morrow,

but, impiously faithless, for twenty or thirty

years ahead. It seemed very wicked to have

brought the little tender thing into the midst of

cares and perplexities we had not feared in the

least for ourselves. I imagined everything ;—he

was to be in danger of every enormity the Croats

were then committing upon the infants of Lom-

bardy ;—the house would be burned over his

head; but, if he escaped, how were we to get

money to buy his bibs and primers ? Then his

father was to be killed in the fighting, and I to

die of my cough, &c. &c.

During the siege of Eome, I could not see my

little boy. What I endured at that time, in

various ways, not many would survive. lu the

burning sun, I went, every day, to wait, in the

crowd, for letters about him. Often they did not

come. I saw blood that had streamed on the wall
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where Ossoli was. I have a piece of a bomb

that burst close to him. I sought solace in tend-

ing the suiFering men ; but when I beheld the

beautiful fair young men bleeding to death, or

mutilated for life, I felt the woe of all the

mothers who had nursed each to that full flower,

to see them thus cut down. I felt the consolation,

too,—for those youths died worthily. I was a

Mater Dolorosa, and I remembered that she who

helped Angelino into the world came from the

sign of the Mater Dolorosa. I thought, even if

he lives, if he comes into the world at this great

troubled time, terrible with perplexed duties, it

may be to die thus at twenty years, one of a

glorious hecatomb, indeed, but still a sacrifice !

It seemed then I was willing he should die.

Angelino's birth-place is thus sketched :

—

My baby saw mountains when he first looked

forward into the world. Eieti,—not only an old

classic town of Italy, but one founded by what

are now called Aborigines,—is a hive of very

ancient dwellings with red-brown roofs, a citadel

and several towers. It is in a plain, twelve miles

in diameter one way, not much less the other,""and

entirely encircled with mountains of the noblest
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form. Casinos and hermitages gleam here and

there on their lower slopes. This plain is almost

the richest in Italy, and full of vineyards. Rieti

is near the foot of the hills on the one side, and

the rapid Yelino makes almost the circuit of its

walls on its way to Terni. I had my apartment

shut out from the family, on the bank of this

river, and saw the mountains, as I lay on my

restless couch. There was a piazza, too, or as

they call it here, a loggia, which hung over the

river, where I walked most of the night, for

I could not sleep at all in those months. In the

wild autumn storms, the stream became a roaring

torrent, constantly lit up by lightning flashes, and

the sound of its rush was very sublime. I see it

yet, as it swept away on its dark green current

the heaps of burning straw which the children

let down from the bridge. Opposite my window

was a vineyard, whose white and purple clusters

w^ere my food for three months. It was pretty to

watch the vintage,—the asses and wagons loaded

with this wealth of amber and rubies,—the naked

boys, singing in the trees on which the vines are

trained, as they cut the grapes,—the nut-brown

maids and matrons, in their red corsets and white
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head-clothes, receiving them below, while the

babies and little children were frolickino; in the

grass.

In Rieti, the ancient Umbrians were married

thus. In presence of friends, the man and maid

received together the gifts of fire and water ; the

bridegroom then conducted to his house the bride.

At the door, he gave her the keys, and entering,

threw behind him nuts, as a sign that he renounced

all the frivolities of boyhood.

I intend to write all that relates to the birth of

Angelino in a little book, which I shall, I hope,

show you sometime. I have begun it, and then

stopped; it seemed to me he would die. If he

lives, I shall finish it, before the details are all

faded in my mind. Rieti is a place where I should

have liked to have him born, and where I should

like to have him now,—but that the people are so

wicked. They are the most ferocious and mer-

cenary population of Italy. I did not know this,

when I went there, and merely expected to be

solitary and quiet among poor people. But they

looked on the " JNIarchioness " as an ignorant

Inglese, and they fancy all Inglesi have wealtli

untold. Me they were bent on plundering in
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every way. They made me suffer terribly in the

first days.

THE PRIVATE MARRIAGE.

The high-minded friend, spoken of with such

grateful afifection by Margaret, in her letter to

her mother, thus gracefully narrates the romance

of her marriage; and the narrative is a noble

proof of the heroic disinterestedness with which,

amidst her own engrossing trials, Margaret de-

voted herself to others. Mrs. Story writes as

follows :

—

" During the month of November, 1847, we

arrived in Eome, purposing to spend the winter

there. At that time, Margaret was living in the

house of the Marchesa , in the Corso,

Ultimo Piano. Her rooms were pleasant and

cheerful, with a certain air of elegance and refine-

ment, but they had not a sunny exposure, that

all-essential requisite for health, during the damp

Roman winter. Margaret suffered from ill health

this winter, and she afterwards attributed it

mainly to the fact, that she had not the sun. As

soon as she heard of our arrival, she stretched

forth a friendly, cordial hand, and greeted us most
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warmlj^ She gave us great assistance in our

search for convenient lodgings, and we were soon

happily established near her. Our intercourse

was henceforth most frequent and intimate, and

knew no cloud nor coldness. Daily we were

much with her, and daily we felt more sensible of

the worth and value of our friend. To me she

seemed so unlike what I had thought her to be in

America, that I continually said, * How have I

misjudged you,—you are not at all such a person

as I took you to be.' To this she replied, * I am

not the same person, but in many respects another;

—my life has new channels now, and how thank-

ful I am that I have been able to come out into

larger interests,—but, partly, you did not know

me at home in the true light.' It was true, that

I had not known her much personally, when in

Boston ; but through her friends, who were mine

also, I had learnt to think of her as a person on

intellectual stilts, with a large share of arrogance,

and little sweetness of temper. How unlike to

this was she now !—so delicate, so simple, confi-

ding, and affectionate; with a true womanly

heart and soul, sensitive and generous, and, what

was to me a still greater surprise, possessed
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of SO broad a charity, that she could cover with

its mantle the faults and defects of all about

her.

'^ We soon became acquainted with the young

Marquis Ossoli, and met him frequently at Mar-

garet's rooms. He appeared to be of a reserved

and gentle nature, with quiet, gentleman-like

manners, and there was something melancholy in

the expression of his face, which made one desire

to know more of him. In figure, he was tall, and

of slender frame, with dark hair and eyes ; we

judged that he was about thirty years of age,

possibly younger. Margaret spoke of him most

frankly, and soon told us the history of her

first acquaintance with him, which, as nearly as I

can recal, was as follows:

—

" She went to hear vespers, the evening of

' Holy Thursday,' soon after her first coming to

Rome, in the spring of 1847, at St. Peter's. She

proposed to her companions that some place in

the church should be designated, where, after the

services, they should meet,—she being inclined,

as was her custom always in St. Peter's, to wander

alone among the different chapels. When, at

length, she saw that the crowd was dispersing,

she returned to the place assigned, but could not
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find her party. In some perplexity, she walked

about, with her glass carefully examining each

group. Presently, a young man of gentlemanly

address came up to her, and begged, if she were

seeking any one, that he might be permitted to

assist her ; and together they continued the search

through all parts of the church. At last, it

became evident, beyond a doubt, that her party

could no longer be there, and, as it w^as then quite

late, the crowed all gone, they wxnt out into the

piazza to iind a carriage, in which she might go

home. In the piazza, in front of St. Peter's,

generally may be found many carriages ; but,

owing to the delay they had made, there were

then none, and Margaret was compelled to walk,

with her stranger friend, the long distance between

the Vatican and the Corso. At this time, she

had little command of the language for conver-

sational purposes, and their words w^ere few,

thouo:h enou2;h to create in each a desire for

further knowledge and acquaintance. At her

door, they parted, and Margaret, finding her

friends already at home, related the adventure."

This chance meeting at vesper service in St.

Peter's prepared the way for many interviews

'
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and it was before Margaret's departure for Venice,

Milan, and Como, that Ossoli first offered her his

hand, and was refused. Mrs. Story continues :

—

''After her return to Rome, they met again,

and he became her constant visitor; and as, in

those days, Margaret watched with intense in-

terest the tide of political events, his mind was

also turned in the direction of liberty and better

government. Whether Ossoli, unassisted, would

have been able to emancipate himself from the

influence of his family and early education^ both

eminently conservative and narrow, may be a

question ; but that he did throw off the shackles,

and espouse the cause of Roman liberty with

warm zeal, is most certain. Margaret had known

Mazzini in London, had partaken of his schemes

for the future of his country, and was taking every

pains to inform herself in regard to the action of

all parties, with a view to write a history of the

period. Ossoli brought her every intelligence

that might be of interest to her, and busied him-

self in learning the views of both parties, that she

might be able to judge the matter impartially.

^
'• Here I may say, that, in the estimation of
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most of those who were in Italy at this time, the

loss of Margaret's history and notes is a great and

irreparable one. No one could have possessed so

many avenues of direct information from both

sides. While she was the friend and correspondent

of Mazzini, and knew the springs of action of his

party ; through her husband's family and connex-

ions, she knew the other view ; so that, whatever

might be the value of her deductions, her facts

could not have been other than of highest worth.

Tosiether, Margaret and Ossoli went to the meet-

ings of either side ; and to her he carried all the

flying reports of the day, such as he had heard in

the cafe or through his friends.

" In a short time, we went to Naples, and Mar-

garet, in the course of a few months, to Aquila

and Rieti. Meanwhile, we heard from her often

by letter, and wrote to urge her to join us in our

villa at Sorrento. During this summer, she wrote

constantly upon her history of the Italian move-

ment, for which she had collected materials

through the past winter. We did not again meet

until the following spring, March, 1849, when we

went from Florence back to Rome. Once more

we were with her, then, in most familiar every-
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day intercourse ; and as at this time a change of

government had taken place,—the Pope having

gone to Molo di Gaeta,—we watched with her the

great movements of the day. Ossoli was now

actively interested on the liberal side; he was

holding the office of captain in the Guardia Cirlca,

and enthusiastically looking forward to the success

of the new measures.

"During the spring of 1849, Mazzini came to

E,ome. He went at once to see Margaret, and at

her rooms met Ossoli. After this interview with

Mazzini, it was quite evident that they had lost

something of the faith and hopeful certainty with

which they had regarded the issue, for Mazzini

had discovered the want of singleness of purpose

in the leaders of the Provisional Government.

Still zealously Margaret and Ossoli aided in every-

thing the progress of events ; and when it was

certain that the French had landed forces at Civita

Vecchia, and would attack Rome, Ossoli took

station with his men on the walls of the Vatican

gardens, where he remained faithfully to the end

of the attack. Margaret had, at the same time,

the entire charge of one of the hospitals, and was

the assistant of the Princess Belgioioso, in charge

VOL. III. M
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of ' dei Pellegrinii where, during the first day,

they received seventy wounded men, French and

Romans.

" Night and day Margaret was occupied, and,

with the princess, so ordered and disposed the

hospitals, that their conduct was truly admirable.

All the work was skilfully divided, so that there

was no confusion or hurry ; and, from the chaotic

condition in which these places had been left by

the priests,—who previously had charge of them,

—they brought them to a state of perfect regu-

larity and discipline. Of money they had very

little, and they were obliged to give their time

and thoughts in its place. From the Americans

in Eome they raised a subscription for the aid of

the wounded of either party ; but, besides this,

they had scarcely any means to use. I have

Avalked through the wards with Margaret, and

seen how comforting was her presence to the poor

suffering men. ' How long will the Signora stay V
* When will the Signora come again ?

' they eagerly

asked. For each one's peculiar tastes she had a

care : to one she carried books ; to another she

told the news of the day ; and listened to another's

oft-repeated tale of wrongs, as the best sympathy
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she could give. They raised themselves up on

their elbows, to get the last glimpse of her as she

was going away. There were some of the sturdy

fellows of Garibaldi's Legion there, and to them

she listened, as they spoke with delight of their

chief, of his courage and skill ; for he seemed to

have won the hearts of his men in a remarkable

manner.

" One incident I may as well narrate in this

connexion. It happened, that, some time before

the comino[ of the French, while Marg^aret was

travelling quite by herself, on her return from

a visit to her child, who was out at nurse in the

country, she rested for an hour or two at a little

wayside osteria. While there, she was startled by

the padrone, who, with great alarm, rushed into

the room, and said, * We are quite lost I liere

is the Legion Garibaldi ! These men always

pillage, and, if we do not give all up to them

without pay, they will kill us.' Margaret looked

out upon the road, and saw that it was quite true,

that the legion was coming thither with all speed.

For a moment, she said, she felt uncomfortably

;

for such was the exaggerated account of the con-

duct of the men, that she thought it quite pos-

h2
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slble that they would take her horses, and so leave

her without the means of proceeding on her

journey. On they came, and she determined to

oiFer them a lunch at her own expense ; having

faith that gentleness and courtesy was the best

protection from injury. Accordingly, as soon as

they arrived, and rushed boisterously into the

osteria, she rose, and said to the padrone, ' Give

these good men wine and bread on my account

;

for, after their ride, they must need refreshment.'

Immediately, the noise and confusion subsided

;

Avith respectful bows to her, they seated them-

selves and partook of the lunch, giving her an

account of their journey. When she was ready

to go, and her r>eUura was at the door, they waited

upon her, took down the steps, and assisted her

with much gentleness and respectfulness of manner,

and she drove off, wondering how men with such

natures could have the reputation they had. And,

•30 far as we could gather, except in this instance,

their conduct was of a most disorderly kind.

" Again, on another occasion, she showed how

;Teat was her power over rude men. This was

Avhen two contadini at Rieti, being in a violent

quarrel, bad rushed upon each other with knives.
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Margaret was called by the women bystanders as

the Siojnora who could most influence them to

peace. She went directly up to the men, whose

rage was truly awful to behold, and, stepping

between them, commanded them to separate.

They parted, but with such a look of deadly

revenge, that Margaret felt her work was but half

accomplished. She therefore sought them out

separately, and talked with each, urging forgive-

ness ; it was long, however, before she could see

any change of purpose, and only by repeated con-

versations was it that she brou2;ht about her

desire, and saw them meet as friends. After this,

her reputation as peace-maker was great, and the

women in the neighbourhood came to her with

lono' tales of trouble, uro-ino; her intervention. I

have never known anything more extraordinary

than this influence of hers over the passion and

violence of the Italian character. Repeated in-

stances come to my mind, when a look from her

has had more power to quiet excitement, than any

arguments and reasoninojs that could be brou2:hto o c

to bear upon the subject. Something quite

superior and apart from them, the people thought

her, and yet knew her as the gentle and con-

siderate judge of their vices.
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" I may also mention here, that Margaret's

charities, according to her means, were larger

than those of any other whom I ever knew. At

one time, in Rome, while she lived upon the

simplest, slenderest fare, spending only some ten

or twelve cents a-day for her dinner, she lent, un-

solicited, her last fifty dollars to an artist, who

was then in need. That it would ever be returned

to her, she did not know ; but the doubt did not

restrain the hand from giving. In this instance,

it was soon repaid her ; but her charities were not

always towards the most deserving. Eepeated in-

stances of the false pretences under which demands

for charity are made, were known to her after she

had given to unworthy objects ; but no experience

of this sort ever checked her kindly impulse to

give, and being once deceived taught her no lesson

of distrust. She ever listened with ready ear to

all who came to her in any form of distress. In-

deed, to use the language of another friend, * the

prevalent impression at Rome, among all who

knew her, w^as, that she was a mild saint and a

ministering angel.'

" I have, in order to bring in these instances of

her influence on those about her, deviated from

my track. We return to the life she led in Eome
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during the attack of the French, and her charge

of the hospitals, where she spent daily some seven

or eight hours, and often the entire night. Her

feeble frame was a good deal shaken by so uncom-

mon a demand upon her strength, while, at the

same time, the anxiety of her mind was intense.

I well remember how exhausted and weary she

was ; how pale and agitated she returned to us

after her day's and night's watching ; how eagerly

she asked for news of Ossoli, and how seldom we

had any to give her, for he was unable to send

her a word for two or three days at a time.

Letters from the country there were few or none,

as the communication between Kieti and Rome

was cut off.

" After one such day, she called me to her bed-

side, and said that I must consent, for her sake,

to keep the secret she was about to confide.

Then she told me of her marriage ; where her

child was, and where he was born ; and gave me

certain papers and parchment documents which I

was to keep ; and, in the event of her and her

husband's death, I was to take the boy to her

mother in America, and confide him to her care,

and that of her friend, Mrs. .
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" The papers thus given me, I had perfect

liberty to read; but after she had told me her

story, I desired no confirmation of this fact,

beyond what her words had given. One or two

of the papers she opened, and we together read

them. One was written on parchment, in Latin,

and was a certificate given by the priest who mar-

ried them, saying that Angelo Eugene Ossoli was

the lesral heir of whatever title and fortune should

come to his father. To this was affixed his seal,

with those of the other witnesses, and the Ossoli

crest was drawn in full upon the paper. There

was also a book, in which Margaret had written

the history of her acquaintance and marriage

with Ossoli, and of the birth of her child. In

giving that to me, she said, * If I do not survive

to tell this myself to my family, this book will be

to them invaluable. Therefore keep it for them.

If I live, it will be of no use, for my word will be

all that they will ask.' I took the papers, and

locked them up. Never feeling any desire to look

into them, I never did ; and as she gave them to

me, I returned them to her, when I left Rome for

Switzerland.

" After this, she often spoke to me of the neces-
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sity there had been, and still existed, for her keep*

ing her marriage a secret. At the time, I argued

in favour of her making it public, but subsequent

events have shown me the wisdom of her decision.

The explanation she gave me of the secret mar-

riao^e was this

:

*' They were married in December, soon after

—as I think, though I am not positive—the death

of the old Marquis Ossoli. The estate he had left

was undivided, and the two brothers, attached to

the Papal household, were to be the executors.

This patrimony was not large, but, when fairly

divided, would bring to each a little property—an

income sufficient, w^th economy, for life in Kome.

Every one knows, that law is subject to eccle-

siastical influence in Rome, and that marriage

with a Protestant would be destructive to all

prospects of favourable administration. And

beside being of another religious faith, there was,

in this case, the additional crime of having mar-

ried a liberal,—one who had publicly interested

herself in radical views. Taking the two facts

together, there was good reason to suppose, that,

if the marriage were known, Ossoli must be a

beggar, and a banished man, under the then

m3
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existing government ; while, by waiting a little,

there was a chance^—a fair one too,—of an honour-

able post under the new government, whose

formation every one was anticipating. Leaving

Kome, too, at that time, was deserting the field

wherein they might hope to work much good, and

where they felt that they were needed. Ossoli's

brothers had long before begun to look jealously

upon him. Knowing his acquaintance with Mar-

garet, they feared the influence she might exert

over his mind in favour of liberal sentiments, and

had not hesitated to threaten him with the Papal

displeasure. Ossoli's education had been such,

that it certainly argues an uncommon elevation

of character, that he remained so firm and single

in his political views, and was so indifierent to the

pecuniary advantages which his former position

offered, since, during many years, the Ossoli

family had been high in favour and in oflSce in

Rome, and the same vista opened for his own

future, had he chosen to follow their lead. The

Pope left for Molo di Gaeta, and then came a

suspension of all legal procedure, so that the

estate was never divided before we left Italy, and

I do not know that it has ever been.
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" Ossoli had the feeling, that, while his own

sister and family could not be informed of his

marriage, no others should know of it ; and from

day to day they hoped on for the favourable

change which should enable them to declare it.

Their child was born ; and, for his sake, in order

to defend him, as Margaret said, from the stings

of poverty, they were patient waiters for the

restored law of the land. Margaret felt that she

would, at any cost to herself, gladly secure for

her child a condition above want ; and, although

it was a severe trial,— as her letters to us attest,

—

she resolved to wait, and hope, and keep her secret.

At the time when she took me into her confidence,

she was so full of anxiety and dread of some shock,

from which she might not recover, that it was

absolutely necessary to make it known to some

friend. She was living with us at the time, and

she gave it to me. Most sacredly, but timidly,

did I keep her secret ; for, all the while, I was

tormented with a desire to be of active service to

her, and I was incapacitated from any action by

the position in which I was placed.

" Ossoli's post was one of considerable danger,

he being in one of the most exposed places ; and.
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as Margaret saw his wounded and dying com-

rades, she felt that another shot might take him

from her, or bring him to her care in the hospital.

Eagerly she watched the carts, as they came up

with their suffering loads, dreading that her worst

fears might be confirmed. No argument of ours

could persuade Ossoli to leave his post to take

food or rest. Sometimes we went to him, and

carried a concealed basket of provisions, but he

shared it with so many of his fellows, that his own

portion must have been almost nothing. Hag-

gard, worn, and pale, he walked over the Vatican

grounds with us, pointing out, now here, now

there, where some poor fellow's blood sprinkled

the wall ; Margaret was with us, and for a few

moments they could have an anxious talk about

their child.

" To get to the child, or to send to him, was

quite impossible, and for days they were in com-

plete ignorance about him. At length, a letter

came ; and in it the nurse declared that unless

they should immediately send her, in advance-

payment, a certain sum of money, she w^ould

altogether abandon Angelo. It seemed, at first,

impossible to forward the money, the road was so
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insecure, and the bearer of any parcel was so likely

to be seized by one party or the other, and to be

treated as a spy. But finally, after much con-

sideration, the sum was sent to the address of a

phj'sician, who had been charged with the care of

the child. I think it did reach its destination, and

for a while answered the purpose of keeping the

wretched woman faithful to her charge."

AQUILA AND RIETI.

Extracts from Margaret's and Ossoli's letters

will guide us more into the heart of this home-

tragedy, so sanctified with holy hope, sweet love,

and patient heroism. They shall be introduced by

a passage from a journal written many years

before.

'' My child ! 0, Father, give me a bud on my

tree of life, so scathed by the lightning and bound

by the frost ! Surely a being born wholly of my

being, would not let me lie so still and cold in

lonely sadness. This is a new sorrow ; for always,

before, I have wanted a superior or equal, but

now it seems that only the feeling of a parent for

a child could exhaust the richness of one's soul.
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All powerful Nature, how dost thou lead me into

thy heart and rebuke every factitious feeling,

every thought of pride, which has severed me

from the Universe ! How did I aspire to be a

pure flame, ever pointing upward on the altar!

But these thoughts of consecration, though true

to the time, are false to the whole. There needs

no consecration to the wise heart, for all is per-

vaded by One Spirit, and the Soul of all existence

is the Holy of Holies. I thought ages Avould pass

before I had this parent feeling, and then, that the

desire would rise from my fulness of being. But

now it springs up in my poverty and sadness. I

am well aware that I ought not to be so happy.

I do not deserve to be well beloved in any way,

far less as the mother by her child. I am too

rough and blurred an image of the Creator, to

become a bestower of life. Yet, if I refuse to be

anything else than my highest self, the true

beauty will finally glow out in fulness."

At what cost were bought the blessings so long

pined for! Early in the summer of 1848, Mar-

garet left Rome for Aquila, a small, old town,

once a baronial residence, perched among the
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mountains of Abruzzl. She thus sketches her

retreat :

—

" I am in the midst of a theatre of orlorious,

snow-crowned mountains, whose pedestals are

garlanded wuth the olive and mulberry, and

along whose sides run bridle-paths, fringed with

almond groves and vineyards. The valleys are

yellow with saffron flowers ; the grain fields

enamelled with the brilliant blue corn-flower and

red poppy. They are of intoxicating beauty, and

like nothing in America. The old genius of

Europe has so mellowed even the marbles here,

that one cannot have the feeling of holy virgin

loneliness, as in the New World. The spirits of

the dead crowd me in most solitary places. Here

and there, gleam churches or shrines. The little

town, much ruined, lies on the slope of a hill, with

the houses of the barons gone to decay, and un-

used churches, over whose arched portals are faded

frescoes, with the open belfry, and stone wheel-

windows, always so beautifuL Sweet little paths

lead away through the fields to convents,—one of

Passionists, another of Capuchins ; and the draped

figures of the monks, pacing up and down the

hills, look very peaceful. In the churches still
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open, are pictures, not by great masters, but of

quiet, doniestic style, which please me much,

especially one of the Virgin offering her breast

to the child Jesus. There is often sweet music

in these churches; they are dressed with fresh

flowers, and the incense is not oppressive, so

freely sweeps through them the mountain breeze."

Here Margaret remained but a month, while

Ossoli was kept fast by his guard duties in Rome.

" Addlo, tutto caro" she writes ;
" I shall receive

you with the greatest joy, when you can come.

If it were only possible to be nearer to you !

for, except the good air and the security, this

place does not please me." And again :—" How

much I long to be near you ! You write nothing

of yourself, and this makes me anxious and sad.

Dear and good ! I pray for thee often, now that

it is all I can do for thee. We must hope that

Destiny will at last grow weary of persecuting.

Ever thy affectionate." Meantime Ossoli writes

:

"Why do you not send me tidings of yourself

every post-day ? since the post leaves Aquila three

times a-week. I send you journals or letters every

time the post leaves Rome. You should do the
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same. Take courage, and thus you will make

me happier also; and you can think how sad I

must feel in not being near you, dearest, to care

for all your wants."

By the middle of July, Margaret could bear

her loneliness no longer, and, passing the moun-

tains, advanced to Kieti, within the frontier of

the Papal States. Here Ossoli could sometimes

visit her on a Sunday, by travelling in the night

from Rome. " Do not fail to come," writes Mar-

garet. *' I shall have your coffee Avarm. You

will arrive early, and I can see the diligence pass

the bridge from my window." But now threatened

a new trial, terrible under the circumstances, yet

met with the lovino- heroism that characterized

all her conduct. The civic guard was ordered to

prepare for marching to Bologna. Under date

of August 17th Ossoli writes :— " il//a Cara

!

Ho\v deplorable is my state ! I have suffered

a most severe struggle. If your condition were

other than it is, I could resolve more easily ; but

in the present moment, I cannot leave you ! Ah,

how cruel is Destiny I I understand well how

much you would sacrifice yourself for me, and

am deeply grateful; but I cannot yet decide."
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Margaret is alone, without a single friend, and

not only among strangers, but surrounded by

people so avaricious, cunning, and unscrupulous,

that she has to be constantly on the watch to

avoid being fleeced; she is very poor, and has

no confidant, even in Kome, to consult with ; she

is ill, and fears death in the near crisis; yet

thus, with true Koman greatness, she counsels

her husband :
—" It seems, indeed, a marvel how

all things go contrary to us I That, just at this

moment, you should be called upon to go away !

But do what is for your honour. If honour

requires it, go. I will try to sustain myself.

I leave it to your judgment when to come,—if,

indeed, you can ever come again ! At least, we

have had some hours of peace together, if now

it is all over. Adieu, love; I embrace thee

always, and pray for thy welfare. Most affec-

tionately, adieu."

From this trial, however, she was spared. Pio

Nono hesitated to send the civic guard to the

north of Italy. Then Margaret writes :
—" On

our own account, love, I shall be most grateful,

if you are not obliged to go. But how unworthy
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in tHe Pope ! He seems now a man without a

heart. And that traitor, Charles Albert! He

will bear the curse of all future ages. Can you

learn particulars from Mian ? I feel sad for our

poor friends there ; how much they must suffer

!

* * * I shall be much more tranquil to have

you at my side, for it would be sad to die alone,

without the touch of one dear hand. Still, I

repeat what I said in my last ; if duty prevents

you from coming, I will endeavour to take care

of myself." Again, two days later, she says:

—

" I feel, love, a profound sympathy with you, but

am not able to give perfectly wise counsel. It

seems to me, indeed, the worst possible moment

to take up arms, except in the cause of duty, of

honour; for, with the Pope so cold, and his

ministers so undecided, nothing can be well or

successfully done. If it is possible for you to

wait for two or three weeks, the public state will

be determined,—as will also mine,—and you can

judge more calmly. Otherwise, it seems to me

that I ought to say nothing. Only, if you go,

come here first. I must see you once more. Adieu,

dear. Our misfortunes are many and unlooked for.

Not often does Destiny demand a greater price for
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some happy moments. Yet never do I repent of

our aifection ; and for thee, if not for me, I hope

that life has still some good in store. Once again,

adieu ! May God give thee counsel and help,

since they are not in the power of thy affec-

tionate Margherita."

On the 5th of September, Ossoli was " at her

side," and together, with glad and grateful hearts,

they welcomed their boy ; though the father was

compelled to return the next day to Rome. Even

then, however, a new chapter of sorrows was

opening. By indiscreet treatment, Margaret was

thrown into violent fever, and became unable to

nurse her child. Her w^aiting maid, also, proved

so treacherous, that she was forced to dismiss her,

and wished **' never to set eyes on her more ;"

and the family w^ith whom she was living dis-

played most detestable meanness. Thus helpless,

ill, and solitary, she could not even now enjoy the

mother's privilege. Yet she writes cheerfully :

—

'* My present nurse is a very good one, and I feel

relieved. We must have courage; but it is a

great care, alone and ignorant, to guard an infant

in its first days of life. He is very pretty for his

age ; and, without knowini^ what name I intended
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giving him, the people in the house call him

Angiolino, because he is so lovely." Again :

—

" He is so dear ! It seems to me, anions^ all

disasters and difficulties, that if he lives and is

well, he will become a treasure for us two, that

will compensate us for everything." And yet

again :—" This is faithless, like the rest.

Spite of all his promises, he will not bring the

matter to inoculate Nino,» though, all about us,

persons are dying with small-pox. I cannot sleep

by night, and I weep by day, I am so disgusted

;

but you are too far off to help me. The baby is

more beautiful every hour. He is worth all the

trouble he causes me,—poor child that I am,

—

alone here, and abused by everybody."

Yet new struggles, new sorrows ! Ossoli writes :

—" Our affairs must be managed with the utmost

caution imaginable, since my thought would be

to keep the baby out of Rome for the sake of

greater secrecy, if only we can find a good nurse

who will take care of him like a mother." To

which Margaret replies :—" He is always so

charming, how can I ever, ever leave him ! I

wake in the night,—I look at him. I think :

Ah, it is impossible ! He is so beautiful and good,
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I could die for him !" Once more :
—" In seeking

rooms, do not pledge me to remain in Rome, for it

seems to me, often, I cannot stay long with-

out seeing the boy. He is so dear, and life seems

so uncertain. It is necessary that I should be in

Rome a month, at least, to write, and also to be

near you. But I must be free to return here, if I

feel too anxious and suifering for him. O, love

!

how difficult is life ! But thou art good ! If it

were only possible to make thee happy !" And,

finally, " Signora speaks very highly of , the

nurse of Angelo, and says that her aunt is an

excellent woman, and that the brothers are all

good. Her conduct pleases me well. This con-

soles me a little, in the prospect of leaving my

child, if that is necessary."

So, early in November, Ossoli came for her, and

they returned together. In December, however,

Margaret passed a week more with her darling,

making two fatiguing and perilous journeys, as

gnows had fallen on the mountains, and the streams

were much swollen by the rains. And then, from

the combined motives of being near her husband,

watching and taking part in the impending struggle

of liberalism, earnino- support by her pen, pre-
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paring her book, and avoiding suspicion, she

remained for three months in Rome. " How

many nights I have passed," she writes, " entirely

in contriving possible means, by which, through

resolution and effort on my part, that one sacrifice

could be avoided. But it was impossible. I could

not take the nurse from her family ; I could not

remove Angelo, without immense difficulty and

risk. It is singular, how everything has worked

to o:ive me more and more sorrow. Could I but

have remained in peace, cherishing the messenger

dove, I should have asked no more, but should have

felt overpaid for all the pains and bafflings of my

sad and broken life." In March, she flies back to

Rieti, and finds " our treasure in the best of

health, and plump, though small. When first

I took him in my arms, he made no sound, but

leaned his head against my bosom, and kept it

there, as if he would say, How could you leave

me ? They told me, that all the day of my

departure, he would not be comforted, always

looking toward the door. He has been a strangely

precocious infant, I think, through sympathy with

me, for I worked very hard before his birth, with

the hope that all my spirit might be incarnated in
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him. In that regard, it may have been good for him

to be with these more instinctively joyous natures.

I see that he is more serene, is less sensitive, than

when with me, and sleeps better. The most

solid happiness I have known has been when he has

gone to sleep in my arms. What cruel sacrifices

have I made to guard my secret for the present,

and to have the mode of disclosure at my own

option ! It will, indeed, be just like all the rest, if

these sacrifices are made in vain."

At Kieti, Margaret rested till the middle of

April, when, returning once more to Home, she

was, as we have seen, shut up within the be-

leaguered city.

The siege ended, the anxious mother w^as free

to seek her child once more, in his nest among the

mountains. Her fears had been but too prophetic.

" Though the physician sent me reassuring letters,"

she writes, "I yet often seemed to hear Angelino

calling to me amid the roar of tlie cannon, and

always his tone was of crying. And when I came,

I found mine own fast waning to the tomb ! His

nurse, lovely and innocent as she appeared, had

betrayed him, for lack of a few scudi ! He was
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worn to a skeleton ; his sweet, childish grace all

gone ! Everything I had endured seemed light

to what I felt when I saw him too weak to smile,

or lift his wasted little hand. Now, by incessant

care, we have brought him back,—who knows if

that be a deed of love ?—into this hard world once

more. But I could not let him go, unless I went

with him ; and I do hope that the cruel law of my

life will, at least, not oblige us to be separated.

When I saw his first returning smile,—that poor,

wan, feeble smile !—and more than four weeks we

watched him night and day, before we saw it,

—

new resolution dawned in my heart. I resolved

to live, day by day, hour by hour, for his dear

sake. So, if he is only treasure lent,—if he too

must go, as sweet Waldo, Pickie, Hermann, did,

as all my children do !—I shall at least have these

days and hours with him."

How intolerable was this last blow to one

stretched so long on the rack, is plain from Mar-

garet's letters. " I shall never again," she writes,

" be perfectly, be religiously generous, so terribly

do I need for myself the love I have given to other

sufferers. When you read this, I hope your heart

will be happy ; for I still like to knov/ that others

VOL. in. N
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are happy,—it consoles me." Again her agony-

wrung from her these bitter words,—the bitterest

she ever uttered,—words of transient madness,

yet most characteristic :—" O God ! help me, is

all my cry. Yet I have little faith in the Paternal

love I need, so ruthless or so negligent seems the

government of this earth. I feel calm, yet sternly,

towards Fate. This last plot against me has been

so cruelly, cunningly wrought, that I shall never

acquiesce. I submit, because useless resistance is

degrading, but I demand an explanation. I see

that it is probable I shall never receive one while

I live here, and suppose I can bear the rest of the

suspense, since I have comprehended all its diflS-

culties in the first moments. Meanwhile, I live

day by day, though not on manna." But now

comes a sweeter, gentler strain :
" I have been

the object of great love from the noble and the

humble ; I have felt it towards both. Yet I am

tired out,—tired of thinking and hoping,—tired of

seeing men err and bleed. I take interest in some

plans,—Socialism, for instance,—but the interest

is shallow as the plans. These are needed, are

even good : but man will still blunder and weep,

as he has done for so many thousand years.
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Coward and footsore, gladly would I creep into

some green recess, where I might see a few not

unfriendly faces, and where not more wretches

should come than I could relieve. Yes ! I am

weary, and faith soars and sings no more. No-

thing good of me is left except at the bottom of

the heart, a melting tenderness:— 'She loves

much,'
"

CALM AFTER STORM.

Morning rainbows usher in tempests, and cer-

tainly youth's romantic visions had prefigured

a stormy day of life for Margaret. But there

was yet to be a serene and glowing hour before

the sun went down. Angelo grew strong and

lively once more ; rest and peace restored her

elasticity of spirit, and extracts from various let-

ters will show in what tranquil blessedness, the

autumn and winter glided by. After a few

weeks' residence at Kieti, the happy three jour-

neyed on, by way of Perugia, to Florence, where

they arrived at the end of September. Thence,

Margaret writes :

—

It was so pleasant at Perugia ! The pure

mountain air is such perfect elixir, the walks are

n2
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so beautiful on every side, and there is so much

to excite generous and consoling feelings 1 I think

the works of the Umbrian school are never well

seen except in their home ;—they suffer by com-

parison with works more rich in colouring, more

genial, more full of common life. The depth and

tenderness of their expression is lost on an observer

stimulated to a point out of their range. Now, I

can prize them. We went every morning to some

church rich in pictures, returning at noon for

breakfast. After breakfast we went into the

country, or to sit and read under the trees near

San Pietro. Thus I read Nicolo di' Lapi, a book

unenlivened by a spark of genius, but interesting

to me, as illustrative of Florence.

Our little boy gained strength rapidly there;

—

every day he was able to go out with us more.

He is now full of life and gaiety. We hope he

will live, and grow into a stout man yet.

Our journey here was delightful ;—it is the first

time I have seen Tuscany when the purple grape

hano-s garlanded from tree to tree. We were in

the early days of the vintage: the fields were

animated by men and women, some of the latter

with such pretty little bare feet, and shy, soft
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eyes, under the round straw hat! They were

beginning to cut the vines, but had not doneenough

to spoil any of the beauty.

Here, too, I feel better pleased than ever be-

fore. Florence seems so cheerful and busy after

ruined Rome, I feel as if I could forget the

disasters of the day, for a while, in looking on the

treasures she inherits.

* * * * ft

To-day we have been out in the country, and

found a little chapel, full of contadiue, their lovers

waiting outside the door. They looked charming

in their black veils,—the straw hat hanging on

the arm,—with shy, glancing eyes, and cheeks

pinched rosy by the cold ; for it is cold here as in

New England. On foot, we have explored a great

part of the environs ; and till now I had no con-

ception of their beauty. When here before, I

took only the regular drives, as prescribed for all

lady and gentlemen travellers. This evening we

returned by a path that led to the banks ofthe Amo.

The Duomo, with the snowy mountains, were glo-

rious in the rosy tint and haze, just before sunset.

What a difference it makes to come home to a

child !—how it fills up all the gaps of life, just in
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the way that is most consoling, most refreshing

!

Formerly, I used to feel sad at that hour; the

day had not been nobly spent, I had not done my

duty to myself and others, and I felt so lonely

!

Now I never feel lonely ; for, even if my little

boy dies, our souls will remain eternally united.

And I feel infinite hope for him,—hope that he

will serve God and man more loyally than I have

done; and, seeing how full he is of life,—how

much he can afford to throw away,—I feel the

inexhaustibleness of nature, and console myself

for my own incapacities.

Florence, Oct. 14, 1849.
—
"Weary in spirit, with

the deep disappointments of the last year, I wish

to dwell little on these things for the moment, but

seek some consolation in the affections. My little

boy is quite well now, and I often am happy in

seeing how joyous and full of activity he seems.

Ossoli, too, feels happier here. The future is fuU

of difficulties for us, but, having settled our plans

for the present, we shall set it aside while we

may. "Sufficient for the day is the evil thereof;"

and if the good be not always sufficient, in our

case it is ; so let us say grace to our dinner of

herbs.
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Florence^ Nov. 7.—Dearest Mother,—Of all

your endless acts and words of love, never was

any so dear to me as your last letter ;—so gene-

rous, so sweet, so holy! What on earth is so

precious as a mother's love ; and who has a mother

like mine

!

I was thinking of you and my father, all that

first day of October, wishing to write, only there

was much to disturb me that day, as the police

were threatening to send us away. It is only

since I have had my own child that I have known

how much I always failed to do what I might

have done for the happiness of you both ; only

since I have seen so much of men and their trials,

that I have learned to prize my father as he de-

served; only since I have had a heart daily and

hourly testifying to me its love, that I have un-

derstood, too late, what it was for you to be

deprived of it. It seems to me as if I had never

sympathised with you as I ought, or tried to em-

bellish and sustain your life, as far as is possible,

after such an irreparable wound.

It will be sad for me to leave Italy, uncertain

of return. Yet when I think of you, beloved

mother ; of brothers and sisters, and many friends,
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I wish to come. Ossoli is perfectly willing. He

leaves in Eome a sister, whom he dearly loves.

His aunt is dying now. He will go among

strangers ; but to him, as to all the young Italians,

America seems the land of liberty. He hopes,

too, that a new revolution will favour return after

a number of years, and that then he may find

really a home in Italy. All this is dark;—we

can judge only for the present moment. The de-

cision will rest with me, and I shall wait till the

last moment, as I always do, that I may have all

the reasons before me.

I thought, to-day, ah, if she could only be with

us now ! But who knows how long this interval

of peace will last ? I have learned to prize such,

as the halcyon prelude to the storm. It is now

about a fortnight since the police gave us leave to

stay, and we feel safe in our little apartment. We
have no servant except the nurse, with occasional

aid from the porter s wife, and now live comfort-

ably so, tormented by no one, helping ourselves.

In the evenings we have a little fire now ;—the

baby sits on his stool between us. He makes me

think how I sat on mine, in the chaise, between

you and father. He is exceedingly fond of flowers;
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—he has been enchanted, this evening, by this

splendid Gardenia, and these many crimson flowers

that were given me at Villa Correggi, where a

friend took us in his carriage. It was a luxury,

this ride, as we have entirely renounced the use

of a carriage for ourselves. How enchanted you

would have been with that villa ! It seems now

as if, with the certainty of a very limited income,

we could be so happy ! But I suppose, if we had

it, one of us would die, or the baby. Do not you

die, my beloved mother;—let us together have

some halcyon moments, again, with God, with

nature, with sweet childhood, with the remem-

brance of pure trust and good intent ; away from

perfidy and care, and the blight of noble designs.

Ossoli wishes you were here, almost as much as

I. When there is anything really lovely and

tranquil, he often says, " Would not ' La Madre,

like that ?" He wept when he heard your letter.

I never saw him weep at any other time, except

when his father died, and when the French

entered Rome. He has, I think, even a more

holy feeling about a mother, from having lost his

own, when very small. It has been a life-long

want with him. He often shows me a little scar

n3
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on his face, made by a jealous dog, when his

mother was caressing him as an infant. He

prizes that blemish much.

Florence, December \, 1849.—I do not know

what to write about the baby, he changes so

much,—has so many characters. He is like me

in that, for his father's character is simple and

uniform, though not monotonous, anymore than are

the flowers of spring flowers of the valley. An-

gelino is now in the most perfect rosy health,

—

a very gay, impetuous, ardent, but sweet-tempered

child. He seems to me to have nothing in

common with his first babyhood, with its ecstatic

smiles, its exquisite sensitiveness, and a distinction

in the gesture and attitudes that struck everybody.

His temperament is apparently changed by taking

the milk of these robust women. He is now come

to quite a knowing age,—fifteen months.

In the morning, as soon as dressed, he signs to

come into our room ; then draws our curtain with

his little dimpled hand, kisses me rather violently,

pats my face, laughs, crows, shows his teeth, blows

like the bellows, stretches himself, and says

*' hramr Then having shown off all his accom-

plishments, he expects, as a reward, to be tied in
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his chair, and have his playthings. These engage

him busily, but still he calls to us to sing and

drum, to enliven the scene. Sometimes he sum-

mons me to kiss his hand, and laughs very much at

this. Enchanting is that baby-laugh, all dimples

and glitter,—so strangely arch and innocent!

Then I wash and dress him. That is his great time.

He makes it last as long as he can, insisting to

dress and wash me the while, kicking, throwing

the water about, and full of aU manner of tricks,

such as, I think, girls never dream of. Then

comes his walk ;—we have beautiful walks here

for him, protected by fine trees, always warm in

mid-winter. The bands are playing in the dis-

tance, and children of all ages are moving about,

and sitting with their nurses. His walk and sleep

give me about three hours m the middle of the day.

I feel so refreshed by his young life, and Ossoli

diffuses such a power and sweetness over every

day, that I cannot endure to think yet of our

future. Too much have we suffered already,

trying to command it. I do not feel force to

make any effort yet> I suppose that very soon

now I must do something, and hope I shall feel

able when the time comes. My constitution
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seems making an effort to rally^ by dint of much

sleep. I had slept so little, for a year and a half,

and, after the birth of the child, I had such

anxiety and anguish when separated from him,

that I was consumed as by nightly fever. The

last two months at Rome would have destroyed

almost any woman. Then, when I went to him,

he was so ill, and I was constantly up with

him at night, carrying him about. Now, for two

months, we have been tranquil. We have resolved

to enjoy being together as much as we can, in

this brief interval,—perhaps all we shall ever

know of peace. It is very sad we have no money,

we could be so quietly happy a while. I rejoice

in all Ossoli did ; but the results, in this our earthly

state, are disastrous, especially as my strength is

now so impaired. This much I hope, in life or

death, to be no more separated from Angelino.

Last winter, I made the most vehement efforts

at least to redeem the time, hoping thus good for

the future. But, of at least two volumes written

at that time, no line seems of any worth. I had

suffered much constraint,—much that was uncon-

genial, harassing, even torturing, before; but

this kind of pain found me unprepared;—the
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position of a mother separated from her only child

is too frightfully unnatural.

jf * * -^ ^

The Christmas holidays interest me now,

through my child, as they never did for myself.

I like to go out to watch the young generation

who will be his contemporaries. On Monday,

we went to the Caserne. After we had taken the

drive, we sat down on a stone seat in the sunny

walk, to see the people pass;—the Grand Duke

and his children; the elegant Austrian officers,

who will be driven out of Italy when Angelino is

a man ; Princess Demidoff ; Harry Lorrequer ; an

absurd brood of fops ; many lovely children ; many

little frisking dogs, with their bells, &c. The sun

shone brightly on the Arno; a barque moved

gently by ; all seemed good to the baby. He laid

himself back in my arms, smiling, singing to him-

self, and dancing his feet. I hope he will retain

some trace in his mind of the perpetual exhilarating

picture of Italy. It cannot but be important in

its influence, while yet a child, to walk in these

stately gardens, full of sculpture, and hear the

untiring music of the fountains.

Christmas-eve we went to the Annunziata, for
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midnight mass. Though the service is not

splendid here as in Rome, we yet enjoyed it ;

—

sitting in one of the side chapels, at the foot of

a monument, watching the rich crowds steal gently

by, every eye gleaming, every gesture softened by

the influence of the pealing choir, and the hundred

silver lamps swinging their full light, in honour of

the abused Emanuel.

But far finest was it to pass through the Duomo.

No one was there. Only the altars were lit up,

and the priests, who were singing, could not be

seen by the faint light. The vast solemnity of

the interior is thus really felt. The hour was

worthy of Brunelleschi. I hope he walked there

so. The Duomo is more divine than St. Peter's,

and worthy of genius pure and unbroken. St.

Peter's is, like Rome, a mixture of sublimest

heaven with corruptest earth. I adore the

Duomo, though no place can now be to me like

St. Peter's, where has been passed the splendidest

part of my life. My feeling was always perfectly

regal, on entering the piazza of St. Peter's. No

spot on earth is worthier the sunlight ;—on none

does it fall so fondly.

K- * -X- :{i -Sf
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You ask me, how I employ myself here. I

have been much engaged in writing out my im-

pressions, which will be of worth so far as correct.

I am anxious only to do historical justice to facts

and persons : but there will not, so far as I am

aware, be much thought, for I believe I have

scarce expressed what lies deepest in my mind. I

take no pains, but let the good genius guide my

pen. I did long to lead a simple, natural life, at

home, learning of my child, and writing only when

imperatively urged by the need of utterance ; but

when we were forced to give up the hope of sub-

sisting on a narrow independence, without tie to

the public, we gave up the peculiar beauty of our

lives, and I strive no more. I only hope to make

good terms with the publishers.

Then, I have been occupied somewhat in

reading Louis Blanc's Ten Years, Lamartine's

Girondists, and other books of that class, which

throw light on recent transactions.

I go into society, too, somewhat, and see several

delightful persons, in an intimate way. The

Americans meet twice a-week, at the house of

Messrs. Mozier and Chapman, and I am often

present, on account of the friendly interest of
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those resident here. With our friends, the Green-

oughs, I have twice gone to the opera. Then I

see the Brownings often, and love and admire

them both, more and more, as I know them better.

Mr. Browning enriches every hour I pass with

him, and is a most cordial, true, and noble man.

One of my most highly prized Italian friends, also.

Marchioness Arconati Visconti, of Milan, is

passing the winter here, and I see her almost

every day.*****
My love for Ossoli is most pure and tender, nor

has any one, except my mother or little children,

loved me so genuinely as he does. To some, I

have been obliged to make myself known ; others

have loved me with a mixture of fancy and en-

thusiasm, excited by my talent at embellishing

life. But Ossoli loves me from simple affinity ;

—

he loves to be with me, and to serve and soothe

me. Life will probably be a severe struggle, but

I hope I shall be able to live through all that is

before us, and not neglect my child or his father.

He has suffered enough since we met ;—it has

ploughed furrows in his life. He has done all he

could, and cannot blame himself. Our outward
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destiny looks dark, but we must brave it as we

can. I trust we shall always feel mutual tender-

ness, and Ossoli has a simple, childlike piety, that

will make it easier for him.

MAEGAEET AND HER PEERS.

Pure and peaceful as was the joy of Margaret's

Florence winter, it was ensured and perfected by

the fidelity of friends, who hedged around with

honour the garden of her home. She had been

called to pass through a most trying ordeal, and

the verdict of her peers was heightened esteem and

love. With what dignified gratitude she accepted

this well-earned proof of confidence, will appear

from the following extracts.

TO ]\IRS. E. S.

Thus far, my friends have received news that

must have been an unpleasant surprise to them in

a way that, a moi, does them great honour. None

have shown littleness or displeasure, at being

denied my confidence while they were giving their

own. Many have expressed the warmest sym-

pathy, and only one has shown a disposition to
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trangi'ess the limit I myself had marked, and to

ask questions. With her, I think, this was because

she was armojed by what people said, and wished

to be able to answer them. I replied to her, that

I had communicated already all I intended, and

should not go into detail;—that when unkind

things were said about me, she should let them

pass. Will you, dear E , do the same ? I am

sm-e your affection for me will prompt you to add,

that you feel confident whatever I have done has

been in a good spirit, and not contrary to my ideas

of right. For the rest, you will not admit for me,

—as I do not for myself,—the rights of the social

inquisition of the United States to know all the

details of my affairs. If my mother is content ; if

Ossoli and I are content ; if our child, when grown

up, shall be content; that is enough. You and I

know enough of the United States to be sure that

many persons there will blame whatever is pecu-

liar. The lower-minded persons, everywhere, are

sm-e to think that whatever is mysterious must be

bad. But I think there will remain for me a suf-

ficient number of friends to keep my heart warm,

and to help me earn my bread;—that is all that is

of any consequence. Ossoli seems to me more
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lovely and good every day ; our darling cliild is

well now, and every day more gay and playful.

For his sake I shall have courage ; and hope some

good angel will show us the way out of our

external difficulties.

t6 w. w. s.

It was like you to receive with such kindness

the news of my marriage. A less generous person

would have been displeased, that, when we had

been di-awn so together,—when we had talked so

freely, and you had shown towards me such sweet

friendship,—I had not told you. Often did I long

to do so, but I had, for reasons that seemed

important, made a law to myself to keep this

secret as rigidly as possible, up to a certain

moment. That moment came. Its decisions were

not such as I had hoped ; but it left me, at least,

without that painful burden, which I tnist never

to bear again. Nature keeps so many secrets, that

I had supposed the moral writers exaggerated the

dangers and plagues of keeping them ; but they

cannot exaggerate. All that can be said about

mine is, that I at least acted out, with, to me,
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tragic thoroughness, " The wonder, a woman keeps

a secret." As to my not telling you^ I can merely

say, that I was keeping the information from my

family and dearest friends at home ; and, had you

remained near me a very little later, you would

have been the very first person to whom I should

have spoken, as you would have been the first, on

this side of the water, to whom I should have

written, had I known where to address you. Yet

I hardly hoped for your sympathy, dear W .

I am very glad if I have it. May brotherly love

ever be returned unto you, in like measure. Ossoli

desires his love and respect to be testified to

you both.

TO THE MARCHIONESS VISCONTI ARCONATI.

Eeading a book called " The Last Days of the

Republic in Rome," I see that my letter, giving my

impressions of that period, may well have seemed

to you strangely partial. If we can meet as once

we did, and compare notes in the same spirit of

candour, while making mutual allowance for our

different points of view, yom- testimony and

opinions would be invaluable to me. But will you

have patience with my democracy,—my revolu-
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tionary spirit? Believe that in thought I am more

radical than ever. The heart of Margaret you

know,—it is always the same. Mazzini is immor-

tally dear to me ;— a thousand times dearer for all

the trial I saw made of him in Rome ; —dearer for

all he suffered. Many of his brave friends perished

there. We who, less worthy, survive, would fain

make up for the loss, by our increased devotion to

him, the purest, the most disinterested of patriots,

the most affectionate of brothers. You will not

love me less that I am true to him.

Then, again, how will it affect you to know that

I have united my destiny with that of an obscure

young man,—younger than myself; a person of

no intellectual culture, and in whom, in short, you

will see no reason for my choosing
;
yet more, that

this union is of long standing ; that we have with

us our child, of a year old, and that it is only

lately I acquainted my family with the fact ?

If you decide to meet with me as before, and

wish to say something about the matter to your

friends, it will be true to declare that there have

been pecuniary reasons for this concealment. But

to you, in confidence, I add, this is only half the

truth; and I cannot explain, or satisfy my dear
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friend further. I should wish to meet her indepen-

dent of all relations, but, as we live in the midst

of " society," she would have to inquire for me

now as Margaret Ossoli. That being done, I should

like to say nothing more on the subject.

However you may feel about all this, dear

Madame Arconati, you will always be the same in

my eyes. I earnestly wish you may not feel

estranged ; but, if you do, I would prefer that you

should act upon it. Let us meet as friends, or not

at all. In all events, I remain ever yours,

MARGAEET.

TO THE MAECHIONESS VISCONTI AECONATI.

My loved friend,—I read your letter with

greatest content. I did not know but that there

might seem something offensively strange in the

circumstances I mentioned to you. Goethe says,

" There is nothing men pardon so little as singu-

lar conduct, for which no reason is given ;
" and,

remembering this, I have been a little surprised at

the even increased warmth of interest with which

the Kttle American society of Florence has re-

ceived me, with the unexpected accessories of

htisband and child,—asking no questions, and
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seemingly satisfied to find me thus accompanied.

With you, indeed, I thought it would be so,

because you are above the world ; only, as you

have always walked in the beaten path, though

with noble port, and feet undefiled," I thought you

might not like your friends to be running about

in these blind alleys. It glads my heart, indeed,

that you do not care for this, and that we may

meet in love.

You speak of our children. Ah ! dear firiend, I

do, indeed, feel we shall have deep sympathy

there. I do not believe mine will be a brilliant

child, and, indeed, I see nothing peculiar about

him. Yet he is to me a source of inefikble joys,

—^far purer, deeper, than anything I ever felt

before,—like what Nature had sometimes given,

but more intimate, more sweet. He loves me

very much ; his little heart clings to mine. I

trust, if he lives, to sow there no seeds which are

not good, to be always growing better for his sake.

Ossoli, too, will be a good father. He has very

little of what is called intellectual development,

but unspoiled instincts, affections pure and con-

stant, and a quiet sense of duty, which, to me,

—

who have seen much of the great faults in
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characters of enthusiasm and genius,—seems of

highest value.

When you write by post, please direct " Mar-

chesa Ossoli," as all the letters come to that

address. I did not explain myself on that point.

The fact is, it looks to me silly for a radical like

me to be carrying a title ; and yet, while Ossoli is

in his native land, it seems disjoining myself from

him, not to bear it. It is a sort of thing that

does not naturally belong to me, and, unsustained

by fortune, is but a souvenir even for Ossoli. Yet

it has appeared to me, that for him to drop an

inherited title would be, in some sort, to acquiesce

in his brothers' disclaiming him, and to abandon a

right he may passively wish to maintain for his

child. How does it seem to you? I am not very

clear about it. If Ossoli should drop the title, it

would be a suitable moment to do so on becoming

^n inhabitant of Kepublican America.

TO MRS. c. T.

What you say of the meddling curiosity of

people repels me, it is so different here. When I

made my appearance with a husband and a child

of a year old, nobody did the least act to annoy
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me. All were most cordial; none asked or

implied questions. Yet there were not a few who

might justly have complained, that, when they

were confiding to me all their afi'airs, and doing

much to serve me, I had observed absolute silence

to them. Others might, for more than one reason,

be displeased at the choice I made. All have

acted in the kindliest and most refined manner.

An Italian lady, with whom I was intimate,—who

might be quaKfied in the Court Journal as one of

the highest rank, sustained by the most scrupulous

decorum,—when I wrote, " Dear friend, I am

married; I have a child. There are particulars,

as to my reasons for keeping this secret, I do not

wish to tell. This is rather an odd afi*air ; will

it make any difference in om* relations?"

—

answered, " What difference can it make, except

that I shall love you more, now that we can

sympathise as mothers ? " Her first visit here

was to me ; she adopted at once Ossoli and the

child to her love.

wrote me that was a little hurt, at

first, that I did not tell him, even in the trying

days of Rome, but left him to hear it, as he

unluckily did, at the table d^hote in Venice ; but

VOL. m.
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his second and prevailing thouglit was regret that

he had not known it, so as to soothe and aid me,

—to visit Ossoli at his post,—to go to the child

in the country. Wholly in that spirit was the

fine letter he wrote me, one of my treasures.

The little American society have been most

cordial and attentive; one lady, who has been

most intimate with me, dropped a tear over the

difficulties before me, but she said, " Since you

have seen fit to take the step, all your friends

have to do, now, is to make it as easy for you as

they can."

TO MES. E. S.

I am glad to have people favourably impressed,

because I feel lazy and weak, unequal to the

trouble of friction, or the pain of conquest. Still,

I feel a good deal of contempt for those so easily

disconcerted or reassured. I was not a child ; I

had lived in the midst of that New England

society, in a way that entitled me to esteem, and a

favom-able interpretation, where there was doubt

about my motives or actions. I pity those who

are inclined to think ill, when they might as well

have inclined the other way. However, let them
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go ; there are many in the world who stand the

test, enough to keep us from shivering to death.

I am, on the whole, fortunate in friends whom I

can truly esteem, and in whom I know the kernel

and substance of their being too well to be misled

by seemings.

TO MES. C. T.

I had a letter from my mother, last summer,

speaking of the fact, that she had never been

present at the marriage of one of her children. A
pang of remorse came as I read it, and I thought,

if Angelino dies,* I will not give her the pain of

knowing that I have kept this secret from her ;

—

she shall hear of this connexion, as if it were some-

thing new. When I found he would live, I wrote

to her and others. It half killed me to write those

few letters, and yet, I know, many are wondering

that I did not write more, and more particularly.

My mother received my communication in the

highest spirit. She said, she was sm'e a first

object with me had been, now and always, to save

her pain. She blessed us. She rejoiced that she

should not die feeling there was no one left to love

* This was when Margaret found Nino so ill at Rieti.

02
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me with the devotion she thought I needed. She

expressed no regret at onr poverty, but offered her

feeble means. Her letter was a noble crown to her

life of disinterested, purifying love.

FLORENCE.

The following notes respecting Margaret's resi-

dence in Florence were furnished to the editors by

Mr. W. H. Hurlbut.

I passed about six weeks in the city of Florence,

during the months of March and April, 1850.

During the whole of that time Madame Ossoli was

residing in a house at the corner of the Via della

Misericordia and the Piazza Santa Maria Novella.

This house is one of those large, well-built modern

houses that show strangely in the streets of the

stately Tuscan city. But if her rooms were less

characteristically Italian, they were the more com-

fortable, and, though small, had a quiet, home-like

air. Her windows opened upon a fine view of the

beautiful Piazza ; for such was their position, that

while the card-board facade of the church of Sta.

Maria Novella could only be seen at an angle, the

exquisite Campanile rose fair and full against the

sky. She enjoyed this most graceful tower very

much, and, I think, preferred it even to Giotto's
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noble work. Its quiet religious grace was grateful

to her spirit, which seemed to be yearning for peace

from the cares that had so vexed and heated the

world about her for a year past.

I saw her frequently at these rooms, where, sur-

rounded by her books and papers, she used to

devote her mornings to her literary labour's. Once

or twice I called in the morning, and found her

quite immersed in manuscripts and journals. Her

evenings were passed usually in the society of her

friends, at her own rooms, or at theirs. With the

pleasant circle ofAmericans, then living in Florence,

she was on the best terms, and though she seemed

always to bring with her her own most intimate

society, and never to be quite free from the com-

pany of busy thoughts, and the cares to which her

life had introduced her, she was always cheerful,

and her remarkable powers of conversation sub-

served on all occasions the kindliest purposes of

good-will in social intercourse.

The friends with whom she seemed to be on the

terms of most sympathy, were an Italian lady, the

Marchesa Arconati Visconti*—the exquisite sweet-

* Just before I left Florence, Madame Ossoli showed me a

small marble figure of a child, playing among flowers or vine
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ness of whose voice interpreted, even to those who

knew her only as a transient acquaintance, the

harmony of her nature—and some English re-

sidents in Florence, among whom I need only

name Mr. and Mrs. Browning, to satisfy the most

anxious friends of Madame Ossoli that the last

months of her Italian life were cheered by all the

light that communion with gifted and noble natures

could afford.

The Marchesa Arconati used to persuade Madame

Ossoli to occasional excursions with her into the

environs of Florence, and she passed some days of

the beautiful spring weather at the villa of that

lady.

Her delight in nature seemed to be a source of

great comfort and strength to her. I shall not

easily forget the account she gave me, on the

evening of one delicious Sunday in April, of a

walk which she had taken with her husband in the

afternoon of that day, to the hill of San Miniato.

The amethystine beauty of the Apennines,—the

cypress-trees that sentinel the way up to the

leaves, which, she said, was a portrait of the child of Madame
Arconati, presented to her by that lady. I mention this circum-

stance, because I have understood that a figure answering thK*

description was recovered from the wreck of the Elizabeth.
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ancient and deserted cliurch,—the church itself,

standing high and lonely on its [hill, begirt with

the vine clad, crumbling walls of Michel Angelo,

—

the repose of the dome-crowned city in the vale

below,—seemed to have wrought their impression

with peculiar force upon her mind that afternoon.

On their way home, they had entered the con-

ventual church that stands half way up the hill,

just as the vesper service was beginning, and she

spoke of the simple spirit of devotion that filled

the place, and of the gentle wonder with which, to

use her own words, the " peasant women turned

their glances, the soft dark glances of the Tuscan

peasant's eyes," upon the strangers, with a singular

enthusiasm. She was in the habit of taking such

walks with her husband, and she never returned

from one of them, I believe, without some new

impression of beauty and of lasting truth. While

her judgment, intense in its sincerity, tested,' like

an aqua regia, the value of all facts that came

within her notice, her sympathies seemed, by an

instinctive and unerring action, to transmute all

her experiences instantly into permanent trea-

sures.

The economy of the house in which she lived
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afforded me occasions for observing the decisive

power, both of control and of consolation, which

she could exert over others. Her maid—an im-

petuous girl of Rieti, a town which rivals Tivoli as

a hot-bed of homicide—was constantly involved in

disputes with a young Jewess, who occupied the

floor above Madame Ossoli. On one occasion, this

Jewess offered the maid a deliberate and unpro-

voked insult. The girl of Kieti, snatching up a

knife, ran up- stairs to revenge herself after her

national fashion. The porter's little daughter fol-

lowed her, and, running into Madame Ossoli's

rooms, besought her interference. Madame Ossoli

reached the apartment of the Jewess just in time to

interpose between that beetle-browed lady and her

infuriated assailant. Those who know the insane

license of spirit which distinguishes the Roman

mountaineers, will understand that this was a posi-

tion of no slight hazard. The Jewess aggravated

the danger of the offence by the obstinate ma-

liciousness of her aspect and words. Such, how-

ever, was Madame Ossoli's entire self-possession

and forbearance, that she was able to hold her

ground, and to remonstrate with this difficult pair of

antagonists so effectually, as to bring the maid to
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penitent tears, and the Jewess to a confession of

her injustice, and a promise of future good be-

haviour.

The porter of the house, who lived in a dark

cavernous hole on the first floor, was slowly dying

of a consumption, the sufi'erings of which were

embittered by the chill dampness of his abode.

His hollow voice and hacking cough, however,

conld not veil the grateful accent with which he

uttered any allusion to Madame Ossoli. He was

so close a prisoner to his narrow, windowless

chamber, that when I inquired for Madame Ossoli,

he was often obliged to call his little daughter,

before he could tell me whether Madame was at

home, or not ; and he always tempered the official

uniformity of the question with some word of

tenderness. Indeed, he rarely pronounced her

name ; sufficiently indicating to the child whom it

was that I was seeking, by the affectionate epithet

he used, " Lita ! e la cava Signora in casa ?
"

The composure and force of Madame Ossoli's

character would, indeed, have given her a strong

influence for good over any person with whom she

was brought into contact ; but this influence must

have been even extraordinary over the impulsive

03
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and ill-disciplined children of passion and of sor-

row, among whom she was thrown in Italy.

Her husband related to me once, with a most

reverent enthusiasm, some stories of the good she

had done in Eieti, during her residence there. The

Spanish troops were quartered in that town, and

the dissipated habits of the officers, as well as

the excesses of the soldiery, kept the place in a

constant irritation. Though overwhelmed with

cares and anxieties, Madame Ossoli found time and

coUectedness of mind enough to interest herself in

the distresses of the townspeople, and to pom- the

soothing oil of a wise sympathy upon their wounded

and indignant feelings. On one occasion, as the

Marchese told me, she undoubtedly saved the lives

of a family in Eieti, by inducing them to pass over

in silence an insult offered to one of them by an

intoxicated Spanish soldier,—and, on another, she

interfered between two brothers, maddened by pas-

sion, and threatening to stain the family hearth

with the guilt of fratricide.^

* The circumstances of this story, perhaps, deserve to be

recorded. The brothers were two young men, the sons and the

chief supports of Madame Ossoli's landlord at Eieti. They were

both married,—the younger one to a beautiful girl, who had

brought him no dowry, and who, in the opinion of her husband's

family, had not shown a proper disposition to bear her share of
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Sucli incidents, and the calm tenor of Madame

Ossoli's confident hopes,—the assured faith and

unshaken bravery with which she met and turned

aside the compKcated troubles, rising sometimes

into absolute perils, of their last year in Italy,

—

seemed to have inspired her husband with a feeling

the domestic burdens and duties. The bickerings and disputes

which resulted from this state of affairs, on one unlucky day,

took the form of an open and violent quarrel. The younger

son, who was absent from home when the conflict began, returned

to find it at its height, and was received by his wife with pas-

sionate tears, and by his relations with sharp recriminations.

His brother, especially, took it upon himself to upbraid him, in

the name of all his family, for bringing into their home-circle

such a firebrand of discord. Charges and counter-charges fol-

lowed in rapid succession, and hasty words soon led to blows.

From blows the appeal to the knife was swiftly made, and when

Madame Ossoli, attracted by the unusual clamour, entered upon

the scene of action, she found that blood had been already

drawn, and that the younger brother was only restrained from

following up the first assault by the united force of all the

females, who hung about him, while the older brother, grasping

a heavy billet of wood, and pale with rage, stood awaiting his

antagonist. Passing through the group of weeping and terrified

women, Madame Ossoli made her way up to the younger

brother, and, laying her hand upon his shoulder, asked him to

put down his weapon and listen to her. It was in vain that he

attempted to ignore her presence. Before the spell of her calm,

firm, well-known voice, his fury melted away. She spoke to him

again, and besought him to show himself a man, and to master

his foolish and wicked rage. With a sudded impulse, he flung

his knife upon the ground, turned to Madame Ossoli, clasped

and kissed her hand, and then mnning towards his brother, the

two met in a fraternal embrace, ^'hich brought the threatened

tragedy to a joyful termination*
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of respect for her, amounting to reverence. Tliis

feeling, modifying the manifest tenderness with

which he hung upon her every word and look,

and sought to anticipate her simplest wishes, was

luminously visible in the air and manner of his

affectionate devotion to her.

The frank and simple recognition of his wife's

singular nobleness, which he always displayed,

was the best evidence that his own nature was of a

fine and noble strain. And those who knew him

best, are, I believe, unanimous in testifying that

his character did in no respect belie the evidence

borne by his manly and truthful countenance, to

its waiTuth and its sincerity. He seemed quite

absorbed in his wife and child. I cannot remem-

ber ever to have found Madame Ossoli alone, on

those evenings when she remained at home. Her

husband was always with her. The picture of their

room rises clearly on my memory. A small square

room, sparingly, yet sufficiently furnished, with

polished floor and frescoed ceiling,—and, drawn

up closely before the cheerful fire, an oval table,

on which stood a monkish lamp of brass, with

depending chains that support quaint classic cups

for the olive oil. There, seated beside his wife, I
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was sure to find the Marcliese, reading from some

patriotic book, and dressed in the dark brown,

red-corded coat of the Guardia Civica, which it

was his melancholy pleasure to wear at home. So

long as the conversation could be carried on in

Italian, he used to remain, though he rarely joined

in it to any considerable degree ; but if a number

of English and American visitors came in, he used

to take his leave and go to the Cafe d'ltalia, being

very unwilling, as Madame Ossoli told me, to

impose any seeming restraint, by his presence,

upon her friends, with whom he was unable to

converse. For the same reason, he rarely remained

with her at the houses of her English or American

friends, though he always accompanied her thither,

and returned to escort her home.

I conversed with him so little that I can hardly

venture to make any remarks on the impression

which I received from his conversation, witli re-

gard to the character of his mind. Notwithstand-

ing his general reserve and curtness of speech, on

two or three occasions he showed himself to possess

quite a quick and vivid fancy, and even a certain

share of humour. I have heard him tell stories

remarkably well. One tale, especially, which
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i-elated to a dream lie had in early life, about a

treasure concealed in his father's house, which was

thrice repeated, and made so strong an impression

on his mind as to induce him to batter a certain

panel in the library almost to pieces, in vain ; but

which received Something like a confirmation from

the fact, that a Eoman attorney, who rented that

and other rooms from the family, after his father's

death, grew suddenly and unaccountably rich,

—

I remember as being told with great felicity and

vivacity of expression.

His recollections of the trouble and the dangers

through which he had passed with his wife seemed

to be overpoweringly painful. On one occasion,

he began to tell me a story of their stay in the

mountains : He had gone out to walk, and had

unconsciously crossed the Neapolitan frontier. Sud-

denly meeting with a party of the Neapolitan

gendarmerie^ he was called to account for his tres-

pass, and being unable to produce any papers tes-

tifying to his loyalty, or the legality of his exist-

ence, he was carried off, despite his protestations,

and lodged for the night in a miserable guard-

house, whence he was taken, next morning, to the

head-quarters of the officer commanding in the
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tieighbourhood. Here, matters might have gone

badly with him, but for the accident that he had

i^on his person a business letter directed to him-

self as the Marchese Ossoli. A certain abb^, the

regimental chaplain, having once spent some time

m Rome, recognised the name as that of an officer

in the Pope's Guardia Nobile,"^ whereupon, the

Neapolitan officers not only ordered him to be

released, but sent him back, with many apologies^

in a carriage, and under an armed escort, to the

Roman territory. When he reached this part of

his story, and came to his meeting with Madame

Ossoli, the remembrance of her terrible distress

during the period of his detention so overcame

him, that he was quite unable to go on.

Towards their child he manifested an overflow^

ing tenderness, and most affectionate care.

Notwithstanding the intense contempt and hatred

which Signore Ossoli, in common with all the

Italian liberals, cherished towards the ecclesiastical

body, he seemed to be a very devout Catholic. He

used to attend regularly the vesper service, in some

of the older and quieter churches of Florence ; andj

* It will be understood, that this officer was the Marchese's

older brother who still adheres to the Papal cause,
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though I presume Madame Ossoli never accepted

in any degree the Roman Catholic forms of faith,

she frequently accompanied him on these occasions.

And I know that she enjoyed the devotional in-

fluences of the church ritual, as performed in the

cathedral, and at Santa Croce, especially during

the Easter-week.

Though condemned by her somewhat uncertain

position at Florence,* as well as by the state of

things in Tuscany at that time, to a comparative

inaction, Madame Ossoli never seemed to lose in

the least the warmth of her interest in the affairs

of Italy, nor did she bate one jot of heart or hope

for the future of that country. She was much de-

pressed, however, I think, by the apparent apathy

and prostration of the Liberals in Tuscany; and

the presence of the Austrian troops in Florence

was as painful and annoying to her, as it could

have been to any Florentine patriot. When it was

understood that Prince Lichtenstein had requested

the Grand Duke to order a general illumination in

honour of the anniversary of the battle of Novara,

Madame Ossoli, I recollect, was more moved, than

* She believed herself to be, and I suppose really was, under

the surveillance of the police during her residence Florence.
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I remember on any other occasion to have seen

her. And she used to speak very regretfully of

the change which had come over the spirit of

Florence, since her former residence there. Then

all was gaiety and hope. Bodies of artisans,

gathering recruits as they passed along, used to

form themselves into choral bands, as they returned

from their work at the close of the day, and filled

the air with the chants of liberty. Now, all was a

sombre and desolate silence.

Her own various cares so occupied Madame

Ossoli that she seemed to be very much withdrawn

from the world of art. During the whole time of

my stay in Florence, I do not think she once

visited either of the Grand Ducal Galleries, and

the only studio in which she seemed to feel any

very strong interest, was that of Mademoiselle

Favand, a lady whose independence of character,

self-reliance, and courageous genius, could hardly

have failed to attract her congenial sympathies.

But among all my remembrances of Madame Os-

soli, there are none more beautiful or more endur-

ing than those which recal to me another person, a

young stranger, alone and in feeble health, who

found, in her society, her sympathy, and her
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counsels, a constant atmosphere of comfort and

of peace. Every morning, wild-flowers, freshly

gathered, were laid upon her table by the grateful

hands of this young man ; every evening, beside her

seat in her little room, his mild, pure face was to be

seen, bright with a quiet happiness, that must have

bound his heart by no weak ties to her with whose

fate his own was so closely to be linked.

And the recollection of such benign and holy

influences breathed upon the human hearts of those

who came within her sphere, will not, I trust, be

valueless to those friends, in whose love her

memory is enshrined with more immortal honour

than the world can give or take away.
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'•' Last, having thus reveal'd all I could love,

And having received all love bestow'd on it,

I would die : so preserving through my course

God full on me, as I was full on men

:

And He would grant my prayer— ' I have gone through

All loveliness of life ; make more for me,

If not for men,—or take me to Thyself,

Eternal, Infinite Love !
'

"

Browning.

" Till another open for me
In God's Eden-land unknown,

With an angel at the doorway,

White with gazing at His Throne
;

And a saint's voice in the palm^rees singing,

—

'All is lost,

and won.'

"

Elizabeth Barrett.



La ne venimmo : e lo scaglion primaio

Bianco niarmo 6ra si pulito e terso,

Ch 'io mi specchiava in esso, qual io paio.

Era 1 secondo tinto, piii che perso,

D'una petrina ruvida ed arsiccia,

Crepata per lo lungo e per traverso.

Lo terzo, che di sopra s'ammassiccia,

Porfido mi parea si fiammegiante,

Come sangue che fuor di vena spiccia.

Sopra questa teneva ambo le piante

L' angel di Dio, sedendo in su la soglia,

Che mi sembiava pietra di diamante.

Per li tre gradi su di buona voglia

Mi trasse '1 duca mio, dicendo, chiedi

Umilmente che '1 serr^me scioglia."

Dante,

' Che luce e questa, e qual nuova beltate ?

Dicean tra lor
;
perch' abito si adomo

Dal mondo errante a quest 'alto soggiorno

Non sali mai in tutta questa etate.

Ella contenta aver cangiato albergo,

Si paragona pur coi piii perfetti."

Petrarca.



IX.

HOMEWARD.

SPEING-TIME.

Speing, bright prophet of God's eternal youth,

herald for ever eloquent of heaven's undying joy,

has once more wrought its miracle of resurrection

on the vineyards and olive-groves of Tuscany, and

touched with gently-wakening fingers the myrtle

and the orange in the gardens of Florence. The

Apennines have put aside their snowy winding-

sheet, and their untroubled faces salute with rosy

gleams of promise the new day, while flowers smile

upward to the serene sky amid the grass and grain

fields, and fmit is swelling beneath the blossoms

along the plains of Arno. " The Italian spring,"

writes Margaret, "is as good as Paradise. Days

come of glorious sunshine and gently-flowing airs,

that expand the heart and uplift the whole nature.

The birds are twittering their first notes of love

;

the ground is enamelled with anemones, cowslips,

and crocuses ; every old wall and ruin puts on its
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festoon and garland ; and the heavens stoop daily

nearer, till the earth is folded in an embrace of

light, and her every pulse beats music."

"This world is indeed a sad place, despite its

sunshine, birds, and crocuses. But I never felt as

happy as now, when I always find the glad eyes

of my little boy to welcome me. I feel the tie

between him and me so real and deep-rooted, that

even death shall not part us. So sweet is this

unimpassioned love; it knows no dark reactions,

it does not idealize, and cannot be daunted by the

faults of its object. Nothing but a child can take

the worst bitterness out of Kfe, and break the spell

of loneliness. I shall not be alone in other worlds,

whenever Eternity may call me."

And now her face is turned homeward. " I am

homesick," she had written years before, "but

where is that HOME?"

OMENS.

" My heart is very tired,—my strength is low,

—

My hands are full of blossoms pluck'd before,

Held dead within them till myself shall die."

Elizabeth Barrett.

Many motives drew Margaret to her native

land : heart-weariness at the reaction in Europe

;
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desire of publishing to best advantage the book

whereby she hoped at once to do justice to great

principles and brave men, and to earn bread for

her dear ones and herself; and, above all, yearning

to be again among her family and earliest as-

sociates. '' I go back," she writes, " prepared for

difficulties ; but it will be a consolation to be with

my mother, brother, sister, and old friends, and I

find it imperatively necessary to be in the United

States, for a while at least, to make such arrange-

ments with the printers as may free me from

immediate care. I did think, at one time, of

coming alone with Angelino, and then writing for

Ossoli to come later, or returning to Italy

;

knowing that it will be painful for him to go, and

that there he must have many lonely hom'S. But

he is separated from his old employments and

natural companions, while no career is open for

him at present. Then, I would not take his child

away for several months; for his heart is fixed

upon him as fervently as mine. And, again, it

would not only be very strange and sad to be so

long without his love and care, but I should be

continually solicitous about his welfare. Ossoli,

indeed, cannot but feel solitary at first, and I am
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much more anxious about liis happiness than my

own. Still, he will have our boy, and the love of

my family, especially of my mother, to cheer him,

and quiet communings with nature give him

pleasure so simple and profound, that I hope he

will make a new life for himself, in our unknown

country, till changes favour our return to his own.

I trust, that we shall find the means to come

together, and to remain together."

Considerations of economy determined them,

spite of many misgivings, to take passage in a

merchantman from Leghorn. " I am suffering,"

she writes, " as never before, from the horrors of

indecision. Happy the fowls of the air, who do

not have to think so much about their arrange-

ments! The barque EUzaheth will take us, and

is said to be an uncommonly good vessel, nearly

new, and well kept. We may be two months at

sea, but to go by way of France would more than

double the expense. Yet, now that I am on the

point of deciding to come in her, people daily

dissuade me, saying that I have no conception of

what a voyage of sixty or seventy days wdll be in

point of fatigue and suffering ; that the insecurity,

compared with packet-ships or steamers, is great

;
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that the cabin, being on deck, will be terribly ex-

posed, in case of a gale, &c. &c. I am well aware

of the proneness of volunteer counsellors to frighten

and excite one, and have generally disregarded

them. But this time I feel a trembling solicitude

on account of my child, and am doubtful, harassed,

almost ilL" And again, under date of April 21,

she says :
" I had intended, if I went by way of

France, to take the packet-ship ' Argo^' from

Havre ; and I had requested Mrs. to procure

and forward to me some of my effects left at Paris,

in charge of Miss F , when, taking up Galig-

nam, my eye fell on these words :
' died, 4th of

April, !Miss F ;' and, turning the page, I

read, 'The ^^^:eck of the Argo^—a somewhat

singular combination ! There were notices, also,

of the loss of the fine English steamer Adelaide^

and of the American packet Jolin Shiddy. Safety

is not to be secured, then, by the wisest foresight.

I shall embark more composedly in our merchant-

ship, praying fervently, indeed, that it may not be

my lot to lose my boy at sea, either by unsolaced

illness, or amid the howling waves ; or, if so, that

Ossoli, Angelo, and I may go together, and that

the anguish may be brief."

VOL. III. p
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Their state-rooms were taken, tlieir trunks

packed, their preparations finished, they were just

leaving Florence, when letters came, which, had

they reached her a week earlier, would probably

have induced them to remain in Italy. But

Margaret had already by letter appointed a rendez-

vous for the scattered members of her family in

July; and she would not break her engagements

with the commander of the barque. It was destined

that they were to sail,—to sail in the Elizabeth, to

sail then. iVnd, even in the hour of parting,

clouds, whose tops were golden in the sunshine,

whose base was gloomy on the waters, beckoned

them onward. " Beware of the sea," had been a

singular prophecy, given to Ossoli when a boy, by

a fortune-teller, and this was the first ship he had

ever set his foot on. More than ordinary appre-

hensions of risk, too, hovered before Margaret.

" I am absurdly fearful," she ^Tites, " and various

omens have combined to give me a dark feeling.

I am become indeed a miserable coward, for the

sake of Angelino. I fear heat and cold, fear the

voyage, fear biting poverty. I hope I shall not be

forced to be as brave for him, as I have been for

myself, and that, if I succeed to rear him, he will
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be neitlier a weak nor a bad man. But I love

him too much ! In case of mishap, however, I

shall perish with my husband and mj child, and

we may be transferred to some happier state."

And again : "I feel perfectly willing to stay my

threescore years and ten, if it be thought I need

so much tuition from this planet ; but it seems to

me that my future upon earth will soon close. It

may be terribly trying, but it will not be so very

long, now. God will transplant the root, if he

wills to rear it into fruit-bearing." And, finally :

'' I have a vague expectation of some crisis,—

I

know not what. But it has long seemed, that, in

the year 1850, I should stand on a plateau in the

ascent of life, where I should be allowed to pause

for a while, and take more clear and commanding

views than ever before. Yet my life proceeds as

regularly as the fates of a Greek tragedy, and I

can but accept the pages as they turn." * *

These were her parting words :

—

^'Florence, May 14, 1850.—I will believe, I

shall be welcome with my treasures,—my husband

and child. For me, I long so much to see you

!

Should anything hinder our meeting upon earth,,

p2
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think of your daughter, as one who always wished,

at least, to do her duty, and who always cherished

you, according as her mind opened to discover

excellence.

" Give dear love, too, to my brothers ; and first

to my eldest, faithful friend ! Eugene ; a sister's

love to Ellen ; love to my kind and good aunts,

and to my dear cousin E,—God bless them !

"I hope we shall be able to pass some time

together yet, in this world. But if God decrees

otherwise,—here and hereafter,—my dearest

mother,

" Your loving child, Margaret."

THE VOYAGE.*

The seventeenth of May, the day of sailing,

came, and the Elizabeth lay waiting for her com-

pany. Yet, even then, dark presentiments so

overshadowed Margaret, that she passed one

anxious hour more in hesitation, before she could

resolve to go on board. But Captain Hasty was

so fine a model of the New England seaman,

* The following account is as accurate, even in minute details,

as conversation with several of the survivors enabled me to make.

—W. H. C.
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strong-minded, prompt, calm, decided, courteous
;

Mrs. Hasty was so refined, gentle, and hospitable

;

both had already formed so warm an attachment

for the little family, in their few interviews at

Florence and Leghorn; Celeste Paolini, a young

Italian girl, who had engaged to render kindly

services to Angelin-o, was so lady-like and pleasing

;

their only other fellow-passenger, Mr. Horace

Sumner, of Boston, was so obliging and agTceable

a friend ; and the good ship herself looked so trim,

substantial, and cheery, that it seemed weak and

wrong to turn back. They embarked; and, for

the first few days, all went prosperously, till fear

was forgotten. Soft breezes sweep them tranquilly

over the smooth bosom of the Mediterranean

;

Angelino sits among his heaps of toys, or listens

to the seraphine, or leans his head "v\dth fondling

hands upon the white goat, who is now to be his

foster-parent, or in the captain's arms moves to

and fro, gazing curiously at spars and rigging, or

watches with delight the swelling canvas ; while,

under the constant stars, above the unresting sea,

Margaret and Ossoli pace the deck of their small

ocean-home, and think of storms left behind,

—

perhaps of coming tempests.
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But now Captain Hasty fell ill with fever, could

hardly drag himself from his state-room to give

necessary orders, and lay upon the bed or sofa, in

fast-increased distress, though glad to bid Nino

good-day, to kiss his cheek, and pat his hand.

Still, the strong man grew weaker, till he could no

longer draw from beneath the pillow his daily

friend, the Bible, though his mind was yei; clear

to follow his Avife's voice, as she read aloud the

morning and evening chapter. But alas for the

brave, stout seaman ! alas for the young wife, on

almost her first voyage ! alas for crew ! alas for

company ! alas for the friends of Margaret ! The

fever proved to be confluent small-pox, in the most

malignant form. The good commander had re-

ceived his release from earthly duty. The EUzoheth

must lose her guardian. With calm confidence,

he met his fate, and, at eight o'clock on Smiday

morning, June 3d, he breathed his last. At mid-

night, the Elizabeth had anchored OiT Gibraltar;

but the authorities refused permission for any one

to land, and directed that the burial should be

made at sea. As the news spread through the

port, the ships dropped their flags half-mast, and

at sunset, towed by the boat of a neighbouring
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frigate, the crew of the Elizabeth bore the body of

their late chief, wi-apped in the flag of his nation,

to its rest in deep water. Golden twilight flooded

the western skj, and shadows of high-piled clouds

lay pui'ple on the broad Atlantic. In that calm,

s ummer sunset funeral, what eye foresaw the

morning of horror, of which it was the sad fore-

runner ?

At Gibraltar, they were detained a week by

adverse winds, but, on the Odi of June, set sail

again. The second day after, Angelino sickened

with the dreadful malady, and soon became so ill,

that his life was despaired of. His eyes were

closed, his head and face swollen out of shape, his

body covered with eruption. Though inexpe-

rienced in the disease, the parents wisely treated

their boy with cooling drinks, and wet applications

to the skin; under their incessant care, the fever

abated, and, to their unspeakable joy, he rapidly

recovered. Sobered and saddened, they could

again hope, and enjoy the beauty of the calm sky

and sea. Once more Kino laughs, as he splashes

in his morning bath, and playfully prolongs the

meal, which the careful father has prepared with

his own hand, or, if he has been angered, rests his
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head upon liis mother's breast, while his palm is

pressed against her cheek, as, bending down, she

sings to him ; once more, he sits among his toys,

or fondles and plays with the white-haired goat, or

walks np and down in the arms of the steward,

who has a boy of just his age, at home, now

waiting to embrace him; or among the sailors,

with whom he is a universal favourite, prattles in

baby dialect as he tries to imitate their cry to

work the pumps, and pull the ropes. Ossoli and

Sumner, meanwhile, exchange alternate lessons in

Italian and English. And Margaret, among her

papers, gives the last touches to her book on

Italy, or with words of hope and love comforts

like a mother the heart-broken widow. Slowly,

yet peacefully, pass the long summer days, the

mellow moonlit nights ; slowly, and with even

flight, the good Elizabeth, under gentle airs from

the tropics, bears them safely onward. Fom-

thousand miles of ocean lie behind ; they are

nearly home.
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THE WRECK.

*' There are blind ways provided, the foredone

Heart-weary player in this pageant world

Drops out by, letting the main masque defile

By the conspicuous portal :—I am through,

Just through." Brownino.

On Thursday, July 15tli, at noon, the Elizabeth

was off the Jersey coast, somewhere between Cape

May and Barnegat ; and, as the weather was thick,

with a fresh breeze blowing from the east of south,

the officer in command, desirous to secure a good

offing, stood east-north-east. His purpose was,

when daylight showed the highlands of Neversink,

to take a pilot, and run before the wind past Sandy

Hook. So confident, indeed, was he of safety, that

he promised his passengers to land them early in

the morning at New York. With this hope, their

trunks were packed, the preparations made to greet

their friends, the last good-night was spoken, and

with grateful hearts Margaret and Ossoli put Nino

to rest, for the last time, as they thought, on ship-

board,—for the last time, as it was to be, on earth

!

By nine o'clock, the breeze rose to a gale, which

every hour increased in violence, till at midnight

it became a hurricane. Yet, as the Elizabeth was

p3
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new and strong, and as tlie commander, trusting to

an occasional cast of the lead, assured tliem that

they were not nearing the Jersey coast,—which

alone he dreaded,—the passengers remained in

their state-rooms, and caught such uneasy sleep as

the howling storm and tossing ship permitted.

Utterly unconscious, they were, even then, amidst

perils, whence only by promptest energy was it

possible to escape. Though under close-reefed

sails, their vessel was making way far more swiftly

than any one on board had dreamed of; and for

hom-s, with the combined force of cuiTcnts and the

tempest, had been driving headlong towards the

sand-bars of Long Island. About four o'clock, on

Friday morning, July 16th, she struck,—first drag-

gingly, then hard and harder,—on Fire Island

beach.

The main and mizen masts were at once cut

away ; but the heavy marble in her hold had broken

through her bottom, and she bilged. Her bow

held fast, her stem swung round, she careened in-

land, her broadside was bared to the shock of the

billows, and the waves made a clear breach over

her with every swell. The doom of the poor Eliza-

beth was sealed now, and no human power could
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save lier. She lay at tlie mercy of the maddened

ocean.

At the first jar, the passengers, knowing but too

well its fatal import, sprang from their berths.

Then came the cry of " Cut away," followed by

the crash of falling timbers, and the thnnder of the

seas, as they broke across the deck. In a moment

more, the cabin skylight was dashed in pieces by

the breakers, and the spray, pouring down like a

cataract, put out the lights, while the cabin door

was wrenched from its fastenings, and the waves

swept in and out. One scream, one only, was

heard from Margaret's state-room ; and Sumner

and Mrs. Hasty, meeting in the cabin, clasped

hands, with these few but touching words :
'" We

must die." " Let us die calmly, then." " I hope

so, Mrs. Hasty." It was in the gi-ey dusk, and

amid the awful tumult, that the companions in

misfortune met. The side of the cabin to the lee-

ward had already settled under water ; and furni-

ture, trunks, and fragments of the skylight were

floating to and fro ; while the inclined position of

the floor made it difficult to stand ; and every sea,

as it broke over the bulwarks, splashed in through

the open roof. The windward cabin-walls, how-
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ever, still yielded partial shelter, and against it,

seated side by side, half leaning backwards, with

feet braced upon the long table, they awaited what

next should come. At first, Nino, alarmed at the

uproar, the darkness, and the rushing water, while

shivering with the wet, cried passionately ; but

soon his mother, wrapping him in such garments

as were at hand, and folding him to her bosom,

sang him to sleep. Celeste too was in an agony of

terror, till Ossoli, with soothing words and a long

and fervent prayer, restored her to self-control and

trust. Then calmly they rested, side by side, ex-

changing kindly partings and sending messages to

friends, if any should survive to be their bearer.

Meanwhile, the boats having been swamped or

carried away, and the carpenter's tools washed over-

board, the crew had retreated to the top-gallant

forecastle ; but, as the passengers saw and heard

nothing of them, they supposed that the officers

and crew had deserted the ship, and that they were

left alone. Thus passed three hours.

At length, about seven, as there were signs that

the cabin would soon break up, and any death

seemed preferable to that of being crushed among

the ruins, Mrs. Hasty made her way to the door.
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and, looking out at intervals between the seas as

tliey swept across the vessel amidships, saw some

one standing by the foremast. His face was toward

the shore. She screamed and beckoned, but her

voice was lost amid the roar of the wind and

breakers, and her gestures were unnoticed. Soon,

however, Davis, the mate, through the door of the

forecastle caught sight of her, and, at once compre-

hending the danger, summoned the men to go to

the rescue. At first none dared to risk with him

the perilous attempt ; but, cool and resolute, he

set forth by himself, and now holding to the bul-

warks, now stooping as the waves combed over, he

succeeded in reaching the cabin. Two sailors, em-

boldened by his example, followed. Preparations

were instantly made to conduct the passengers to

the forecastle, which, as being more strongly built

and lying further up the sands, was the least exposed

part of the ship, Mrs. Hasty volunteered to go

the first. With one hand clasped by Davis, while

with the other each grasped the rail, they started,

a sailor moving close behind. But hardly had they

taken three steps, when a sea broke loose her hold,

and swept her into the hatchway. '^ Let me go,"

she cried, " your life is important to all on board."
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But cheerily, and with a smile,^ he answered,

" Not quite jet ;
" and, seizing in his teeth her long

hair, as it floated past him, he caught with both

hands at some near support, and, aided by the

seaman, set her once again upon her feet. A few

moments more of struggle brought them safely

through. In turn, each of the passengers was

helped thus laboriously across the deck, though, as

the broken rail and cordage had at one place fallen

in the way, the passage was dangerous and difficult

in the extreme. Angelino was borne in a canvas

bag, slung round the neck of a sailor. Within the

forecastle, which was comparatively dry and shel-

tered, they now seated themselves, and wrapped in

the loose overcoats of the seamen, regained some

warmth. Three times more, however, the mate

made his way to the cabin ; once, to save her late

husband's watch, for Mrs. Hasty ; again for some

doubloons, money-drafts, and rings in Margaret's

desk ; and, finally, to procm-e a bottle of wine and

a drum of figs for their refreshment. It was after

his last return, that Margaret said to Mrs. Hasty,
r

" There still remains what, if I live, will be of

more value to me than anything," referring, pro-

* Mrs. Hasty's own words while describing the incident.
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bably, to her manuscript on Italy ; but it seemed

too selfish to ask their brave preserver to run the

risk again.

There was opportunity now to learn their situa-

tion, and to discuss the chances of escape. At the

distance of only a few hundred yards appeared the

shore,—a lonely waste of sand-hills, so far as could

be seen through the spray and driving rain. But

men had been early observed, gazing at the ^Tcck,

and, later, a wagon had been drawn upon the beach.

There was no sign of a life-boat, however, or of

any attempt at rescue ; and, about nine o'clock, it

was determined that some one should try to land

by swimming, and, if possible, get help. Though

it seemed almost sure death to trust one's self to the

surf, a sailor, with a life-preserver, jumped over-

board, and, notwithstanding a current drifting him

to leeward, was seen to reach the shore. A second,

with the aid of a spar, followed in safety ; and

Sumner, encouraged by their success, sprang over

also ; but, either struck by some piece of the

wreck, or unable to combat with the waves, he

sank. Another hour or more passed by; but

though persons were busy gathering into carts

whatever spoil was stranded, no life-boat yet
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appeared; and, after mucli deliberation, tlie plan was

proposed,—and, as it was then understood, agreed

to,—that the passengers should attempt to land,

each seated upon a plank, and grasping handles of

rope, while a sailor swam behind. Here, too,

Mrs. Hasty was the first to venture, under the guard

of Davis. Once and again, during their passage,

the plank was rolled wholly over, and once and

again was righted, with its bearer, by the daunt-

less steersman ; and when, at length, tossed by the

surf upon the sands, the half-drowned woman still

holding, as in a death-struggle, to the ropes, was

about to be swept back by the under-tow, he

caught her in his arms, and, with the assistance of

a bystander, placed lier high upon the beach.

Thus twice in one day had he perilled his own life

to save that of the widow of his captain, and even

over that dismal tragedy his devotedness casts one

gleam of light.

Now came Margaret's turn. But she steadily

refused to be separated from Ossoli and Angelo.

On a raft with them, she would have boldly en-

countered the surf, but alone she would not go.

Probably, she had appeared to assent to the plan

for escaping upon planks with the view of inducing
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Mrs. Hasty to trust herself to the care of the best

man on board ; very possibly, also, she had never

learned the result of their attempt, as, seated within

the forecastle, she could not see the beach. She

,

knew, too, that if a life-boat could be sent, Davis

was one who would neglect no effort to expedite

its coming. While she was yet declining all per-

suasions, word was given from the deck that the

life-boat had finally appeared. For a moment,

the news lighted up again the flickering fire of

hope. They might yet be saved,—be saved to-

gether ! Alas ! to the experienced eyes of the

sailors it too soon became evident that there was

no attempt to launch or man her. The last chance

of aid from shore, then, was gone utterly. They

must rely on their own strength, or perish. And

if ever they were to escape, the time had come

;

for, at noon, the storm had somewhat lulled ; but

already the tide had tmiied, and it was plain that

the wreck could not hold together through another

flood. In this emergency the commanding officer,

who until now had remained at his post, once more

appealed to Margaret to try to escape,—m'ging

that the ship would inevitably break up soon ; that

it was mere suicide to remain longer ; that he did
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not feel free to sacrifice tlie lives of the crew, or to

throw away his own ; finally, that he would him-

self take Angelo, and that sailors should go with

Celeste, Ossoli, and herself. But, as before, Mar-

garet decisively declared that she would not be

parted from her husband or her child. The order was

then given to " save themselves," and all but four

of the crew jumped over, several of whom, together

with the commander, reached shore alive, though

severely bruised and wounded by the drifting frag-

ments. There is a sad consolation in believing

that if Margaret judged it to be impossible that the

three should escape, she, in all probability, was

right. It required a most rare combination of

courage, promptness, and persistency, to do what

Davis had done for Mrs. Hasty. We may not

conjectm'e the crowd of thoughts which influenced

the lovers, the parents, in this awful crisis; but

doubtless one wish was ever uppermost,— that,

God willing, the last hour might come for all, if

it must come for one.

It was now past three o'clock, and as, with the

rising tide, the gale swelled once more to its former

violence, the remnants of the barque fast yielded

to the resistless waves. The cabin went by the
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board, the after-parts broke up, and the stern

settled out of sight. Soon, too, the forecastle was

filled with water, and the helpless little band were

driven to the deck, where they clustered round the

foremast. Presently, even this frail support was

loosened from the hull, and rose and fell with every

billow. It was plain to all that the final moment

di-ew swiftly nigh. Of the foiu* seamen who still

stood by the passengers, three were as efficient as

any among the crew of the Elizabeth. These were

the steward, carpenter, and cook. The fourth was

an old sailor, who, broken dow^n by hardship and

sickness, was going home to die. These men were

once again persuading Margaret, Ossoli, and Celeste,

to try the planks, which they held ready in the lee

of the ship, and the steward, by whom Nino was

so much beloved, had just taken the little fellow in

his arms, wdth the pledge that he would save him

or die, wdien a sea struck the forecastle, and the

foremast fell, carrying wdth it the deck, and all

upon it. The steward and Angelino were washed

upon the beach, both dead, though warm, some

twenty minutes after. The cook and carpenter

were thrown far upon the foremast, and saved

themselves by swimming. Celeste and Ossoli
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caught for a moment by the rigging, but the next

wave swallowed them up. Margaret sank at once.

When last seen she had been seated at the foot of

the foremast, still clad in her white night-dress,

with her hair fallen loose upon her shoulders. It

was over,—that twelve hours' communion, face to

face, with Death ! It was over ! and the prayer

was granted, " that Ossoli, Angelo, and I, may go

together, and that the anguish may be brief!"

* * * « *

A passage from the journal of a friend of Mar-

garet, whom the news of the ^vi'eck drew at once to

the scene, shall close this mournful story :

—

" The hull of the Elizabeth, with the foremast

still bound to it by cordage, lies so near the shore,

that it seems as if a dozen oar-strokes would carry

a boat alongside. And as one looks at it glittering

in the sunshine, and rocking gently in the swell, it

is hard to feel reconciled to our loss.
^ Seven reso-

lute men might have saved every soul on board.

I know how different was the prospect on that

awful morning, when the most violent gale that

had visited our coast for years, drove the billows

up to the very foot of the sand-hills, and when the
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sea in foaming torrents swept across the beach

into the bay behind. Yet I cannot but reluctantly

declare my judgment, that this terrible tragedy is

to be attributed, so far as human agency is looked

at, to our wretched system, or no-system, of life-

boats. The life-boat at Fire Island light-house,

three miles distant only, was not brought to the

beach till between twelve and one o'clock, more

than eight hours after the Elizabeth was stranded,

and more than six hours after the Avreck could

easily have been seen. When the life-boat did

finally come, the beachmen could not be persuaded

to launch or man her. And even the mortar, by

which a rope could and should have been thrown

on board, was not once fired. A single lesson like

this might certainly suffice to teach the govern-

ment, insurance companies, and humane societies,

the urgent need, that to every life-boat should be

attached oeganized crew&, stimulated to do their

work faithfully, by ample pay for actual service,

generous salvage-fees for cargoes and persons, and

a pension to surviving friends where life is lost. * *

"No trace has yet been found of Margaret's

manuscript on Italy, though tlie denials of the

wreckers as to having seen it, are not in the least
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to be depended on. For, greedy after riclier spoil,

they might well have overlooked a mass of written

paper ; and, even had they kept it, they would be

slow to give up what would so clearly prove their

participation in the heartless robbery, that is now

exciting such universal horror and indignation.

Possibly it was washed away before reaching the

shore, as several of the trunks, it is said, were

open and empty, when thrown upon the beach.

But it is sad to think, that very possibly the brutal

hands of pirates may have tossed to the winds, or

scattered on the sands, pages so rich w^ith expe-

rience and life. The only papers of value saved,

were the love-letters of Margaret and Ossoli.*

" It is a touching coincidence, that the only one

of Margaret's treasures which reached the shore,

was the lifeless form of Angelino. When the

body, stripped of every rag by the waves, was

rescued from the surf, a sailor took it reverently in

his arms, and, •wrapping it in his neckcloth, bore

it to the nearest house. There, when washed, and

dressed in a child's frock, found in Margaret's

trunk, it was laid upon a bed ; and as the rescued

* The letters from which extracts were quoted in the previous

chapter.
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seamen gathered round their late playfellow and

pet, there were few dry eyes in the circle. Several

of them mourned for Mno, as if he had been their

own ; and even the callous wreckers were softened,

for the moment, by a sight so full of pathetic

beauty. The next day, borne upon their shoulders

in a chest, which one of the sailors gave for a

coffin, it was buried in a hollow among the sand

heaps. As I stood beside the lonely little mound,

it seemed that never was seen a more affecting

type of orphanage. Aroimd, wiry and stiff, were

scanty spires of beach-grass ; near by, dwarf-

cedars, blown flat by wintry winds, stood like grim

guardians ; only at the grave-head a stimted wild-

rose, wilted and scraggy, was struggling for exist-

ence. Thoughts came of the desolate childhood

of many a little one in this hard world ; and there

was joy in the assurance, that Angelo was neither

motherless nor fatherless, and that Margaret and

her husband were not childless in that New World,

which so suddenly they had entered together.

"To-morrow, Margaret's mother, sister and

brothers will remove Nino's body to New Eng-

land/'

*^ * * «? *
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Was this, then, thy welcome home ? A howlmg

hurricane, the pitiless sea, wreck on a sand-bar,

an idle life-boat, beach-pirates, and not one friend !

In those twelve hours of agonj, did the last scene

appear but as the fitting close for a life of storms,

where no safe haven was ever in reach ; where thy

richest treasures were so often stranded; where

even the deare&t and nearest seemed always too

far off, or just too late, to help.

Ah, no! not so. The clouds were gloomy on

the waters, truly ; but their tops were golden in

the sun. It was in the Father's House that wel-

come awaited thee.

" Glory to God ! to God ! lie saith,

Knowledge by suffering entereth,

And Life is perfected by Dteatk-"

THE END.

R. CLAY, PRINTER, BREAD STREET HILL.
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